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fhe ttody of toi ls provides interesting iniomation with 
regard to soienoet agrioalture end engineering. Ilie surtaoe 
phciioae9ia> the idiysioo-oheiBioal and the pesticidal aspects are of 
vital importance in aodem crop production and aivironsiental pollution. 
Ihe clay traction of the soi l idiich fonts the soil colloid 
li 
has properties very much similar those^of typical colloidal suibstanoes 
and is responsible for i ts physico*chenioal properties* the 
adsorption and ion exchange behaviour of clays and soils largely 
controls the availability, effectiveness or potentiality of inorganic 
substances placed onto or vithin the so i l . Inorganic trace elonents 
taken up as plant nutrients are essential for healthy development of 
animals, plants and microorganioss. 
Even though the oxganic matter cmistitutes a minor fraction 
of the soil yet i ts overall influence on the physical^physico-^chemlcal 
and microbiological properties of the soil is considerable. Ihe 
clay-organic interactions are of great teclmological importance in 
agriculture and industry. 
In fact on application to soils the pesticides and micro-
nutrients are adsoi1>ed on the clay siAistrate, undezgo exchange with 
cations or anions of the clays, cause a variation of the nutrient 
availability and microorganisms of the soil and bring about various 
physico-chemical changes in the clays and the so i ls . 
( 1 1 ) 
pestloidal organic eoapounds ar« invaluable now days in 
proaotion of the tar» productivity and protection of the agricultural 
producta. To avoid the enomous damage to agriculture by insects, 
noxious needs and rodents in our country the use of the pesticides 
is steadily increasing. At the saae tine their excessive use is also 
posing a potential health hassard not only to livestock and wild l i f e 
hut even to hosan beings either directly or indirectly through the 
food chains. This can be the cause of the major pollution problems 
adversely affecting the soil fert i l i ty and phyto-toxicity. 
Though in recent years a great deal of attention has been 
given to the interactions of various organic compounds with different 
types of clays and soils^ relatively l i t t le data exists on the 
meohanioB of interactions between the pesticides in solution and the 
surface of the clay minerals. Therefore such studies are of great 
help in understanding the nature of the clay organic interactions 
for their safe and effective use. 
In these investigations, MLmecron which i s a comsiercial 
formulation of phosphomidtMai a vinyl phosphate insecticide* [^0,0, 
dimethyl, 0 (i-methyl, 2-ehloro-2*diethyl oarbcnsoyl-vinyl) phosphatej 
has been selected for studies with the different forms of montmori-
llonite clay and the Aligaiii so i l . Dimecron is used for controlling 
certain insect pests of f ield crops like cotttm, fruits and vegetables. 
Its interactions with an Indian sample of mentmorillonite clay has 
been examined from seireiral angles and a reaction mechanism has been 
worked out. Betiiei this, studies en the mobilities of some trace 
elements In tws sotS» hsve bew carried ant. Ion-exchange equilibria 
( H i ) 
between caloiiM and awnonlm ions in the MontMOrillonite clay have 
also hettti studied. 
the investigations described in the present thesis are 
divided into the following partst 
(1) Adsorption and interaction of I)iMecron [[0,0-diaethyl«0- (i-nethyl*. 
2*ohloro-2-diethyl eazbonoyl-vinyl) phosphate with aoid and 
base saturated aontMorillonites. 
(2) Ibemodynaaics and aeohanisa of adsorption of Diaeoron on acid 
and base saturated aontworillonites* 
(5) fhe effect of cetyl pyridiniUM chloride and sodios lauryl sulphate 
on adsorption and nobility of oieecrcm on i l l i t i c Aligaxii s o i l . 
(4) Influence of salinity^ alkalinity, phosphate and organic natter 
on nobility of trace elenents in soils* 
(5) Qysteresis and reversibility in calciun-amoniai exchange in 
bentonite. 
A concise account of the results achieved on the basis of 
the plan neaticned above is pres«ited in the following pages: 
( i ) Xn ths f i rst chapter (the adsorptive b^aviour of Oinecron 
with Ha- and Ca*nontnorlllonites were studied. The effect of the 
tine on adsorption showed that the process was diffusion controlled, 
Kaxinini adsorption occurred at pH 6. Hie adsorption isothems and 
desorption ezperinents provided evidence for a strong n<m-ionio 
electrostatic chenisorption of the chenical to the clay surface and 
this fooaid siipport fron x-ray and infra red studies* 
( tr ) 
(2) In ttie second chapter, (Che adsorption of Diaecron on 
•ontaorlllonlte was investigated and the data obtained vere analysed 
in teras of adsorption iaothenis, Sd values, langauir equation and 
themodynralo parameters. Langauir analysis pointed to r^lons vlth 
two distinct aeohanlsns of Diaecron adsorption over the montaorillo-
nltes. Umgauir constants reflected the aagnltude and affinity of 
adsorption as affected by the tenperature, concentration and the 
nature of the cations. Values of themodyaamic equillbriim constants, 
Gibb*s free enexigyi enthalpy and entropy supported the inferences 
drawn . / A neohanisa for Diaecron adsorption over the aontaorillonite 
was proposed t^ich could be due to pirotonation or coordination with 
or without a water bridge, the proposed aechanisns satisfy the 
sorption processes at varying pesticide concentrations pertaining 
to regions X and IS* 
{3) Xn the third part, the adsorption of Diaecron on a non-saline 
s i l t loaa type of Aligarh soil was studied. Hhe adsorption isothera 
showed a strong non-ionic cheaisorption of the pesticide to the soil 
surface. Effect of the two surfactants, cetyl pyridinliisi chloride 
and sodiw lauryl sulphate on adsorption and aobility of Diaecron 
was studied. Though the range was different, the catlonic as well as 
the anicmic surfactant decreased the adsorption of Diaecron in the 
so i l , siailarly, addition of these two surfactants resulted in a 
aarked increase of aobility of the pesticide. Soil coluans were used 
for aobility experlaents. 
(%) lite aobillties of alcrenutrients of Cu^*, Fe^*, Ni^ "*", Co^*, 
( T ) 
Ita^ '*' aad Oi^* in i l l l t i o Aligarli «olQn«tz and Montaorlllonitie tilaok: 
cotton •oil wort Measured In tenis of Bp values with the help of 
eoll thin layer chrcwatography, Iheie were found to he tensltlYe 
to the aalinitr, the alkalinity* the phosphate emitent and the 
ox^anlo content of the so i l . A close correlation was Observed 
between the aohlllties* the pH and the eleotrical conductivities 
Of the two soi ls . A rise in salinity resulted in Harked variations 
in the nobilities of nicronutrients in the Aligaxli soil but the 
effect was lesser in black cotton soi l . On the addition of the 
alkaline salts a great diversity was observed in the behaviour of 
the two salts (NagCO^  and KaHCO^ ) on the B^ values of trace elenents. 
Sinilarly ttie addition of Ha^ PO^  and the ozganic matter had a narked 
effect on the aoveaent of the trace elements. 
(5) In the last chapter the ion exchange equilibria involving 
calcitis and anioniurn ions in an Indian sample of bentonite were 
studied from several angles. variation within exchange time, 
pH, ionic strength and the temperature has been investigated. 
Exchange of the counterions m the hemoionic mmitmorillmite prepared 
by the salt saturation ion exchange method was non-stoiohiometric and 
irreversible and gave rise to hysteresis loops in exchange isothenis. 
Bxchanges at constant icniic strength gave rise to a reversal in the 
aff inity order of the e«aicentrations over the clay surface. In both 
eases, hysteresis in the exchange isotherms appeared to be due to the 
fixation and the penetration of the ions into the clay micropores 
at the high salt eoncentrati<ms. Attempt to restore the reversibility 
( VI ) 
v«r» not •uecestful. Ibis systot m , ih%r%foT%, not avenablt to 
« tli«iiiodyna«lc analysis as advocated "by Gainas and ThOMas and 
1>y latar workers. 
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GENBB/IL XliTROIHJCTXOM 
OEHERAL PiTBOPIJCMQN 
Soil Is the iK»tt iaportant material covezlag tlie 
ontemiost layer of the earth's orust i t a heterogeneous polydisperse 
systea of solid* liquid and gaseous eoaponents of Tarious properties. 
It possesses distinct aorphologioal* siinerologioal* ohevioal and 
physical properties resulting fnw certain inheritanoe factors, frosi 
i ts unique position on the surface of earth and fron the environmntal 
factors existing at that position* 
Soil is very complex in nature and consists of four iaportant 
constituents vias, air, water, oxganic and Hineral aatter. ^ e 
mineral natter consists of particles generally less than 0*002 mm 
and is called the clay fraction of the soi l iibile the coarse fraction 
consists of rock dehris and sand. Being the most reactive portion 
of the so i l , clays are inTol'red in many physico*oheaiical reactions* 
Due to their colloidal properties the day fraction of the soi l has 
since limg claimed the interest of soil scientists, mineralogists, 
geologists, chemists and others* 
X'^ ray and other studies have rsrealed that clay is crystalline 
in nature and composed of simple Ibttilding units* Ihe difference in 
the properties of day is Ibelieved to depend on the special arrangement 
of these units in the crystal lattice. Treatment of the general 
sobject of clay minerology has been given by Marshall^, Grim^, 
<% 4 
Van Olphen-' and Gieseking * the days are composed of alternating, 
parallel, two dimensional layers formed from silicate tetrahedra and 
aliMinate ootahedra. The deiiotltion of th««« layers and the extent 
and nature of Isooiorphous subatitutlon deterwLne to a great extent 
tbe ehettlcal and phygieal properties of the aineraX. Hie sllioate 
olays eontain at least six different groups of Minerals riz. 
kaolinitio* aontHorlllonitie, i l l i t i c » vexulculitlot ohloritie and 
attlapnlgitlo. Soae iaportant olay ailnerals are desorilied below. 
lAOIIMIfE 
fhe Mineral i s eonposed of a single tetrahedral sheet of 
s i l i ca and a single octahedral sheet of aluaina ocMhined in a unit 
so that the tips of s i l ica tetrahedral and a layer of octahedral 
sheet font a cc»B)aen layer* the nineral thus has a i s i non-expanding 
latt ice , idtere two adjacent units are held together rigidly by 
hydrogen bonds* Cations and water cannot enter these lattices, 
fhese clays have therefore low swelling properties, plasticity, 
cohesion and shrinkage properties are also very low. 
Xts structural fomula is (OH)gSi^ Al^ O^Q. Ihe size of the 
unit ce l l i s 7.2 A. Ihe general shape of the Mineral i s that of a 
thin plate hexagon. It possesses a low exchange capacity of about 
5-10 Msq. per 100 g . Halloysite, nacrite, dickite and anauxite 
are soae other isoaers of the kaolin group. 
M(a«MORILLONITE 
the Mineral was first studied by Le'ohatelier^ and ha» been 
assigned the fomula (0H)^SigAl^02Q*nH20. Ross and his colleagues^ 
established the identity of MontMorillonite as a definite clay Mineral 
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F W . I 
•pedes, structurally the nizieral oonslsts of three layers, a 
central octahedral alualna sheet enclosed hetween two si l ica 
tetrahedral sheets» iaparting a 2tl layer lattice structure, fhe 
alunlna and sil ica sheets are held together by coonon oxygen atoas. 
Hht layers are staked one ahoTe the other in the C direction, ^ere 
is a very weak oxygen-oxygen hond and an excellent clearage between 
the units, oa account of this weak t>ond» the outstanding feature of 
•ontHorillonite structure i s that water and other polar molecules 
can enter between the unit layers causing the lattice to expand in 
the C direction, fhe lattice structure of these ainerals, unlike 
that of kaolinite i s not fixed and the c*axis dinension of Montaori* 
llonite varies from about 9.6 A, t^en no polar molecules are in 
between the unit layers» to substantially complete separation of the 
individual layers in some cases, this 2si layer structura of the 
clay is also responsible for high plasticity, cohesion, swelling 
and marked shrinkage, besides the high cationic adsorption capacity 
which varies from 70 to iOO meq. per iOO g olay. 
There are substituticms, within the lattice, of aluminium 
and possibly i^osidiorus for silicon in tetrahedral coordination and 
of Mg, Pe, £n, Ni, Li etc. for aluainium in the octahedral sheet. 
Total replacement of aluminium by magnesium* iron and chrcmiinm yields 
the minerals saponite, nontronite, volkonskoite and sauconite. 
ILLITE 
Hie basic structure unit of i l l i t e is a layer composed of 
two si l ica tetrahedral sheets with a central octahedral sheet, fbe 
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FIO.2 
unit i s th« sane as that for moatsoirilloiiits exocpt tbat sose of 
the silicons mr% replaced hy aliainitia and the resultant charge 
defioieney Is halanoed by potassiiai ions. Vtit unit layers extend 
indefinitely in the a and h direotiens and are staoleed in the o 
direction, Ihe potassitsi ions occur hetiieen unit layers where they 
Just f i t into perforations in the surface 0 layers and exert a 
definite stabilizing ef fect on the crystal lattice. Hence i l l i t e 
crystals are less expandable and properties like hydration, cation 
adsorption, swelling, lOiriitibage, plasticity and ease of dispersion 
are less Intensirely developed Hian in sonlworillonite. 
Ihe structural foinula of the Mineral i s 
Basal spacings are of the 
order of 10 A* 
the cation exchange capacity of this Mineral Taries inm 
0 aeq. to 40 Msq* per 100 g clay. 
SOIL OaHAWIC MATTER 
Ihe biosphere Is an Important and active soil foning agent. 
It Includes diverse eleaents like Tegetatioa, Microorganisas and 
anlMals. fhe activities of these agencies give rise to accuMulatlon 
of organic Matter in soil. Soil organic Matter is very coMplex in 
nature. Ihe brown colored, high Mslecular weight coMponents of 
soil organic Matter are coMaonly called huMlc and fulvlc acids. Hie 
organic Matter adbares the colloidal property of the soil and plays 
a very iMportant part in deterMlnlng the qualities of a soil. Acting 
«8 a binding agent i t helps to improre soi l strueture* water boiding 
eapaoity and tilth* Organic natter also tends to oontrol and Unit 
developaent of faamful alkaline oonditioas hy neiitrilising th« etfaet 
of sone of the alfcaline salts. Soils containing leas than one percent 
of organic Matter are generally oonsidered to he poor in fert i l i ty 
and may need to he supplied with extra application of organie aianitres 
to bring np the oxganic natter content to a satisfactory level* 
Bmas material iritiidi occurs in soi l as the result of microbial 
decomposition of organic matter, possesses several t^ n^ es of functional 
groups which are capable of attracting and dissociating hydrogen ions* 
fhe strength of the acid produced will, depend upon the nature of the 
predominant groups pressdat. Sumus may also react with iron and 
aluminium ions to fom complexes which may subsequently undex^o 
hydrolysis to yield hydrogen ions. Durii^ the breakdown and 
mineralization of material like water* caxbon dioxidet irarious salts 
and organic acids may be produced thus affecting or adding to the 
total acidity of the system. 
PHYSICO-CHBMICAL PHOPERTIBS GF CXAYS 
eiay fraotion of the soil oontaining particles less than 
0.002 mm in siase, possess properties very much like those of typical 
colloidal substances* Hence these particles art known as soil 
colloids* ttiey are responsible for the i^ysioo-chemical properties 
of soil* 
flte crystal unit of the oli^ particle forms a very complex 
anion exposing a highly nagatlve sorfaoe and Is knotm as aloel le . 
It attracts the positively ehaxged cations and results In the 
fomatlon of an electrical doahle layer i«here the negatively dtiarged 
alcelle constitutes the Inner Ionic layer and the loosely held cations 
surrounding the negative nucleus, fom the outer layer* Vhen such 
particles are dispersed In water the cations get hydrated and then 
dissociate to a certain distance tnm the surface, finally leading 
to the fozwatlon of a diffused electrical layer* In other words, 
a suspended clay particle siay he conpared to a dissociated electrolyte, 
the size of i t s Ion falling within colloidal range. 
Colloidal clay develops negative charge In two ways* Broken 
honds around the edges of the slllca^alualna units give rise to 
unsatisfied charges. The dissociation of hydrogen fnun hydroxyl 
groups attached to silicon In si l ica sheets leaves residual oxygen 
carrying a negative charge* iLnother way In which the negative charge 
Is developed Is due to the Isoaorphous substitution of trlvalent 
aluHlnlos for quadrivalent silicon in the tetrahedral sheet and of 
Ions of lower valence, particularly wMSneslw for trlvalent alastlnlas 
In the octahedral sheet within the lattice structure. 
Clay suspension can neither he classified as purely lyophlllc 
nor as purely lyophohlc colloids* lliey can he placed Intermediate 
between the two well defined classes* In view of the Importance of 
physico-chemical properties such aselectroaetrlc behaviour at 
reversible electrodes, Ionic adsorption and exchange, thensodynasilc 
equlllbrlun, seta potential, viscosity and clay organic Interactions, 
their cr i t ical study can provide rvsultt of great significance In 
the Investigations of clay Minerals. 
SOIL pH 
Soil reaction (pH) Is an Indication of the acidity or 
alkalinity of the soi l and Is Measured In pH units i«hlch vary fron 
0 to 14 with pH 7 as the neutral point. Mathanatlcally 
pH • - log [H]"^. 
Acidity In soils arises fro* se^ral different sources like 
presence of haiU8» nature of the aloalno sil icates In clays and their 
hydrolysis, presence of hydrous oxides and other soluble salts. 
Strongly acid soils (pH 4.0 to 5) usually have high and toxic 
concentrations of solid»le aluBlnlua and Manganese. 
Soils unleac^ed or high In calc lm (lev rain fa l l areas) 
have pH values upto 8.5* With increased i»6hangeahle sodluM« soi ls 
Hay reach values over pR 10. plants on soils vith greater than 
ahout 9 usually have reduced growth and soMetlMes even die. Hie 
so i l jM affects the activity of MloroorganlsM which also ultlMately 
influences the plant growth'^ . 
tOMXCHnmt 
Ion exchange is a reverslhle process hy idilch cations and 
anions are exchanged between solid and liquid phases if they are in 
close contact with eaeh other. Hi* «lay Minerals have the property 
of sozHing certain cations end anions and retaining these in a& 
e 
•xcbangeabU state and in aost of the rtaotlons t&ey De&ave aa 
ioiwezdiiangers. Hie exchange reaction is stoidiiaetrio. flie 
exchangeable ions are held around the outside of the silica-alunina 
clay Mineral structural unit and the exchange reaction generally 
does not affect the structure of the silica*aluHina packet. 
Hie property of ion exchange and the exchange reaction are 
of great fundaaental and experimental iaportance in all the fields 
in ifhich clay Materials are studied and used. Gheaieal and physical 
processes in clays and soils are aiore or less intiaately connected 
with ion exchange and this includes weathering of Minerals, nutrient 
absorption by plants* svelling and shrinkage of clay and leaching of 
electrolytes. Ion exchange ni^ therefore be considered as the Most 
iBq[>ortant of all the processes occurring in a soil. 
Soil particles having the power to bind both cations and 
anions are aMphoteric in character, fhe presence of anions can be 
deMonstrated by electrophoresis. Ihe negative charges created by 
isoMorphous ion substitution are More unifomly distributed in the 
plates or lath shaped clay particles whereas the charges created by 
ionisatien of hydroxyl groups attached to silicon of broken tetra-
hedron planes, are at comers and along edges^. In addition to 
these two, negative charges May also originate froM hiaiio, phosphoric 
and silicic acids constituting More or less an integral part of the 
clay particle surface. 
Hie sMphoteric nature of the clay fraction requires the 
•xlstanoe of positive charges which may originate frov hydrous 
oxides of iron, alwiniini and Manganese and froii exposed octahedral 
groiq>8 idilch react as hases hy accepting protons froa the surronndiag 
soil solntlon^ thus acquiring a positive electric chaz^e. Ihe l^asie 
groups of huMus are due to nitrogen* 
The capacity of soils to adsozl} and exchange cations and 
anions varies greatly with the content of clay and organic natter 
and the mineralogical coaposition. The cation exchange capacity 
is defined as the eeiount of a cation species hound at pH 7 or 
another suitable pH depending on the nethod used for i t s measurenent. 
It varies slightly with the bonding strength of the ion and increases 
with the content of clay and organic «atterj» fliere are a number of 
factors which control cation exchange in clay Minerals and therefore 
no high degree of aecureoy can be claimed in the detemination of 
cation exchsoige capacity* 
Since the cation excdiange is a stoichionetric reaction i t 
follows the laws of aass action and therefore increased concentration 
of the replacing cation causes greater exdiange by that cation. 
Kelley and eosMins^ found that the rep lace ability of Cm*^  and Ifg'^ ^ by 
Ka^increased as the eoncentrati<m of Na^  in the soluticm increased* 
Ite conplexity of this factor is shown by the data brought out by 
Selly^^. Other things being equal the higher the valence of the 
ion, the greater is i ts replacing power and the aore d i f f i cult i t is 
to displace idien already prtsent on the d a y . Hydrogen i s an 
exception. For the nost part i t behaves as a divalent or a trivalent 
ion. 
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Viegner and Jenny^^ suggested that the size of the 
non^hydrated ion oontrols replaoeahlllty. ¥iegner and Jenny^^ and 
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later Atlen and Kkmles have presented strong evidence that all 
the ooimon oatlcais are hydrated and that hydration i s isportant in 
exchange reactions. 
It has heen indicated hy Bofiaann and J.Bndell^' that heating 
to Moderate teatperatnres not only reduces the cation excOiange capacity 
httt changes the relative replaceahility of the cations* It has heen 
demonstrated hy a nimher of wortcers that there is not a single 
rep lace ability series characteristic of all day aiaterials hut 
separate replaoeahility series for the various clay Minerals. Qie 
replaceahility of NH^  fro« kaolinite, nontaiorillonite and Muscovite 
hy various caticms at various concentrations was studied by 
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Schachtschahel^ • lliese data show that for NH^-vontBorillonite, 
H* and K^  are ahout equally exohangeahle, that al l the univalent 
cations except Hh^  and Cs^ are sore exchangeable than the divalent 
ions and that al l the divalent ions have about the swne replaceahility. 
For NH^-kaolinite, the exchangeability of cations i s about the saae 
as for HHj^-aontaorillonite. 
Barshad^' has investigated the cation exchange characteristics 
of vemiculite and has shoim that the exchange pzocess i s reversible 
between Ha*, Ca"*"^ , Mg*^  and K* but is not coapletely reversible 
between K*f NH^ , Rh**^  and Cs'*'. fhe latter tend to becoise fixed and 
are relatively non-replaceable. 
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I01I»EXCHANGE ISOTHEHWS 
Ion exohanse eqnlllbriuB can lie oharacterized by tbe ion 
exchange Isothenns. These isothenis are a graphical representation 
idileh, in prlnolple« cover al l possibio oxperiiiental conditions at a 
given temperature. EquilihriiMi can also be described in terns of a 
quantity snch as the separation factor, selectivity coefficient or 
distribution coefficient. As a rule, these quantities vary with 
experimental conditions. Ion exchange isothems shows the ionic 
composition of the im ex<diang«r as a function of the experimental 
conditions. Various ways of representation can be used. To describe 
ion exchange processes and predict ion distribution several formulae 
have been proposed in the course of ion exchange studies. 
Exchange situation as a distribution function (similar to 
partition of molecules between two solvents) was utilised by 
Rothmund and Xomfeld^^. ttie expression given by thos 
Cation I \ 
Cation II 
Cation I \ n 
. Cation 11. SiAistrate \ / Solution / 
is a two constant equation. 
According to the present opinion the structure of the 
diffuse double layer and its relationrtiip to the surroundings is 
dependent on the active mass (the activity) of the diffusible ions 
and also connected with the ehamget in free energy. Therefore law of 
mass action can successfully be applied to the study of ion exchange. 
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^ « e i f i o •oiioYaieiit-MOiu>Tal«at and iKmovalent-diTalent 
17 •xohanges ware Invastlgatad hy BSerr ' vll^ the •xpresaloiif 
(Ha^Soll) (K*) ^ ^ ^ (K;>So11)^  (Ca*^> ^ „ 
(K-SolX) (Na*) ^ ' (Ca-SoU) (K*^ )® ^ 
Values of were naually constant over a narroir to Moderate range 
whereas K^  was found to he less satlsfaotorjr, often denoted 
as Kgf Is also texiied as selectivity oonstoat or selectivity nuvber 
and It Is now recognised as a function of the ionic conposition of 
the solid x^ase. 
Hie equilibrium constant for aono-dlvalent exchanges was 
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found unsatisfactory by Eerr. Vanselow ediowed that effective 
concentration within the substrate phase be taken as proportional 
to i t s sole fraction. In the aono-aonovalent case, the dividends I 
cancel and the Ksnr equation reaalns. In the siono-divalent exchange 
(as for NH^ -Ca case) the equation becoaes, 
. 2 (MH^ ) (Ca-Soil)(Ca-Soil •«• NH^*Soil) 
Applying kinetics to the equation for nono-divalent cation 
19 exchange e^g. for NH^ -^Ca exchange, Gapon^ showed that 
(Ca^*)(NH..Soil) 
2 . K 
(NRj^XCa-SoiX) 
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further inTestigationa showed that the aquation derived hy 
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Vanselow and hy Kriahnaaoorthy and Overstreet have yielded 
satlafaotory equlllhrliui oonatanta for exchange of aetal oationa 
on selected hentonlte clay soil colloids and synthetic resins, 
ADSORPTIOH 
ISie tern adsorption is applied to the condensation of 
nolecnles on the surface of solids. In the f irst adsorption type, 
the surface condensation la due to the acre or less non-specific 
physical Capillary phen^wenaf and the adsorption parallels the 
physical character of the adsox11}ent. This physical adsorption is a 
low teaperature adsorption and is reversible • The second type, 
idiich appears to be due to priaary valence forces, i s relatively 
strong and specific, being largely independent of the physical 
character of the adsorbent and is essentially of a cheaical nature. 
Ihis cheaical or activated adsorpticKn i s non^reversible and is 
known as high teaperature adsorption. 
Ike phenoaenon of adsorption in colloids or clays is aostly 
confined to the surface of colloidal particles. In aost oases 
adsorption takes place by exchange of ions. In fact, ion-exchange 
i tse l f aay be c«ttsidered partly an adsorption and partly a desorption 
reaction for which the negative charge on clay aicelle and the 
electric double layer foraed around i t are responsible. 
Ihe adsorption of ims is governed by the type and the nature 
of the ien» the ion conceatratiefi smd the type of the colloidal 
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particle. In the ease of cations, the higher the ralence of the Ion, 
the Bore strongly It Is adsorbed and aore di f f icult In Its replaceaent 
or exchange froH the colloid particle, for cations of the sam 
iralency, the higher the atcmlo weight the greater Is the adsorption. 
E^drogen Ions, hove^rer, hehave as polyvalent Ions, they are adsoztied 
More strongly than even divalent Ions. 
the property of adsorption plays an Important role In soil 
fer t i l i ty . It Is due to this property that a soil Is ahle to hold 
water and plant nntrlents and keep then available for the use of 
grotding plants and thus enables the soil colloid to function as a 
reservoir of nutrients for plant use. 13ie study of the adsorption 
Is Inportant In understanding the neehanlsa of interaction of simple 
organic molecules and pesticides used in soils and days. 
C9iemlcally soils are alumlno silicate systems and as such 
are characterised by possessing exposed surface ridti in oxygen atoms 
and hydroxyl groups, tliese surfaces are highly polar in character 
and possess an Intense residual force, Generally these forces are 
responsible for holding the other ions or molecules at the surface 
temporarily er permanently depending on the forces operating at i t . 
Residual valence forces, dipolar attractions or any other physical 
forces of the van der Vaals type lead to adsorption, where the 
molecules are held temporarily, wiiile chemical or electrostatic 
forces give rise to a permanent binding and molecules stay 
permanently on the surface. 
In recent years numerous papers have been published on 
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organo d a y for those organic coapounds possatilng 
a baalo cheMloal oharaoter and containing a N-H groiip» adaoiptlon 
coald occur by fomatlon of a hydrogen hond between the aalno group 
and the «^gen of clay surface, nils would he a prlMe ae<^anisii for 
the adsorption of the aolecular foxii of the basic organic coMpounds. 
Bie adsorption of dl«ethyl a«lne^* and aliphatic by 
nontnorillonite has been postulated to occur by such a aechaniai. 
With regard to the adsorption of aniline, the wrk of Swoboda and 
Kunze^^ and Barter and Ahlrlch^^ indicates that aniline can be 
adsorbed by protonation at or near the surface and by base saturated 
clays due to dissociation of tiie proton in residual water on the 
clay surface and subsequent protonation. 
Studies in the x«lati<»iship of adsorption and desorption of 
pesticides fro« soils and clays are useful* in order to improve our 
understanding in this regard as well as in the xt>le of fixation and 
release in plant nutrition. 
ADSORPTIOW ISOTHERMS 
Ihe fundaaental in-restigations on adsorption specially at 
the liquid-solid interface proceeded Tery slowly. Ihe Preundlich 
equation was applied to al l types of isothems liaited to adsorption 
28 froa dilute solutions and that could be described as 
where x/m « aaount adsorbed, C « concentration of solution at 
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equlIlbrluM, i /n • sorption Intensity and K m Freundlich constant. 
Hie Freundlich eqtiation is essentially eapirioal and l>ased 
on no tlieoretioal Model. Kipling^^ presented a Justification for 
i ts application to adsorption froa dilute solutions. Besides the 
application of this equation to a noiher of oheaical reactions, 
recently Bigger and Cheung^ used Freundlich equation to the adsoirptiox 
of phosphate hy soils and also by Van Bladel and Moreale'^*'^ to the 
adsorption of pesticides on soils. 
A Model for the cheaisorption process vas presented by 
Ijangauir^^ in i9i6 iihich vas based on the assusiption that in case 
of chenisorption the adsorbed layer is uniuolecular in thickness 
and ^ere existed a dynamic equilibriitn between the adsoxbed and 
unadsorbed gas aoleCules. Lengsiulr gave the equation, 
C . C 
b Kb 
idiere x/m is the aaount adsorbed per unit aass of the adsorbent^ 
C is the equilibriwi concentration of solute in the solution phase; 
b i s the adsorption Msxiva or cspacity parasieter and K i s the 
affinity parsaeter showing the bonding energy of the adsoz1i>ate to 
that of the adsorbent-^, the langMuir equation was successfully 
applied to a nunber of adsorption processes. Recently i ts use for 
the P adsorption by so i l s "* '® and for the adsozption of neaagon on 
•CO Nontaorillonites*^ was reported. More recently i t was reported by 
40*42 several workers that in sosie cases aore than one langauir 
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isothena was required to desoril^e the overall sorption data. Ilie 
deviation in the isothent arose due to the Inyolveaent of nore than 
41 h'i 44 
one waction •echanisas on different sorption sites • in the 
overall adsorption, Xa such eases e^atants K m4. % tew d l f t e r ^ t 
parts of isotheras were calculated separately by regression analysis^^. 
Byden et al*^^ developed a Method for resolving oonpoond isotheziss 46 
into their distinct parts. Most recently Griff in and Au^ developed 
a cowpetltlve letngmttlr equation tor Saad adsorption on Bontiaorlllonlte 
and the lengnuir isotherei obtained suooessfully resolved th© data 
f o r four different weights of clay into a single linear adsorption 
p lo t . 
fztMi the theraodynimle considerations Gilibs derived an 
important relationship between the adsorption in the surface layer 
binding the two phases and the rate of change of the surface with 
change in concentration of the solute, this concept i s now no longer 
tenable. An equation for a ciHiposlte Isothem i s proposed as followst 
n^ A x . -
• n* ( l -x ) - nj X 
Ihis equation is found applicable to adsorption frtm all types of 
solutions of various concentrations and can also be accounted for 
Multilayer adsorptlon^^* HIUS la a few eases i t was found that 
although the coaposlte Isothera had a linear section yst the 
48 
adsorpticm was two aoleoules thick • During cheaisorption process 
i t was noraally supposed that prefarentlal physical adsorption of 
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one ccMipoiient oooiirs on the top of the f irst layer. To account for 
such eases the above equation was Modified 
<1-*) • a* X 
In general ocmposlte isothems showed a mooth variation with 
oonposltion of solution. In soae cases, however, steps and sharp 
discontinuities were ohserved. these were attributed to the 
appearance of a second layer of adsoxliate on the top of the f irst or 
due to a phase <^ange in the adsorhate* Sharp breaks in tdie isothenas 
could be due to the change In the orientation of the adaorbate* 
Venturello had published a series of papers^^"^^ in which the 
presented various adsorption isotheras of organic dyes asid iodine 
solutions by solid inorganic coiBpounds like alunina, si l ica gel, 
negnesiun hydroxide and caloluat oaz1>onate. It was suggested that 
different parts of the isotheni correspond to the adsorption of 
•olecules or ions with different bonding energies and also due to 
heterogeneity in tha dlstrlbntion charges on the surfaces of the 
adsorbent. 
A elasslflcatlon of the different isotheras obtained during 
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adsorption was proposed by Giles'^ ' Ihe Langnuir L type curve 
was obtained lAen there was no strong coapetitlon fron the solvent 
for adsorption sites on the surface and the solid had a high affinity 
for solute. This tjrpe of isotheni was reported by Weber^ and 
lal ley et a l . '^ in triazines. An 'S* shaped curve was obtained i f 
the solvent was strongly adsorbed, there being a strong Interaolecular 
i9 
attz«otioii vltiiln the adsoiiied l^yer and i f the ad8oztiat« was 
•onofimotional. An *H' shape occurred idien there was high affinity 
hetween the adaorhate and adsox^ent a« in the case of very dilate 
aoltttion during chevisorption i»r adeoiption of polyaiera or ionic 
Micelles* Generally a fertical initial part of H type isothera along 
vith a plateau was indicatire of oheaisorption as in the case of 
fatty acids^^ and sc«te nenatocides^^ • A *C* type curve was obtained 
idien there was constant partition of the adsorbate between the 
solution and the adsorbent as in textile fibres. It was Indicative 
of the availability of new sites as the solute aolecules were adsorbed 
froa the solution. Such type of adsorption isotherms were reported 
in aavsy cases including for lasino acids and seme pesticides by 
Greenland^ and Singhal et a l , ^ 
A nunber of isotherms showed steps as has been discussed above, 
Xn general the steps appeared to nark a phase change in the adsorbed 
layer on the onset of the foraation of a second Molecular layer after 
completion of the f i r s t , 
A less cossBon shape involved was a wave type, the (dioige in 
slope eeeurred at a svall value of adsorption indicated a fox« of 
cooperative adsorption and that was due to SMie degree of defonation 
in packing in the crystalline state^^, 
THEBMOBINAWICS ANP CHBWICAL EQPIUBRIA 
ISiemodynaaics i s the study of suergy*transforaations. All 
cheaical as well as physical processes are invariably aocoapanied by 
energy changes and a study of cheaical theraodynaaics gives a 
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qiiantltatiT« account of the entxgy effects on ohealcal processes* 
fhis Infomation can be used in the prediction of cheaioal behaviour. 
ISie subject jsatter of themodyna»lcs Is based essentially 
on two fnnda«ental lavs regarding the interconirersion of different 
foms of energy. Equations have been derelopcd giving the variation 
with teaperature and pressure of certain physical properties of 
substances* ^ e derivation of exact conditions for spontaneous 
chevical reaction and chenical eguilibriun is of more interest to a 
chemist. 
fheniodynamio treatnent has been extensively used for the 
study of the exchange phenomenon of ions in clays by several 
w o r k e r s ® a n d also more recently by Singhal et al.^®"^^ fhemo-
dynamic treatments has also been used for calculating themodynamic 
parameters in the processes Khich are reversible and stoicbi<»iotric. 
However, the approach is not applicable to processes idiich are not 
fully reversible and stoichicmetric. To study such processes 
Jurinak et al.^^*'^ have proposed an equation by which an adsorption 
process can be thermodynamically defined. 
Bigger and Cheung^^ have proposed a new method to evaluate 
the thermodynamic equilibriia eonstant(K). According to them 
K is the rate of activity of adsox^cd solute to activity of solute 
in equilibriuDi solution, or 
*e 
where ^ ^ is activity coefficient of adsoz1»ed solute, C^  is the 
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oonocntration In ug of the solute adsozlbed per ml of solvent in 
oontaot with the adeorhent aurface, ^ ^ ia the activity coefficient 
of solute and C. is i^e concentration in ng of solute per ail of the 0 
solvent in the equilihriuM solution. 
Xn theniodynanic studies, quantities like free energy, 
enthalpy and entropy help to understand the exact nature of a 
chenioal process. 
Free Enei-gy 
It is denoted hy G or F and is the cheMical analogue of 
potential enexgy of Mechanical systeas. 
fhe change in the free energy can he defined as 
^(product) - ^(reactant) " ^ ® when G - H . TS , where 
H is enthalpy, S is entropy and T is absolute teaiperature. 
At constant tffisperature and pressure when A G » 0, there 
is no preferential direction for the reaction i . e . i t i s at 
equilihriuM. vhen A G is less than zero, (negative value) then 
spontaneous changes will occur in the systea and reaction will he 
in forward direction. lAien A G is greater than zero, (positive value) 
the reaction in reverse direction will he spontaneous. If conditions 
are altered the reaction can proceed in the forward direction. 
Spontaneous changes can continue to occur in the syste«s as long as 
the free energy of the systea can decrease i . e . until the free enexgy 
of the systea reaches a ainiaas value. Ihus a knowledge of free 
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energy etianges im of great iaportanoe in the study of obeaioal 
reaotiont. Tbe Taliie of ^ G for adsorption prooesses^^ i s negative 
and of the aagnitude of - l .O to K oals/mle ifhile for Ion exchange 
pvooessea i t Is of s t i l l lower aagnitade. 
Enthalpy 
It provides the Inforaation about heat changes of a systea, 
Ibe heat of reactl<m of a c^enloal change Is the difference between 
tbe enthalpies of the product and the re act ants of a reaction idien 
the nuKber of nolecules of the reaotants indicated by the cheaical 
equation have ooHpletely reacted^ i . e . 
i 
A H « H(product) • ®(reaotant) 
Aaong the different nethods A,H can be calculated by using van*t Boff 
isochore. It can also be calculated by plotting luK vs i/T* In a 
chesiloal reaction, when Afi is negative heat is lost by the reacting 
systsM and gained by the surroundings* It is then called the 
ezotheralc reaction* Vhen A H is positive heat is adsozbed by the 
systesi and lost by the surrounding and the reaction is endothenilc. 
H also shows the relative strengths of bonds holding the particles 
of the reactants and the products. 
Entropy 
Ihe degree of disorder of a systea or its randoaness is 
•easured by a quantity called the entropy. Ihe change in entropy (As ) 
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can be Aefined hy tlie equation, 
• AH - T A s 
niiere A 6 i s free energy change, A H i s dtiange in beat content or 
enthalpy and T i s absolute teaperature* If the AS Talue is positive 
the systesi has aore disorder, the process i s spontaneous and has a 
tendency to attain equilibriiai. Ihe aore a systea ;^>proaohe8 
equilibrim the greater i s the disorder and irreTersibility. Hien 
AS value i s negative i t indicates that the systea has becoae acre 
ordered and there i s loss in the degree of freedoa. 
Xhovledge of the entropy changes provides infonaation 
concerning structural changes, aocoapanying a given process and 
detemines idiether a reaction wil l occur or not* 
HETORSIBILITY AND HYSTERESIS IN I M EXCHANGE BEACTI<A»S 
In ion exchange processes generally diffusion of cations 
between inner aioel ler solution and outer solution took place in 
equivalent aaounts and therefore ion exchange processes vere taken 
for granted as perfectly reversible. In fact, thezaodynaaic 
foraulations of the ion exchange process vere based on this assuaption, 
lut seaetiaes in ion exchange, i t was found d i f f i cu l t to 
reach a true equilibriiai state. For the oppositely directed exchange 
( i ) R-A-ffi • M+A (2) - E-A+B 
the equilibriua state was characterised by the quotients and AB 
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K^ .^of lAlch however could attain the saae value within a naaonahle AB 
tlae. Klila phenoiienon was called hysteresis. 
In fact all processes which Involved diffusion into 
•icroporous solids were apt to show hysteresis effects lAiich were 
attributed to slow approach to the final cttiditlon of equilihriua. 
But in clay and soi l suspensions, the nomal cation exchange reaction 
was rapid and both external and intexnal sites were readily accessihle. 
Ihei^fore in such systeus limited reversibility or hysteresis was 
related to other causes. 
Viegner and co^workers^^ studied the sinultaneous release 
of calolun and araoniua fron Ca»NR^  clays prepared either by 
adsorption of Wij^  on Ca-clay or adsorption of calclun on NHj^ -clay, 
the procedure otherwise being the ssne. Both asHstonlia or calcius 
proved to be vore di f f icult to replace i f present init ial ly upon 
the clay than i f introduced later. The properties of the exchanger, 
therefore, seeaed to be affected by the ion with which i t was 
originally saturated. This effect of order of entry, irtienever 
deaonstrated, was always the sa«e. Hysteresis occurred acre frequently 
for heterovalent than for heaovalent lens. Voxiclng with bentonite, 
Vanselow^® found strong hysteresis for Ca-NHj^  but none for Ba-Ca 
and Ba-Cu exchanges. 
For ions showing hysteresis, the ion species f i rs t present 
on the exchanger becaae partly fixed «ad was not altogether available 
for exchange. High teaperature «iid rehydration often proved to be 
a aeans of reducing or overcoaing hysteresis. 
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Becently ltee« and vorklng with Montaorlllouite 
shoved that oation exchange hyateresla vaa a pH dependent e f f e c t , 
•niey devonstrated that the extent of Irreirersible adsorption of 
Co^ ^ and Zn*^ ions in Na^iontaorillonite depended upon the ooaposition 
of the solid phase and pH. At low and intenediate oocupany of the 
divalent cation, the adsorption was perfectly reversihle upto a pH 
value of ahout 6* At very high occupancy approaching saturation a 
significant portion of the adsorbed divalent cations heceiBe irrever-
sibly fixed but could be desoz1>ed by a pH decrease. 
PESTICIDES 
Pesticides signify any substance or aiixture of substances 
intended for preventing, destroying, repelling or Mitigating insects, 
•ites, fungi, rodents, nematodes or weeds which Kay be present in any 
environaent lihatsoever. Successful use of pesticides depends to a 
large degree of the fonulation of the preparation and the conditions 
under irtiich the cheaical co«pouad i s brought into contact with the 
pests of plants. 
pesticides are divided into various basic groups, depending 
on the purpose for which they are used, e .g . , insecticides used 
for insect and Mite control, herbicides for weed control, fungicides 
for fungus control, neaatocides for neaatode control etc . 
Soae of the iaportant coapounds used as pesticides are 
B . H . C . , aldrin, lindane, 2 ,4*D, s-triazines, diquat, paraquat, oxaayl, 
phosphosiidon, telone, nickel chloride, calciua arsenate,cuprous oxide, 
aethyl broaide etc. 
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Th« Interaetion of the pestloides with «oi l particles nay 
lead to sone physloo-oheaioal ohansea in the* eansing inhibition of 
nitrifieation, an increaae or decrease in OOg production and nutrient 
availability to plants, la viev of tbe pestieidal ebeaieals beiag 
toxic and capable of oontaninating the air, water and soi l and 
altering their quality and thereby producing undesireable effects on 
aian and his environaent, their utilisation »u«t be done with great 
care and knowledge• Hence studies of the nature of interactions of 
pestieidal chemicals on clays and soils are inportant in this light. 
SIIRFACTAKf 
Most of the physico^cheoiical reactions idiich occur in soil 
syetens are surface reactions involving the clay fraction* By 
Manipulating or altering the surface activity in a favourable manner 
the effects of adverse soil structure can be atinimized or controlled. 
Such chemical ccmipounds which alter the conditions prevailing at 
interfaces are Icnown as surface active agents or more commonly referred 
to as surfactants^^* Some important surfactants are soaps» water* 
proofing agents like greases and emulsifying agents such as glue, 
egg white, natural gws and various other organic sifl>stances* 
Surface active agents also include wetting agents, emulsifiers, 
detergents and spreaders, sticking and dispersing agents* 
Surfactauts are classified into two main olasses; ionic and 
non*lonic depending upon their ionisation or dissociation in water, 
fhe ionic surfactants are further sub-divided into anionic and 
cationic sub-groups* Kon-ionic surface active agents have no particle 
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charge idiereas lonio agents show either a positive (oationie agent) 
or negative ehaige (anionic agent). Hien the linear hydrophohio 
portion of the aolecule fonts the anion in aquoue solution i t is 
said to he aenioaie surfaetant. If the Molecule ionises so that the 
linear hydrophohio portion fozns the cation i t is cationic surfactant. 
The non-ionic class is characterized hy non-ionised, hydrophilic 
end-groups that are usually polar active in nature, ^ey are classed 
as non-electrolytes and denonstrated to be effective when applied to 
water repellent soils for increasing infiltration, decreasing soi l 
mnj 0|% 
erosion and increasing seed gerwination""' • 
Mice pesticides, surfactants are also in wide use now days 
in agriculture. Hiey are used to improve the slow infiltration in 
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water repellent, soils ' in nany areas of the world. Several 
studies®'"®^ have revealed that surfactants and pesticidal coapoimds 
can interact with soil and clays and this interaction depends upon 
the pH, the particle size, the nature of the surfactant etc. and 
therefore i t influences their adsorption and aohility in soi ls . 
The effect of two non-ionic surfactants on adsorption and aohility 
of lindane, diuron and atrazine was studied®^ and i t was observed 
that in the presence of high concentration of surfactants, there was 
a decrease in adsorption and increase in the Mobility of pesticides. 
Bayer®' attributed the effect of surfactants on the Mobility of 
diuron to their influence on soil physical properties. 
Lack of interaction or l i t t le adsorption on clays and soils 
were reported for anionic surfactants®®"^, A study on adsorption 
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•eohaiiisa of surfactants with •ontao.rilionlte was Made hy lav and 
niey found that anionlo surfactants if«re not adsorbed in 
appreciable quantities and had no Marked effect on the d-spaoing of 
•ontnorillonites and thus have no interference with the hydration 
of clay surface. Cationics irere strongly adsorbed by the clay surface 
through ionic bonding in aisotmts equal to or even greater than the 
cation exchange capacities of the clay* Bot|i cationic and non^ionic 
coapounds were held in the interlayer space of sontoorillonite and 
tended to foni double layer i f sufficient material was present. 
Hower^ ^ studied the behaviour of surfactants on days and 
found that the mechanism of adsorption of cationic and non-ionic 
surfactants was Just opposite to that of anionic surfactants, fie 
observed that the amount of anionic surfactants adsorbed by Na-mont-
morillonlte was significant. It was also concluded that in some 
Instances anionlo adsorption could approach that of non*ionic and 
Q2 
cationic adsorption* Vayman^  studied the adsorption of anionic 
surfactants on kaolinlte, i l l i t e and «ontBorlllonlte and found that 
the adsorption was dependent on various factors. It increased with 
the Increase in concentration, length of alkyl chain, presence of PO^ 
and soli:A>le chloride salts and decrease in pH of the soil system. 
Oaynar and Volk^^ studied the surfactant effects on plclorm 
adsorption by soils and they observed that adsorption of picloraa 
from soils containing cationic surfactants was greater than that 
containing non«>ionlc and anicmlo surfactants. IJOW concentrations of 
surfactant solutions slightly Increased the adsorption while high 
concentrations decreased the adsorption of pesticides^^'^*^. 
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fbe effeet of surtaotanta on ••gatal>le apeoiae waa atudlad 
as a f ield axperlaent by Lazzatl^^ on potato cropa. The lonlo 
aurfaotanta Inoreaaed the oonoentration of nltrate-N of the aoil« 
Both the aurfaotanta alcnlfloantly Inhibited dehydrogenase aotlTity. 
Higher concentration a reduced the overall yield but inoreaaed the 
oontenta of ashes, protiena and K in the tubera* Hie weight loas of 
potatoea during cold storage vaa increased by non^ionio aurfaotanta 
and reduced by the anionic one. Veloraa, Letay and Osbom*^ '^  studied 
tho surfactant soil interaction effects on barley growth. Leas than 
of surfactant applied to the soil was taken up and translocated 
in the barly plants. The effective longivity of the trcatoent with 
non>ionic surfactants and potential water pollution were affected by 
surfactant degradation^^ in soi l peat. 
file surfactants and detergents have been found to possess 
powerful bacterial properties^*^. "Biey are used for oompounding a 
variety of inseotioidal) fungicidal and herbicidal fomulations and 
thus they find use in so i ls . 
CIAY-ORGANIC HEACTICKS 
fliere i s evidence of siMie kind of a reaction betireen the 
fundamental cosponents of clay and organic Materials. Adsorption 
go 
and fizati<m of hmie acid and protein^ by clay mid as a result 
of i t , reduction in i ts base exchange oapacity^^ are soaie of the 
popular ezaaples of clay-organic interactions* 
Adsorption as well as Icn exchange occur between aontmori-
lloaite clay and organic aolecules. Beactions between aontaorillonite 
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and organic liases and their ealta*®* ,^ and witto nethylene 
««re found to of ion^exoliange type* Saoh reaotlone are «ore 
ooBMon with organic cations containing basic aaino groups* 
Zt was indicated hy Hendricks* that the organic ions are 
held by van der Vaals forces in addition to the coaloahic force 
and are snpplenented by C~R 0 bonds between the organic aioleciile 
and the clay Mineral surface. Hie larger ions are adsozbed aore 
strongly and in excess because of the greater van der Vaals forces 
vdiereas raall ions are adsozbed only upto the cation exchange capacity. 
Many non->ionie« polar organic aolecules which are dipoles as a 
result of the lack of synnetry of electron distribution, can be 
adsorbed on the basal surfaces of aontaorillonite because the clay 
mineral structures are also polar. The types of exchangeable cations 
are also found to affect the adsorption of pesticidal organic 
costpounds by c l a y s ' ^ ' s i g n i f i c a n t l y . 
Mmerous scientists contributed to the literature on 
interaction of oxganie c a t i o n s ^ ® ' * R e c e n t l y Itieng et al*^®® and 
Donar and Mortland^^^ studied the interaction of soae snides and 
substituted SNides on alkyl ameniust-elays usiog x>*ray diffraction 
•easureaents that indicated the intercalation of alkyl asiide ooapounds 
causing interlayer expansion of mntaorillenite* 
Intemolecular H-bonding was established as an important 
aechanisa in the adsorption and retention of neutral organic covpouuds 
like octadecylaaine^^®^ pyridine^^^, 3*aiiiRo triaxole^^^ and 
S-triazines^^^ which beciaie oatienl^ after adeerptien at clay surfaces 
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through protonation. Hie souroes of the protons were ezohangeahle 
H'*' oooiip3riiig cation exchange sltea, imter aasoolated with aetal 
cations at the exchange sites or proton transfer froM another 
cationlc species already at the clay sarface. It was ohTious that 
the ftxistenoe of an organic cmipound in cationic or aiolecular font 
was dependent upon the acidity or proton supplying power at the day 
surface. Protonation by water associated with aetal cations at the 
exchange sites depended tq>on the polarizing power of the cations* 
Many coapounds fomed syanetrical hydrogen bonding or 
hemisalt like ooaplexes with clays e.g. ethyl aaaoniiai ethyl aaine-
aontaorillonite^^^, pyridiniua pyridine aontaorillonite^^' and 
urea-aontaorillonite*^^. 
Ihe adsorption of S-triazines by clays was reported to 
increase with ^ e decrease in pH*^. Uhder pH conditions where the 
coapound existed as the uncharged foxa adsorption was predoainantly 
by replaceaent of water aolecules froa l^e clay surface. ISierefore 
the bonding between the organic pesticide and d i ^ was not a strong 
one and the adsorbed aolecules could be desozbed by adding water to 
the systea. Mortland^^^ showed by i . r . data that urea was held on 
to Cu(Il)-, lCn(lI)- and lli(ZZ)-aontaorillonite by aeans of coordinate 
bond iriiich occurred through carbonyl rather than aiiino groiq^. I.R. 
studies for BPTC adsorptitm on clays^^^ showed that coordination of 
BPTC aolecule to day exchangeable cation occurred through oxygen 
of carbonyl group and exchangeable cation. Ihus i t was obserred 
that the nature of saturating cations played a decisiTe r d e in 
adsorption process of polar organic aolecules. 
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Clay organic intaraotions ara iaportant in natura as wall 
as in industry. In aolls organic coKpounds derivad from plants and 
aaiaal reaains and tbeir deoea^ositian prodaets iafliiaBce the 
•olstura and aeration properties and also affect the reactivity of 
the clay fraction of the soi l . As the use of organic cheaicals in 
the foxia of pesticide and surfactant is constantly increasing in 
agriculture* such atudiea are of great help in underatanding the 
nature of clay-organic interactions for the safe and effective use 
of such organios in soi l . 
CHRCMATOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES USED IN THE SYUPIES OF SOIL IMTERACTIOtIS 
CSiroaatographic methods which are quite inexpensive* 
sensitive, selective and rapid are finding applications in aore 
advanced research areas^^^'^^. fheae aethods of cheaical separation 
aiQT he classified as gas* paper, coluan* thin layer and ion-exchange 
techniques of chroaatography. C!hr(»iatograas aay he formed hy 
partition* adsorption or ion-exchange or soae coahination of these. 
Different types of chreaatographio techniques are based on the saas 
principle that the coaponents of the aixture could he separated froa 
one another hy passing i t through a tiro phase systeas* one aohile 
which aay he liquid or gas and idiich is in equilihriua with a 
stationary phase like sil ica gel* soils, clays* alualna or ion exchange 
resins etc. 
Coluan chrcaatographyt It aay he defined as the unifora percolation 
of a liquid thn>i:«;h a coluan of finely divided substance. Hie 
interaction of a substance with the stationary phase aay occur in 
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several ways. There aay be direct Interaction between tbe substance 
and the surface of l^c stationary phase or the stationary phase aay 
aeiviy hold a second fluid phase so that the distribution Involves 
a partition between tiro liquid phases. 1!he saiiple Is Injected at the 
top of the coluMn and the solvent or aoblle phase Is alloiied to flow 
through the coltam resulting In the aoveiKnt of the saiqple Molecules 
along tbe oolimn and a partial separation of ooaipouents* flie 
differential nlgratlon results frtnt the ei|ulllbrlaa distribution of 
different ccnsponents between particles or stationary phase and the 
flowing solvent or Moving phase, ^ e differential Migration Is 
detemlned by the experlMcntal variables which affect this distribution, 
the coiBposltlon of the Moving phase, the coMposltlon of the stationary 
phase and the separation tevq[>erature. 
Coliaan selectivity Is an iMportant factor In obtaining a 
desired separation. In preparation of the colunn we strive for 
MazlMtMi coluMn efficiency and pexMeablllty. An Increase In length/ 
width ratio of the coluMn iMproves coluMn efficiency. By using 
SMaller particle size for packing to gain higher coltMn efficiency, 
we sacrifice penwablllty so a ccMprcMlse In particle slse Is often 
Made. 
fbere are two Methods of packing the OOIUMA, top^flll dry 
packing Method and the wet Method. Silica gel, starch, calcluM 
cartionate, aloslna, charcoal are soMe coMMonly used adsozbents. 
fhere are slMple or Many Modified devices for saMple Injectlon^^^*^^^. 
choice of solvent or Mobile phase Is all iMportant in Xlqald-solld 
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ohroMatography* SolTtnt flow can be oontrolled Ijy Yaxying the 
height of the solvent level ahove the ooltnn or by altering the 
coltnn inlet pressure. 
Flow rate of the solution used as aohile phase can he 
adjusted hy proper selection of driving pressure, oolunn packing 
material, density of packing, viscosity of mohile phase and 
temperature. Soae vorkers^^^ conclude that separation Is Independent 
of f lo* rate* Several devices are suggested for Inproved control 
of flow rate*24,i25^ 
Oevelepers are selected so that they hmre the affinity for 
ad8oi1>ent than the ions which are under exaaination* Fractions of 
the eluted liquid are collected and are identified hy some appropriate 
aethod using chenical reagents or devices like photcmetry* polarography, 
densltoaetry, fluorine try and radio-tracer technique etc. 
I f the sufbstandes are not eluted frtw the colunn, they 
can be reaoved by cutting the coluan in soae equal portions after 
CMpletlon of the process. Mostly this i s done in soil colianis. 
Soaetiaes split tubes are used so that after coapletion of the 
ezperiaent the wrapped cellophane tape, used to join the two 
lengthwise halves of the tube, is reaoved and the coluan aaterial 
i s exposed which can be cat at desired zones and coaponents are 
extracted. 
In fact a soil coltam provides a suitable and convenient 
so i l bed analogue to soi l profile in f ie lds. Ibe distribution of 
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organic ehealoals in the t o l l profi le after Irrigation or rainfall 
Is laportant because the effectiveness of a given pesticide applied 
to the soi l Is dependent In part upon Its position in the so i l 
pro f i le . Besides this, persistent organic ohevioals can huild op 
in the surface soil i f thejr are strongly adsoii>ed or can be leached 
into ground water i f they are very Bohile* ITsing the soi l ooltBuas 
Huggenherger et calculated the distribution of the pesticide 
lindane in soi l after vater in^filtration and also presented a aodel 
to calculate the pesticide distribution theoretically* when i t was 
assuned that the adsorption process of lindane in soi l was completely 
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reversible. Similarly a f ie ld model based on a numerical solution 
to the flow equation was developed to pzt>vide a simple means of 
calculating the loss of water and i t s distribution in the f ie ld 
so i l profi le . For this, a column model was used idiich was derived 
on the basis of so i l column-water infi ltration experiment. In 
recent years a number of contributed to the 
literature on the distribution of various surfactants and pesticides 
in soi l under different water flow conditions. LaPleur^'^^' ' 
presented the mechanlffis of distribution and movement of many pesticides 
using soil eoltmuis. In the study of piolboram displacement in soi l 
profiles^^^, so i l oolimms were used for laboratory experiments and 
conclusions derived were siAsequently applied to f i e ld experiments 
where the picleram displacement was caused by seasonal rainfall plus 
Irrigation. Ihus soi l column chromatography i s becoslng a very 
convenient and useful technique in the f ie ld of so i l ch^istry. 
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Soil Thin Lgyr Chroaatograpliyi Soil Imytr CSbroaatography 
is aalnly based on adaorption itbere tbe adsor1>ent i s a tbin layer 
oX soil deposited on a glass plate. Soil conponents provide an 
adsorpti-ve phase idiere adsorption and desofption take place very 
rapidly and reversihly. Constituents like soi l organic matter 
further increase the adsorptire property of the soi l li^er. this 
and ion-ezohange property Make the soi l wore effective as a static 
phase in soi l TLC« 
fhin layers are prepared hy spreading a unifora f i ^ of a 
slurry of the soil adsoxlient* Nomally the liquid portion of slurry 
is imter nhioh nay also contain acid8» hases, buffers or other 
C(»Bplexing agents, though the thickness of the layer does not affect 
the diagnostic or qualitative work hut better results are obtained 
if the layers are thin because the spray reagent is auCh nore 
sensitive with it . The anount of substance applied depends upon the 
layer thickness and the visualizatitm procedure which are inversely 
proportional to each other and also on the nature of adsoxbent and 
type of chrcaatography viz. adsorption or partition. 
The saiqile i s placed or spotted about 2.0 en or i indii frtm 
the end of the plate se that the solvent level will be at least 1 cm 
below the centre of the spot. Plates containing the senple on a 
bound thin layer are developed by placing thea in a vertical position 
of a closed saturated systea such that the bottoa of the layer dips 
into the developing solvent. Usually in addition to the cheaical 
reagents used as detectors to locate the separated coaponents on the 
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ohrovatograa* other aettaods are also used. Helling^^ used radio 
active oa]:i»on in the applied peatioidal cheaioals and after 
developHentt the aoveaent ot peetioides was detected by radio 
active soanniiig. The height of the ohroaatograii i s dependent iqpon 
tho adsorption aff inity of the corresponding conponent and tiie width 
i s proportional to the quantity of the loaded stibstanoe. B^ is 
defined as the ratio of the distance travelled frrai the starting 
point hy the sahstance to the distance travelled hy the solvent 
front, A knowledge of the properties of adsoifients and the nature 
of the forces responsible for adsorption is essential. In polar 
adsorbents ion-dipole and dlpole->dipole interactions play a major 
part in the noveiient of the silbstance and capillary action* Moveotent 
of f luid i s also controlled by particle size in so i l TIC* 
In i968, Helling and Tumer^'^ f i rs t used thin layer 
chronatography for the detection of pesticides in soi ls by applying 
so i l thin layers on glass plates, in i970» fihodes* Belasoo and 
Pease^^^ used soi l TLC for detendnation of agricheiiioals like 
•onuron, diuron» brmaeilt terbacil and chloronels in so i l by 
•easnreaent of values where the chreHatograms were developed in 
water* Otapaan, Gabbot and Osgerby^^ used the soi l TKI for 
Measuring the relative noveaent of heilticides in soil* Inch and his 
coworkers^'^ used this technique for deteiaining the mobility of 
soae insecticides* H e l l i n g ® ' ^ * f u r t h e r extended this work on 
soi l TU; to study the aobil ity of a large variety of pesticides and 
concluded that adsorption is the predominant factor that influences 
pesticide aoveaent* Soae other wozkers also used this technique to 
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•tudy tli« Mobility of traoo el«aent« imdor different soi l eonditions. 
Recently Singhal and uied soil TW to study the 
•oyeaent of sone pesticides and anino acids* All 'Uiese studies 
Mentioned above show very clearly that Boveaent of substances or 
their separation can be affected by altering the conditions of the 
static phase, de^loper and of the applied substances. In recent 
yeare» a number of so i l chemists have used this technique for the 
separation and identification of a large number of herbicideSf 
insecticides and nematocides by making alterations in adsoxbent phase 
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and in solvent phase, tn 1976 Chakrabarti and Roy generalised 
a procedure for separation and identification of pesticides by TWJ 
in iffeich sixteen pesticides belonging to different groups were 
separated over natural alumina coated plates using petroletmi ethers, 
dioxane*liquid paraffin as solvent e e t m ^ Brasnykh^^^, in 1977, 
detemined heptophos (a nematocide) in water, so i l , potatoes, CXACI 
cucimiber by fLC using s i l i ca gel as statimiary phase and a mixture 
of benzene and <^loroform as the mobile phase and n-hexane as the 4UX extractant. Tewari and Harpalani used this technique for the 
determination of organo-phosphorous insecticides in tissues. Gupta 
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and Devan estimated «aiii»efttran and 3 ketofurana in plants, grains 
and soils by TLC with the ctMqparison of their apot sizes irith the 
spot of standard one. 
Urns the technique of soi l 9LC is now in wide use for 
various other studies with soils and clays of diverse nature and 
i t opens a wide new f ie ld of research for soi l scientists. It 
provides a very large f ie ld of application for investigating problems 
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in •arlons applied and non-appli«< fields. 
FHE PROBTBM 
Interaction of pestioldal aad surface active oziganlo ebenicals 
in soils has tieen a 8u3>Jeot of studies in recent years and a great 
deal of attentimi has been given to this work, fhosphorus containing 
organic compounds are of great Importance in hiologioal systems* 
0rgano»pho8phoras insecticides are heeiwing nach popular in 
agriculture • Fhosphc»idon, a vinyl phosphate insecticide 
Of dine thy 1,0 (i-meUiyl, ^chloro-a^diethyl carboiaoyl* vinyl) 
phosphate^ has shoim a broad spectrira against certain forest aild 
insect pests of f ield crops like cotton, fruits and vegetables and 
also for some omanental plant pests ihough in soae instances i t has 
demonstrated a certain degree of speoificity, I>imecron is a 
coomercial formulation of phosphomidon which is coloured violet due 
to incorporation of some dye for the purpose of safety* 
NetabollM of phosphomidon in plants and animals and the 
nature of metabolites have been studied by some imrkers but no 
attention has been paid to the mode of interaction of this pesticide 
with clays and soi ls . It vas therefore considered vorthidiile to 
examine the mechanism of the interaction of Oimecron with standard 
clays with the help of adsorption isotherms, themodynamic parameters, 
x«>ray and infra-red tec^iques to reach sose useful conclusions* 
Besides the use of organic agrichAaicals, inorganic 
trace-elements which are taken up as plant nutrients from soils are 
hO 
also considered essential for healthy deirelopaent of anlaals, 
plants and nioroorganlsa* Mohillty of such Inoxiganlc substances 
placed onto or within the soil vfaioh may inflnenoe their availability, 
effectiveness or potentiality, i s largely controlled toy adsorptive 
and ion*exchange behaviour of soils and clays. In view of the 
iaportance of the subject in plant nutrition i t was considered that 
such a study on ion exchange behaviour of clays and also Mobility 
of trace eleaents in soils will be useful* Siaple and convenient 
techniques of soil flC and soil colunn chr<»iatography were used In 
these investigations. 
fhe subject natter of the thesis entitled "Physico'-chenioal 
studies on clays and soils" has been given in five chapters on the 
following plans 
C?HAPTER I 
Adsorption and interaction of Diaecron [^O»0»diraethyl,o 
(i-aethyl«>2-chloro<-2»diethyl carboaoyl-vinyl) phosphate]] with acid 
and base saturated aonteorillonites. 
GHAPTKE II 
Iheraodynaaics and aechanisa of adsorption of Diaecron on 
acid and base saturated aontaorillonites* 
cagAPTER III 
fhe effect of cetyl pyridiniiai chloride and sodiim lauryl 
4i 
sulphate on adsorption and •o1>llity of Blaeexon on l U l t i o AUgaiti 
soil* 
CHAyTER IV 
Influence of salinity, alkalinity, phospbate and organic 
matter on mobility of trace elemnts In soils* 
CHAPTER Y 
Hysteresis and reyerslbility in oalolua»oraBonlun exchange 
in bentonite. 
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C H A P T E B - I 
ADSOBPTICB? AHP INTEBACTICS OF PIMECBOM [O* Q-DIMETHYL. 
0 (l-METHYL>2.CHIiQH0-2*l)IETHYL CAHBCMOYIr.VINYL) PHOSPHATE] 
WITH ACID AND BASE SATimATED MONTMOHILLQNITBS 
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I M T E O D P C T I O H 
Nuaerous organic ehmiioals are being introduoad as peatioldes 
and plant growth regulators In aodem agriculture. These oheaioals 
play a vital role in biocheaioal and pestioidal processes in plants 
and so i l . It is* therefore, iaportant that the fate of such ohenioals 
i s thoroughly investigated so that tiiey can be used with utsost 
advantage and least adverse effects. Xn this regard great interest 
attaches to the adsorption and conplezation of pesticides with clays. 
ffie subject of d a y pesticide interactions has been 
extensively reviewed by Bailey and Vhite^. An organic chenical may 
be bound to the clay surface by strong ion dipole attractions^*^ 
4 IS 4 hydrogen bonding , coordination'', van der Vaals forces , ion exchange, 
protonation^ and hemisalt fonuition^. 
Piaecron is a coMBeztiial foraulation of phosphaaidon 
registered by CIBA Idaited, Basle, Switzerland. It i s a aeslier of 
end idiosphates with the structural fomulai 
CT- - 0 0 CI 0 C© HIT 
/ 
C H J - O 0 - C " C - C - K 
® 3 \ " 5 
The ch«sioal fomulation selected for this study was "Diaecron iOO** 
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eontaining 100 g ot phosphaaldon per litre* I t was coloured violet 
due to Incorporation of dye for safety purposes. 
tlie sain objective of this irork Is to Investigate the 
•echanlsM of adsorption and Interaction of Dlneoron with an Indian 
sanple of aontaorlllonlte In dilute clay water suspensions with the 
aid of adsorption l8otiieras» x-ray* Infrared and other studies, 
B X P B B I M E N T A L 
MontaorlUonlte used In these studies was extracted froB an 
Indian sample of bentonlte from 'Akll* In Bajasthan* i t was broken 
up In a mortar using riibber covered pestle. The organic matter was 
oxidised with hydrogen peroxide, the clay was dispersed using an 
electric stirrer and the suspension obtained was passed through sheets 
of Vhaiman f i l t e r paper fitted in the bowl of International Cihemlcal 
Centrifuge at a speed of 3500 vpm to remove the coarse matter* X»ray 
diffraction and other studies revealed that the main constituent of 
the Akli bentonlte was montmorlllonlte. 
PHEPARATION OF SODHIM SAfPRATEB MOHTMORILLOMITB 
fhe susp«ftslon containing less than 2u clay fractions was 
treated with sodiimi chloride and dll HCl t i l l the concentration of 
the supernatant was 2N with respect to sodlin chloride and O.IN with 
respect to HCl. The mixture was shaken for half an hour. The 
suspensltm was decanted and the clay was again treated with the same 
acidified salt solution and after shaking for another half an hour 
the supernatant was freed by decantation. A e clay was then washed 
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with deionis«A imter t i l l free from chloride ions and the oonduotlvity 
of the f i ltrate was of the save order ae th at of distilled water. 
PREPAHATIOW OF THE CALCIUM SATPRATEP MOWTMORILLOWITE 
For this the todini-elay euepension was treated with a 
saturated solution of ealoiua chloride, fbe suspensitm was shaicen 
thoroughly before the salt solution was re«0D«d by decantation and 
finally by f i ltration as in the case of sodlmHOlay preparation* 
PREPARATIOK OF TBE HYDROGEN SATORATED MCKTMORILLOWITE 
The hydrogen saturated nontoiorillonite was freshly prepared 
e 
by the nethod of Aldrioh and Buchanan f in i^ich the suspension was 
passed through a oolmn of H«>I>owex*50V«X6 cation exchange resin at a 
speed of 3 nl per Minute t i l l the pH and the conductance of the 
suspension becaae alaost constant. 
PETERMIKATIOW OF THE CCHCENTRATIOW OF THE SPSPENSIONS 
The concentrations of the clay suspensions used in these 
experiaents were detensined by evaporating a 10*0 ml portion of each 
of the suspensions at i05 C and detenULning the weight of the residue. 
1CT5BMINATI0N OF THE CATIONf EXCHANGE CAPACITY 
The cation exchange capacity of the clay was detemined by 
Ganguli's aethod^ in which hydrogen saturated clay was treated with 
a saturated solution of ICl and the hydrogen ions liberated were 
titrated with a standard solution of KOH. Hie CEC of the clay was 
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found to 70 aeq. per 100 g olay. 
CBTEHMINATION OF DIMECRCK 
Diaooron was dettniined a* fbe 
reagents and the procedure are given l)elov* 
Beagente 
Standard ptaecron Solationi A 1,0 g portion of the ooBq>oand was 
dissolved in a l itre of distilled water and the solution was used 
for preparing the standard curve. 
Basic Copper SulphateI A solution of 0«2 g copper sulphate penta-
hydrate and 20*0 aamoniua acetate in 50.0 al distil led water was 
mixed with 25*0 ml of kO% sodiiia hydroxide and 20«0 al of MMoninai 
hydroxide, the total voluae of the solution was uade up to iOO.O al 
with distilled water. 
Cait»on-»disulphide Solutiont 5% solution in benzene. 
Potassiua hydroxide: 5% solution in distilled water. 
Anhydrous Sodiua Sulphate t It was used to reaove the tuxtiidity froa 
the coloured henzene lajrer. 
Procedure 
For the preparation of a calibration curve, 0.5 al to 5.0 al 
of the iTtandard solutions of Diaecron were refluxed with iO.O a l of 
5% COH for half an hour in refluxing flasks, f itted with condensers 
over water baths, nie contents were allowed to cool and then were 
6000 1000 2000 3000 AOOO 5000 
Aig of Olmecron 
FI6>3 S t o o d o r d Curve of Olmecron 
5% 
sbaken thoroughly trlth 1.0 al of basic copper sulphate and 10,0 ul 
ot CSg-henzene solution for 5 alnutes in each case. It was then 
transferred to separating funnels. After eluting the coloured 
heneene layer, aheut 6»5 g of anhydrous KagSO^  was added to remre 
any tux1>ldlty and the clear solution was decanted into a coloriBetric 
tuhe and tiie ahsorhance was neasured against a reagent hlank at 420 nin 
wavelength on a Bausoh and LcHib*s Speotronio-20« The standard cunre 
i s given in Fig.3« 
Bffeot of tiae on the adsorption of Piaeeron hy H-, Ha* and 
Ca»Miont»orillonites% To study the ef fect of tine <m the Diiaeoron 
adsorption by B->» Ka- and Ca-nontaorillonites, investigations were 
nade at two different Diaecron concentrations. For this, 10«0 nl 
of each of the d a y suspensions were ti^en in several glass stoppered 
tubes and were treated with 2,0 and 15*0 al of Diaecron solution 
(5000 ug/al) and volusies were aade up of 25*0 al with distilled water. 
The aixtures were shaken for 3, 6, 18, 27 and 48 hours in each set 
of the three clays and then they were centrifuged and the Diaecron 
in the supematants were estiaated as already described above. *lfie 
aaount of Diaecron adsorbed by the elay was obtained Srtm the mount 
of Diaecron added ainus the Diaecron reaaining in the siqiematant. 
the equilibriua tiae for the adsofftion of Diaecron was found to be 
2k hours for the H-clay and 27 hours for the Na^  and the Oa*olay. 
The results are recorded in tables I - I I I and represented vide f l g .4 , 
I f feet of pH on the adsorption of Diaecron by H», Na- and 
Ca«aontaorillonitesi To investigate the effect of pH, 10,0 a l of the 
clay suspensicms in their H-, Na- and Ca*fozas, at the pH values of 
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2, k, 6, 8 and 10, adjusted vith O.IN HCl and O.IN KaOH were taken 
in several glass stoppered tubes and treated vith 2.0 al and i5«o Ml 
of Dlneeron solution (5000 ug/al) In the case of the eaoh clay and 
the Tolunes were Made up to 25*0 M1 with disti l led water« fhe 
Mixtures were shaken for 24 hours (in l^e case of H-olay) and 27 hours 
(in the case of Na- and Ca^clay) at 25 • i*C and then oentrifuged. 
Ihe BiMecron in the supematants were estifflated and the aMount of the 
DiMeeron adsorbed by the clay Was obtained* The results are recorded 
in tables IV-VI and Fig.5* 
ADSOBPTIOK EXPERIMENTS 
A series of the glass stoppered tubes were taken with LO.O M1 
of the clay suspensions in ea(^ case and various amounts of DiMeeron 
solution, (0 to 15 Ml of 5000 ng/ml concentration) were added and 
the volines were Biade upto 25«0 M1 with distilled water. After 
shaking for 27 hours in the case of Ha- and CaHBontMorillonites and 
for 24 hours in the case of H-MontMorillonite at 25 * the 
suspensions were oentrifuged and DiMeeron in the supematants was 
estlMated by the Method, described earlier. The results are given 
in tables TII to IX and represented vide Fig.6. 
ggSOBPTICW BXPERDIENTS 
For the desorptlon experlMents, 10.0 Ml of the Na> and 
the Oa-saturated MontMorillonite clay suspensions were taken in three 
sets of the glass stoppered tid)es. Ihey were treated with the 
appropriate voliMies of the standard DiMeeron solution corresponding 
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to the MXiauM adsorption In oaoh oase and their coaploxea were 
obtained* To these Dlaeoron»olay ooaplexes, 5*0 ml of O.U? KCl 
and O.IH BaClg vere added In two separate sets and the TOIUSSS were 
adjusted to 25»0 ml vltb distilled water. Xn the third set of the 
olay-ocHapIexesy the voliises were adjusted only with distil led water. 
1!lie alxtnres were shaken for 27 hours and oentrlfoged* Ibe Dlsecron ' 
In the supematants were estlnated and It was found that there was 
no DlBieoron desoxl>ed In any case In the sspeniatants^ showing a 
complete ohenlsorptlon of this pesticide on the clay surfaoe* 
X^ray exaalnatlon of the H-, Ufa* and the Ca-saturated «ont»orlllonltes 
and the Plaeoron elay coaplexesi For the x-ray examination^ the H-, 
Na- and Ca^saturated aontaorlllonlte suspenslcms and their clay 
C(»plexe8 were placed on glass slides and were allowed to dry at the 
rooa teaperature to font well oriented layers. I^e sawiples were then 
sidDJected to x-ray exralnatlon and the x-ray patterns recorded on a 
General Electric XRDG diffraction unit using filtered CuK radiation 
and the nickel as a f i l t e r . X-ray diffraction patterns as obtained 
for the different olay ssaples and their coaplexes are given In f i g .7 . 
Hie basal spaclngs at 001 reflections and the Intensities of the 
x-ray peaks are given In table X. 
INmillD ANALYSIS 
Por Infrared analysis, 20.0 • ! of the H-, Na- and the 
Ca-aontaorlUonlte suspensions and their Dlaeeron coaplexes were 
evaporated on polythene sheets at the rooa teaperature to fom self 
supporting thin f l las . 
Olmtcron odtorbed In m motes ptrlOOg cloy. 
"n 
«N> 0> » 
g ' O ^ 
r» o o % 
• s ^ ? " i 
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tha f l las xrero aounted in nmplB holders and the infrared 
spectra were recorded on Beokaann IBp20 docthle grating Bpectrophoto-> 
aeter in the region 4000-400 em • 1!he results are given in tahle XI 
and rig«8. 
B g 8 P I* T S A H D P I S C P S S I O N 
Adsorption of the Diaeoron as a function of the tine on 
Na- and da'^nontoiorillonitoa for two concentrations of Biaeoron is 
shown vide tables I-IZl and curves i»3 of Fig»4* After an init ial 
increase, the systems approached eqiuilihriua at 24 hoars in the case 
of H-montanorillonite and 27 hours in the case of Ka-montaorillonite. 
Oa-aontaiorillonite showed a s<»Bewhat different behaviour due to i ts 
restricted interlaaellar surface as compared to "^e other fome 
although here also the system approached equilihrioB in 27 hours* 
the ahsenoe of a rapid init ial increase in adsorption indicated that 
the interaction between Diaecron and aontaorillonites was of a kind 
other t^an exchange. 
Applying the siaple kinetic rate laws, the calculation of the 
rate constants at different tiae intervals and concentrations did not 
jrield any relationship charaoteristio of a f i r s t , second or higher 
order* Adsorption of Diaeeron was thus not a hoaiogenous cheaical 
reaction ^ a t could he dealt with by siaple laws of kinetics* As 
noticed in other clay and ion exohaoge systeas, the pesticide thus 
appeared to cross to the clay surface by the process of diffusion* 
Since the aixtures were kept stirred, adsorption occurred both as a 
result of f i l a diffusion and particle diffusion^^. 
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TABLE I 
Adsorption of Pl«eo«>n on H->gatttrat«d 
Montaorlllonlte a« affected by time 
Concentration of the olajr suspension 
Voltise of the ola r^ suspension taken 
Strength of the Diveoron solution 
Total volume of the mixture 
i5*50 g per litre 
iO.O Ml 
5 g per l itre 
25*0 ml 
I ' ' r ' " ' I ' I ' Tisie in Ab80]:)>ance Volcme of AMOtmt of 
hours supernatant Diaeeron 
used for adsorbed 
ahsozl>ance in moles 
per iOO g 
clay 
yolme of 
Dimeeron 
added in «1 
-I loles of 
Bineoron 
added per 
iOO g clay 
0.0 0.0 0.000 5.0 0.0 
2.0 21.5 1 O.liO 5.0 0.0 
15.0 161.3 0.075 0.5 5.4 
0.0 0.0 0.000 5.0 0.0 
2.0 21.5 2 0.100 5.0 1.1 
15.0 161.3 0.075 0.5 16.1 
0.0 0.0 
-
0.000 5.0 0.0 
2.0 21.5 3 0.090 5.0 2.7 
15.0 161.3 0.070 0.5 16.1 
0.0 0.0 0.000 5.0 0.0 
2.0 21.5 6 0.085 5.0 3.8 
15.0 161.3 0.070 0.5 16.1 
0.0 0.0 0.000 5.0 0.0 
2.0 21.5 9 0.085 5.0 3.8 
15.0 161.3 0.065 0.5 26.9 
0.0 0.0 0.000 5.0 0.0 
2.0 21.5 16 0.080 5.0 4.8 
15.0 161.3 0.060 0.5 37.6 
0.0 0%0 0.000 5.0 0.0 
2.0 21.5 2% 0.080 5.0 4.8 
15.0 161.3 0.055 0.5 43.0 
0.0 0«0 b.odo 5.0 0.0 
2.0 21.5 27 48 e«080 5.0 4.8 
15.0 161.3 0.055 0.5 43.0 
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TABUS ZI 
Adsorption of Rtaeeron on the •odlui aaturated 
MontMiorlllonlte as affected liy tine 
Concentration of the clay suspension 
VoXinae of the clay suspension taken 
Strength of Dlnecron solution 
Total volume of the nlxture 
14,38 g per l itre 
10.0 ml 
3 g per l itre 
25.0 ul 
T - 1 < ^ 1 " 
Tolose of nmoles of Time in Voluae of Ahsorbance Anount of 
Dineoron Diueoron hours supenoiatant DlMecron 
added In ml added per used for adsorbed 
100 g d a y ahsorhanoe in amoles 
per 100 g 
clay 
0,0 0,0 5.0 0.000 0.0 
2.0 23.2 5 5.0 0.060 9.3 15.0 174.0 1.0 0.145 11.6 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 
2.0 23.2 18 5.0 0.045 12.8 
15.0 174.0 1.0 0.120 37.7 
0.0 0.0 5.0 o.doo 0.0 2,0 23.2 27 5.0 0.040 13.9 15.0 174.0 1.0 0.100 60.9 
0«0 OiO 5.0 0.000 0.0 2.0 23.2 48 5.0 0.040 13.9 15*0 174.0 1.0 0.100 60.9 
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TABUI VIII 
Adtorpilon of Dl»«oron on the Ca^  taturated 
•ontMorillonita as affected by ti«e 
Concentration of the clay suspension 
Tolune of the clay suspension taken 
Strength of Diaeoron solution 
fotal volcrae of the mixture 
15.2^ g per l itre 
10.0 ml 
5 g per l itre 
25*0 ul 
1 r—'" r - •« 
Yolme of nnoles of fime in Voluae of Absorbanoe Amount of 
Oimecron Olffiecron hours supernatant mmeoron 
added in ml added per used for .adsorbed 
100 g clay ahsoxtiance in amoles 
per 100 g 
clay 
0,0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0,0 
2.0 21.9 3 5.0 0.065 7.7 15.0 164.5 1.0 0.160 0.0 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 
2.0 21.9 6 5.0 0.050 10.9 
15.0 164.3 1.0 0.155 5.5 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 2.0 21.9 18 5.0 0.045 12.1 
15.0 164.3 1.0 0.150 8.2 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 
2.0 21.9 27 5.0 0.040 13.1 15.0 164.3 1^ 0 0.140 16.4 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 2.0 21.9 48 5.0 0.040 13.1 15.0 164.3 1.0 0.140 16.4 
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TABIg IV 
Adgorptlon of PlMCcron on the H-satnrated 
•ontMorillonite ag affgcttd ty pH 
Concentration of the clay suspension 
VoltBBe of the elay suspension taken 
Strength of Dineoron solution 
Total volume of the Mixture 
i3*i6 g per litre 
10*0 al 
5 g per l itre 
25.0 »1 
-I T "1 r" 1 
Yolwe of 
Dimeoron 
added in ml 
moles of 
XJiaecron 
added per 
100 g day 
pH Of 
suspension 
VolUMe of 
supernatant 
used for 
absorbanoe 
jUbsorbanoe Aaount of 
IttMeoron 
ad80Zl>ed in 
mnoles per 
100 g clay 
0.0 
2.0 
15.0 
0.0 
25.3 
189.8 
2 
5.0 
5.0 
1*0 
0.000 
0.095 
0.135 
0.0 
1.9 
22.1 
0.0 
2.0 
15.0 
0.0 
25.3 
189. 8 
h 
5.0 
5.0 
1.0 
0.000 
0.070 
0.125 
0.0 
8.2 
34.8 
0.0 
2.0 
15.d 
0.0 
25.3 
189.8 
6 
5.0 
5.0 
1.0 
0.000 
0.060 
0.120 
0.0 
10.8 
44.3 
0.0 
2.0 
15.0 
0.0 
25.3 
189.8 
8 
5.0 
5.0 
1.0 
0.000 
0.080 
0.120 
0.0 
5.7 
44.3 
0.0 
2.0 
15.0 
0.0 
25.3 
189.8 
10 
5.0 
5.0 
1.0 
0.000 
0.090 
0.130 
0.0 
3.2 
31.6 
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TAB1£ V 
Adgorptlon of Dl«<ieron on the aodiiii aatarattd 
•ontMorlllonlteg as affected Hy pH 
Conoentratlon of the olay suspension 
Voluae of the clay suspension taken 
Strength of Diaiecron solution 
Total voltma of the mixture 
14.38 £ per litre 
10*0 a l 
5 g per litre 
25«0 Ml 
* T -T"""" "" t—- -
Voluae of naoles of pH of VOIUBO of Ahsoxhanee A»onnt of 
Dlneoron Olneoron suspension supernatant mneoron 
added in a l added per used for adsorbed in 
100 g clay ahsoii^ance onoles per 
• 100 g olay 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 
2.0 25.2 2 5.0 0.090 2.9 15.0 m . o 0.5 0.075 5.8 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 
2,0 23.2 4 5.0 0.080 5.2 
15.0 17*.0 0.5 0.060 34.8 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 2.0 23.2 6 5.0 0.050 11.6 15.0 174.0 0.5 0.050 58.0 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 2.0 23.2 8 5<.0 0.050 11.6 15.0 m . o 0.5 0.055 52.2 
0.0 0.0 5t.0 0.000 0.0 2.0 23.2 10 5.0 0.060 9.3 15.0 174.0 0.5 0.070 17.4 
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TABUI VIII 
Adsorption of Diaieoron on the oalolw ^atarattd 
•ontaorllloniteg as affooted by pH 
Concentration of the clay suspension 
Volume of the elay suspension taken 
Strength of Bineoron solution 
Total Tolune of the alxture 
15*24 g per litre 
10,0 ml 
5 g per l i tre 
25.0 Hi 
•f- IT' — T" t " ""1 
Volone of gsQoles of pH Of Volume of Ahsorhanoe Anount of 
Dlmecron Diisecron suspension supernatant Dineoron 
added in ail added per used for adsorbed in 
100 g clay ahsorhanoe mmoles per 
100 g clay 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 
2,0 21.9 2 5.0 0.100 1.09 
15.0 164.3 1.0 0.150 2.7 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 
2.0 21.9 4 5.0 0.095 1.6 
15.0 164.3 1.0 0.130 24.6 
0.0 0.6 5.0 0.000 0.0 
2.0 21.9 6 5.0 0.070 6.6 
15.0 164.3 1.0 0.125 27.4 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 
2.0 21.9 8 5.0 0.050 10.9 15.0 164.3 1.0 0.125 27.4 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 2.0 21.9 10 5.0 0.070 6.6 15.0 164.3 1.0 0.140 16.4 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
PH 
FIG.5 Effect of pH on the adsorption of 01 macron by 
H-» N o - o n d Ca-montmorUlonites.curv«srl (o) 
25.3, Kb) 1ft9.8,2(o) 23.2,2(b) W.O, 3(0) 21.9. end 
3(b) 167.3, in mmolts of Dimtcron ptrlOOgclay. 
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llie effect of pH on the adsoxptlon i t given in tallies ZV*VI 
and F i g * B o t h at the higher and loirer oonoentrationa of Divecron 
addedt adsorption increased vith an increase in pH tipto a value of 6 
in the oase of H-> and Mii*»ont«orl).lonites and 8 in the case of 
Ca««ontttorillonite. Beyond these values the adsorption decreased, 
this was indicative of the fact that at low pH Oiaecron was less 
preferred by the montaorillonites dae to coepetition frim the Bkions. 
At high pHy there iras also coapetition from Na ions* resulting in a 
decrease in adsorption, thus i t appeared that Olnecron vas adsorbed 
on the aontmorillonite surface by direct association w i ^ the cations 
12 on the clay surface* • 
Adsorption of Dimecron yielded isotherms as given vide 
tables VIZ-IX and curves i -3 of Fig.6. An examination of the isothems 
indicated that the curves for adsorption of Diaecron on H- and 
Cao-nontoorillonites were sinilar to class *S" as defined by Giles^^ 
while that for sodium system vas similar to class "L** Zn the oase 
of the R-and Ca-systems the adsorption of ^ e pesticide increased 
as the concentration rose, though, as indicated by the init ial concave 
nature of the isotherms (curves i and 3) i t met a strong coapetition 
with the solvent for the clay sites* there was even a negative 
adsorption beyond 5*8 moles of Ittmecron in the equilibrium suspension 
of Ca»montmorillonite« fhe negative adsorption seemed to be due to 
the Ca-clay system becoming hydrophilio with progress in adsorption 
resulting in preferential adsorption of HgO and release of Dimecron. 
Sucdi an ef fect has been noticed in ether systems also^^*^. 
a 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
— D I m e c r o n In t q u l l l b r l u m In m-mole» ptr Utrt 
FIG.6 Adsorpt ion of DImecron by H - . N o - a n d . 
Co -montmofUlonUes -
o H • montmorlt lonite 
• NQ-montmoriUonite 
4 Co -montmor iUonf te 
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XABIf YII 
Adaorptlon of Di«eorop by the hydrogen satiiratedi wonlaiorlllonif« 
Concentration of the olay suspension g per Utre 
Voluae of the olay suspension taken m 10.0 ml 
Strength of Dineoron solution m 5 g per l itre 
Total volume of the mixture m 25.0 ml 
Voltne of 
t 
mt^ oles of 
1 
Volume of Absorhanoe 
« 
) Amount of Amount of 
Dlmecron BLmeoron supernatant Dlmecron In mmeoron 
added In ml added per used for equilibriimi adsorbed in 
100 g olay ahsorhance suspension lamoles per 
in mmoles 100 g day 
• 
per l itre 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.00 0.0 
1.0 10.8 5.0 0.050 0.7 0.0 
2.0 21.6 5.0 0.080 1.0 4.9 
3.0 ! 32.4 5.0 0.110 1.4 9.2 
^.0 43.2 2.0 0.050 1.7 16.2 
5.0 54.0 2.0 0.070 2.2 17.6 
7.0 75.6 1.0 0.050 3.3 21.6 
9.0 97.2 1.0 0.065 4.3 27.0 
10.0 108.0 1.0 0.070 4.5 35.1 
12.0 129.6 0.5 0.040 5.3 43.2 
14.0 151.2 0.5 0.050 6.7 43.2 
15.0 162.0 0.5 0.055 7.3 43.2 
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TABUI VIII 
Adaorptlon of Di—cron by tlie godlini satarat^d •ontnorillonlf • 
Concentration ot tbe clay suapension 
Voline of the olay suspension taken 
Strength of sluecron solution 
Total "volune of the vlsture 
14*38 £ per litre 
10.0 Ml 
5 g per l itre 
25 «0 Ml 
1 ' I I . , , ^ 1 I —— 
Toline of Msoles of Yolune of Ahsoxtiance AMOunt of Aiiount of 
Dlaeoron Blnecron supernatant Dineorcm In ittaecron 
added In al added per used for equlllbrlun adsorbed In 
100 g olay absorhanoe suspension lusoles per 
In avoles lOO g clay 
per l itre 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 0.0 
1.0 11.6 5.0 0.020 0.3 5.8 
2.0 23.2 5.0 0.050 0.7 11.6 
3.0 34.8 5.0 0.080 1.0 16.8 
7.0 81.2 2.0 0.080 2.6 36.3 
9.0 104.4 1.0 0.060 3.8 37.7 
10.0 116.0 1.0 0.070 4.5 37.7 
12.0 139.2 0.5 0.035 4.7 58.0 
14.0 162.4 0.5 0.045 6.0 58.0 
15.0 174.0 0.5 0.050 6.7 58.0 
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TABUI VIII 
Adsorption of Dlaiecron by the oaloimi »atttrat»d •onlworilloiiif» 
Ccmoentration of the olay suspension 
Volune of the olay suspension taken 
Strength of Dlveoron solution 
Total volume of the mixture 
15.24 g per litre 
10*0 ml 
3 g per litre 
25.0 nl 
T T f , 
Voluae of Busoles of Voluaie of Ahsorbi^ee Amount of Amount of 
Bimecron Dimeoron supernatant Dimeoron in Dliiecron 
added in al added per used for equillhriiai adsoxbed in 
100 g clay absorbance suspension mmoles per 
in lanoles 100 g olay 
per l itre 
0»0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 0.0 
i.O 10.9 5.0 0.040 0.5 2^7 
2.0 21.9 5.0 0.090 1.1 3.3 
3.0 32.9 5.0 0.130 1.7 5.5 
6.0 65.7 2.0 0,075 2.5 24.5 
7.0 76.7 2.0 0.090 2.9 28.6 
8.0 87.6 1.0 0.055 3.5 30.0 
9.0 98.6 1.0 0.060 3.8 35.4 
10.0 109.5 1.0 0.080 5.2 24.5 
12.0 134.4 0.5 0.060 7.3 10.9 
14.0 156.3 0.5 0.070 9.0 5.5 
15.0 167.3 0.5 0.075 9.6 5.5 
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fbe liotheni for adsorption of Diascron on M»->aontHonilonite 
vas aoaeirtiat different and had a vertical or high affinity portion, 
fhe init ial convex shape of the isothera indicated that Diaeoron did 
not aeet strong ooapetition with vater for adsoiption sites and that 
i ts aoleottles were gradually adsoi:1)ed in the interior surfaoea of 
Ka-aontBorillonite« As suggested by the shape of the isothezv, 
due to relatively strong attractive forces between 0iaeoron aolecules 
and the substrate and weak forces between solute aolecules theaselves, 
the Blaecron aolecules were adsoxDed end on. Subsequent oocuzrence 
of an "H" portion in this isothera was indicative of instantaneoui 
cheaisorption occurring on NaHBcntaorillonite on the exterior surfaces 
±K 
with edge to edge ton attraction after the init ial forces had been 
overcoae in the interior basal surfaces* 
fhe adsorption followed the order Ha-aonteorillonite ^ 
HHaontaorillonite } Ca-aontaorillonite« The greater aaount of 
adsorption on Na-aontaorillonite appeared to be due to higher deflocu* 
lation of the clay exposing aore readily accessible interlaceliar 
surface for adsorption. Such effects have been observed by Singhal 
and Slngh^ as well as other workers^^. 
Ihe aaxiaua adsorption of Diaecron that occurred in case of 
H-aontaorillonlte was %3 aaoles, on Na-aontaorillonite 57 aaoles and 
on Ca-aontaorillonite 35 Msoles. These values were below the BEC of 
the clay. It appeared that the low values for adsorption of Diaecron 
were due to the nature of its fozaulation. Qyes are known to be 
adsorbed by aontaorillonite and to lower i ts capacity to adsoz1> 
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pegtloldes. Consequently the presence of the dye in the oonieroial 
product was bound to affect the iiovenent and hloaotiirlty of Diaecron 
in soils and clays. 
Ihe chesical could not he desoi1>ed either with pure vater 
or inongai^lo salts, thereby showing that i t was f intly bound on the 
clay surface by strong electrostatic forces. 
FroM the structure of Binecron i t was inferred that the 
disubstituted amide had a polar <diaracter and was a neutral nonionic 
Bioleoule, The polarity occurred at the 0» N and P atons of the 
Molecule with a likely seat of interaction at the cax^onyl group. 
Due to the lone pair of electrons the amide N might also show some 
reactivity towards day sites but the chances were less due to 
steric hindrance of the CgH^  groups, the montmorillonite surfaces 
selected for the present study carried electrophiles in the fom of 
H* or Na"*" or Ca^*. Therefore there was a strong possibility for 
a coordination type of bonding occurring between the 0 of the 
oarbonyl group and the protons of the acid saturated atontaorillonite 
as followst 
® B^  CgHj f X® 
H® C L A Y ® * B - C - n ( — > / H . c - N < ^ | Clay® . . . ( i ) 
\ C2H5 j C2H5 
where R « / 
CHJ - 0 0 • C • G 
<!B* 
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An alaost similar ef fect through Unking of the polar aoXeoule of 
Diaeoron to the aetal cations through a vater bridge In the prlnary 
hydration shell on the hase-saturated olays took place as followst 
I S4 / I c ^ A 
Clay®* R - C - N / —^ ( R - C - N / Clay® , . . ( 2 ) 
lAere N was the netal cation. These inferences were in line with the 
7 17 work of fahoun and Mortland'* Mortland and Meggitt ' and Fraenkel 
and Pranconl % 
An exanlnatlon of the x-ray data vide tahle X, Fig.7 showed 
aii expansion of 0*31 to 0*33 In the hasal thickness on ooaplexing 
of acid* and base*saturated •ontaorillonltes with Siiaecron, Indicating 
a f lat orientation of the intercalated Diaecron In aioncmolecular 
layers with fozvation of coaplexes at the ^asal surfaces, 
the propositions aade above found support froa Infra red 
studies (vide table XZy Fig.8). the C • 0 streti^lng of the aaide 
I band at 1680 showed a shift to 1670 ca"^ during tozaatlon of 
H-Bontaorillonite Diaeeron ooaplex and to 1620 in case of Na-4iontaorl-
llonlte-Dlaecron coaplex. the f irst shift was Indicative of protonation 
of the 0 leading to foxvatlon of structure ( i ) while a decrease In 
frequency of the aaide I band In case of. Ma-olay pointed to coordination 
of the Na ion to the aalde through the 0 atoa (structure 2). the 
presence of the absorption band at 1700 ca"^ (C«N stretching) and a 
FIG.7 X- Roy <llf(roctogr<im« of 
I H-monimoritlonft* Owen dry 
2. H-montmorlUon1te>0!m»cron compifx I 
3. H-monimorUlonH»-Oim«cron com i^ft II 
k No-montmofiUonttt Oven dry 
9. Na-montmorlUonftt-Oimtcron compten { 
i No-morttmofiUonMe-Olmecfon complex 11 
7. Co-montmoritlonHt Oven dry 
8. Co»frontmorUlonH f-Oimecfon complex I 
9. Ca>montmDrlttoitlte»Otmecron com|)(e« It 
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TABia 1 
Basal gpaclngg of woptaiorlllopittt and thtlr Pliiecron-»Mont»orilIonlte 
ocMBpleaces by ic»ray diffraction 
~r - ' 1 1' — — 
Exchangeable 
cation 
0i«ecron» 
oonoentration 
in amolea per 
iOO g clay 
Basal spacing Basal ezpan* 
in na aion in ma 
Type of 
conplez 
0,00 0.98 («) mm 
17.50 1.29 («) 0.31 Single layer 
^5*20 1.29 iB) 0.31 Single layer 
0.00 0.96 (») -
Na^  16.80 1.29 (•) 0.53 Single layer 
58.00 1.29 U) 0.33 Single layer 
0.00 0.98 (w) -
Ca* 35.60 1.29 (•) 0.31 Single layer 
5.50 1.29 (w) 0.31 Single layer 
tettGrs In parvnthesia indicate intenaitiass 
V • weak, • «• aediua and a « strong. 
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•hift traa 1680 to 1660 ai*^ in the aaide OO 6tr«tchlng freqnenoy 
in case of Ca*«ont»orillonite-DlMeoron ecMiplex oonfined an intaraotion 
of the Ca-olay to Pinaoron leading to fonuition of staructure (2), 
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C H A P f E B * II 
fHEBMODINAMICS AHD MECHANISM OF ABSORPTION OF BIMEGRON 
<m ACIB* ANB BASE-SAT«RATEB MOHIHOBIILONITES 
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I N T R O P P C f l O K 
Soil oolloids are known to react irlth pesticides, Viis 
affects their stability and biological aotivity as well as capacity 
for environaental pollution, Dieir adsorption is a significant 
process idiicb is effected by teaiperature. several nechanisns have 
been reported for the adsorption and bonding of organic noleoules 
1 - 4 
to clay surfaces « Different techniques have been used to elucidate 
these nechanisas. To account for the adsorptive behaviour of Dinecron 
with H-, Ka- and Ca«Bontmorillonites, adsorption isotheras, x-ray 
dlffractlmi and Infrared spectroscopy were used^. Ibis study is 
now extended to Include a few aore theoretical approaches to the 
subject. Since pesticides ultimately find their way to soils i t is 
hoped that this study will lead to a aore Jc^iclous use of the 
pesticide in crops grown on aontaorillonlte soils* 
E X P E R I M E M T A L 
Nontaorlllonite used in these studies was extracted froa an 
Indian ssaple of bentonlte froa jUcll in Rajasthan, fbe organic aatter 
was oxidised with hydrogen peroxide and the aixture was diluted with 
distilled water, ttie clay was then dispersed by electric stirring. 
Ihe suspension obtained was paased through sheets of irihataan f i l ter 
paper fitted in the bowl of International Cheaical Centrifuge at a 
speed ef 3500 rpa to reaove any coarse aatter. 
PHEPABATIOW OF SODIUM SATURATED MON'TMORILLOWITE 
Hie ^ 2u clay suspension was treated with sodiua chloride 
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and dlXuts RCl and ^ e aiethod, already discussed In Cbapter I of 
this tliesis was followed to prepare sodiun saturated aontaorillonite. 
PREPARATION OF HYDROGEN SAfORATED MONfMOBILLWITB 
Hydrogen saturated aiontaorillonlte was freshly prepared by 
Aldrloh and Buchanan's method^ as already described in dhapter Z of 
this thesiiB. 
DETERMINATION (MF CCNCENTRATION OF SUSPENSIONS 
the concentrations of each of the suspensions used for 
experioents were detexained by evaporating 10 ail of each of the 
suspensicm in petri dish of Imown weight and drying the residue at 
105*C and finally detezwining the weight of the residue. 
DETERMINATION OF CATICK EXCHANGE CAPACITY 
7 
CEC was detenined by Ganguli's Method , irtiich has been 
described in Chapter I of this thesis. 
DETERMINATION OF SURFACE AREA 
Surface area was deteznined by Hendricks and Dyal*s Method^. 
Weighed savplesof Na- and H-saturated aontaorillonites were taken 
in aloainioa boxes of known weights. The samples were sprayed evenly 
over the bottoH of the boxes. Ilie boxes without lid were placed in a 
dessicator over 250 g of saaples were then dried to a 
constant weight. Ibey were then wetted with ethylene glycol added 
fro« a pipette dropwise and warming, ihe saaples were placed in 
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dessloator and allowed to stand at roov teaperatur*. Valghta of the 
aanples were recorded after every sixteen hoars and drjring continued 
tilX two suecesslTe weights agreed upto tenth of a aillgraK* 
Surface area was then calculated froa the equatioui 
V 
A m y 0 00031 ' ^ surface area In m^/g, « weight 
in grans of glycol retained by the sanplesi « weight in grams of 
sanples on P^ O^  dried basis and 0.00031 the Byal Hendricks value for 
2 
the graas of glycol required to form a Monolayer on one • of surface 
area. Ilie results are given in table XII* 
ADSOHPTION EXPERIMENT 
« • 
Ibe adsorption experinents at 15 and 50 C were conducted by 
talcing 10 al of the aontaorillonite suspension in a nmber of glass 
stoppered tubes and adding various aaounts of standard Diaecron 
solution (o to 20 al of 5000 ug/al concentration) and aaking up the 
voliaie to 30 al with distilled water. After Intemittent shaking 
and standing for about 30 hours the suspensions were centrifuged and 
Diaecron in the supematants was estiaated' as copper-dithio oarboaate 
spectrophotoaetrically. Ihe aaount of Maeoron adsoxbed was obtained 
froa the aaeunt of I^ecron added alnus the Diaecron reaalning in the 
supematants. All experlaents were conducted in duplicate. The 
results are recorded in tables XIII to XYI, Pig.9« 
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1ABLE XZZ 
DeterBlnatlon of the gurface ar»a of H* and Na-saturated 
aontworAllottlte toy ethyleaa glycol Method 
1 I r 
Clay Veight of clay Weight of Surfaoe area 
taken in g glycol x«tained 2„ In g in B g 
HoMontBorillonlte 0.3846 0.0870 730 
Na>aontnorillonlte 0.3484 0.0810 750 
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TABIB n i l 
Adaorptlon of Plaecyon T>y hydrogen aatmrated nontBorillonite at 15*C 
Concentration of tibe olay suspension 
Yoltme of the olay suspension taken 
Strength of Dlmecron solution 
Total voltme of titie nixture 
15-26 g per litre 
i0«0 ul 
5,0 g per litre 
30*0 al 
T T i i 
Toluoie of vnoles of Voltne of Abso]i}anoe Asount of Anount of 
Dineoron Dimeeron supernatant Dimeoron in Dlmecron 
added in ml added per used for equllibrioai adsorbed in 
100 g clay absorhance suspension mmoles per 
in BUDoles iOO g d a y 
per litre 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 0.0 
1.0 10.9 5.0 0.030 0.4 3.1 
2.0 21.8 5.0 0.065 0.8 5.5 
4.0 43.7 5.0 0.095 1.2 19.4 
5.0 54.6 5.0 0.125 1.6 22.5 
6.0 65.5 2.0 0.055 1.7 31.1 
8.0 87.4 2.0 0.080 2.6 34.9 
10.0 109.2 2.0 0.105 3.4 42.0 
12.0 131*0 2.0 0.145 4.5 42.5 
14.0 152.9 2.0 0.180 5.7 39.8 
15.0 163.8 1.0 0.095 6.1 42.5 
16.0 174.7 1.0 0.105 6.8 40.3 
18.0 196.6 1.0 0.125 8.1 36.0 
20.0 218.4 1.0 0.145 9.4 31.6 
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TABLB XIV 
AdBorptioP of DAngoron ty hydrogen gatarated »ont»orillonite at 50*C 
Concentration of the clay suspension 
yolnne of the olay suspension taken 
Strength of Dlneoron solution 
Total voltme of the mixture 
15.26 g per litre 
10.0 ml 
5.0 g per litre 
30.0 ml 
'i ' ' 1 r "1 —- 1 
Voluae of BUBOleS of Yolune of Absort>ance Anount of Amount of 
Dineeron Dineeron supernatant mneoron in Oimecron 
added in nl added per rased for equilihriis adsorbed 
100 g olay absoilQ a^noe euspenelon in WBoles 
in imBoles per 100 g 
per l i tre elay 
0*0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0,0 0,0 
1.0 10.9 5.0 0.040 0.5 0.4 
2.0 21.8 5.0 0.080 1,1 0.9 
^.0 43.6 5.0 0.115 1.5 13.5 
5.0 54.5 5.0 0.125 1,6 22,5 
6,0 65.4 2.0 0.065 2.1 24,5 
8.0 87.2 2,0 0.095 3.1 26.7 
10.0 109.0 2.0 0.125 4,0 28,9 
12,0 130.8 2.0 0.165 5,3 26,2 
1%.0 152.6 1.0 0.105 6,8 18,5 
15.0 163.5 1«0 0.115 7.6 13.1 
16.0 m.k 1,0 0.125 8.1 14.2 
16.0 196.2 1.0 0,145 9.4 9,8 
20.0 218.0 1.0 0.165 10.6 8,7 
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TABLE XY 
Adgorptlon of Diaccron by » o d l « >atairat»d •ont^orlllonite at 15*G 
Concentration of d a y suspension 
Yolcne of olay suspension taksn 
Strength of Dlaieoron solution 
Total voliaie of the mixture 
i5#98 g per litre 
10.0 ml 
5.0 g per l itre 
30.0 Ml 
' ' « t ' ' i ' ' i 
Volune of anoles of Tolune of Absoxt»anoe Amount of iUionnt of 
Diaeoron Oimeoron supernatant Dimeoron in Maeoron 
added in ml added per used for equilibrium adsorbed in 
100 g day absozbanoe suspension mmoles per 
in mmoles 100 g day 
per litre 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 0.0 
i.O 10.4 5.0 0.030 0.4 2.9 
2.0 20.9 5.0 0.065 0.8 5.2 
k.O 41.7 5.0 0.105 1.4 16.1 
5.0 52.2 5.0 0.145 1.9 16.5 
6.0 62.6 2.0 0.040 1.3 37.6 
8.0 83.4 2.0 0.075 2.4 38.1 
iO.O 104.3 2.0 0.105 3.4 40.2 
12.0 125.2 2.0 0.145 4.7 36.0 
1%.0 146.0 2.0 0.165 5.3 ^5.9 
15.0 156.5 1.0 0.075 4.8 65.7 
16.0 166.9 1.0 0.080 5.3 66.8 
18.0 187.7 1.0 0.105 6.8 59.5 
20.0 208.6 1.0 0.115 7.6 64.7 
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fjlBI^ XVI 
Aflsorptlon of Dl»eeiroii liy todiuM •atwratea nontaoriXloiilte at 50*C 
Co&eeatratloa of elay 
Volvme of elay suspension taken 
Stxvngth of Dlnecron solution 
fotal volai»e of nlxtui« 
15*98 g p®!* l i tre 
10.0 ml 
5*0 g per l i tre 
30.0 ml 
T - — — — T'" " "' 
Volme of BiAoles of Toluae of Absoilianoe Amount of AMOunt of 
Dlmecron Dlnecron supernatant Slsseeron In Dleieoron 
added In ml added per used for equlllbrlaoi adsorbed In 
100 g clay aD so xDanee suspension nmoles per 
In Boioles 100 g clay 
per l itre 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.0 0.0 
1»0 10.4 5.0 0.040 0.5 6.4 
2.0 20.9 5.0 0.080 1.1 0.8 
4.0 41.7 5.0 0.165 2.1 1.7 
5.0 52.2 5.0 0.215 2.6 2.1 
6.0 62.6 2.0 0.095 3.1 4.7 
8.0 83.% 2.0 0.115 , 3.8 11.5 
10.0 104.3 2.0 0.145 4.5 19.8 
12.0 125.2 2.0 0.165 5.3 25.0 
14.0 146.0 1.0 0.095 6.1 30.3 
15.0 156.5 1.0 0.105 6.8 28.2 
16.0 166.9 1.0 0.105 6.8 38.6 
18.0 187.7 1.0 0.125 8.1 34.4 
20.0 208.6 1.0 0.145 8.9 39.6 
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R E S U L T S A n n p i s c g s s i o N 
Adsoxption ot Diveoron on H- and Na-8atarat«d aontaorillonlte 
suspensions at 15* 50*C Is represented liy adsorption isotbervs 
In Flg.9> curves and tables XIII-XVI. D^to an equllibrluii 
oonoentration of 2 to 3 wioles per l itre tbe Isothezws were on an 
average concave to the y axis and were of "S** type. Beyond a concen-
tration ranging fr<»i h to 5*5 naoles per litre the adsorption of Olne-
oron on H-Bontaorlllonlte declined while that in case of Na-aontaiori-
llonite increased t i l l i t becane constant. Hie isotherms were thus 
of a conposite nature. From the concave nature of the isotheras 
A 
shape) it followed^ that adsorption became easier as concentration 
of the pesticide increased, that i t met a strong competition frcw 
polar water for the clay sites and that the ntmecron molecules were 
adsorbed as single monofunctional units, there was a marked localisa-
tion of the forces of attraction over the caxixmyl functional group of 
Simecron leading to an Interaction with fi- and Ka-montmorillonite at 
this point (the oxygen of the > C«>0 group). 
• • 
fhe increase in temperature from 15 to 50 C decreased the 
adsorption In both the acid as well as base saturated montmorillonites 
i . e . there was a weakening of the attractive forces between Oimecron 
and the montmorillonite with a rise in temperature, itie interaction 
thus was characterised by a negative heat of adsorption. Such an 
ef fect was indicative of ^ e adsorption being either ch«mlcal or 
physical, fhe nature of the curves at both the temperatures showed 
that temperature does not change tbe nature of reactions though i t 
affects the affinity of the pesticide for the clay. 
900 
250 
200 
ISO 
100 
SO 
o H- moftt. ot ts'C 
A H" wont, at 5(fC 
• No-moot, ot 15*C 
A No.mont. at SO*C 
10 30 SO 70 90 no 130 tSO 170 190 
Oimtcron odittd In m mot«s pvr IOO9 montrnorlUonit* 
310 
flO.IQ £fftct of Dtmtcron o d d o n 
eotfficiontft ot IS'ond 80* C 
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fhe adsorption tolXowed the order H'-aontnorlllonite y 
Na-aontaorillonite upto 5*5 B H O I O S per litre and thereafter 
Na-MontBorillonite > Hniontaorillonite at lioth the teaperataret. 
fhe nature of the curves over the entire range of eoneeatration 
pointed to soae difference in the nature of reaction hetwen Diaeeron 
and the acid and base saturated nontaorillonites. fhe fi-olay shoved 
a decrease in adsorption of Dinecron after a naxiaa at the two 
teaperatures* 
Evaluation of Kd gave results as given in Fig.iO. 
Distribution coefficients were detenained fr<MB the relationship, 
« 
ga « DiMscyott cone, on clay in u atoles/g 
Dinecron cone, in equilihriin solution in u aoles/nl 
In a l l cases, as the concentration of Dinecron added increased the 
degree of adsorption rose and then declined to assume a constant value. 
Except in case of Na-nontnorillonite at 50*C a naxiaa was attained 
in the degree of adsorption at about the CEC value of aontnorillonite 
when Dinecron added per iOO g clay. Thus as the day surfaces were 
saturated the Id values declined. Hie Kd values also decreased with 
a rise in tenperature. Since adsorpticm process is exothemic, 
increase in tenperature decreased the degree of adsozption. further, 
variation in tenperature had a larger influence on Dinecron 
adsorption on Na-ncmtnorillonite (Pig.iO) than on H«-nontnorillonite 
as revealed by Kd values. Thus i t appeared that the defloculation 
of clay and the interlanellar surfaces accessible to adsorption^^, 
which were responsible for the higher degree of adsorption of Dinecron, 
045 
0.13 
041 
0^ 9 
^ 0 4 7 
04S 
0.03 
- mont. ot 
•mont. at 
No-moflt. ot 
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50*0 
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Equilibrium concentration ofOi'rttcron in 4i6 ntl (C) 
FIO. 11 Longmuir isothtrrnft for odsorption of Olmocron on 
H - ond No-montmoriUonito ot iS*oni 50* C. 
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irexv affected to a greater degree hy a risa in teaperature In case 
of Na-aontMori Ilonlte than in ease of H-nontaorillonlte, 
A plot of the adsorption data showed a oloser agreement 
with the I^ angMitir equation^^ than with the Freundlidi equation. 
A piot of 0/x/a against C of the well known jLansaiuir equationi 
( o 
(idhtere x/u * aaoimt of Biaeeron adaozltted in per g of olay, 
C • equilibriiaB eonceiiti^tion of Dimeercm in ug per ail| b w the. 
adsorption naximua and a oonstant related to the binding energy) 
gave curves as shown in |lg*il* An exoaination of the curves 
indicated at least two linear portions in each curve i f the entii^ 
concentration studied was considered, this aeant that Sinecron was 
adsorbed on aontKorillonite at two distinct reactive sites, this 
4 "S 
was in accordance with some earlier studies and where Dinecron 
was found to react with aontaorillonite in the interior basal surfaces 
and the exterior edge surfaces^. Hie existence of two heterogeneous 
regions strongly suggested involveaent of two Mechanisas in the 
overall adsorption of Diaeoron on aontaorillonite. 
•valuation of the langauir cmistants gave values which are 
presented in table XVII. Negative b values in region I suggested 
deviation of Biaecron adsorption froa I«ngauir isothera. In other 
wordst Xangauir equation could not be applied for region Z. this 
deviation could be explained by the strong coapetition of the solvent 
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for adsorption Bites In this region for the clay substrate^', flie 
Tarlatlon In *b* Yalues with the teiiperatare, the concentration and 
the nature of the cation suggested that these factors strongly 
affected maeoron adsorption on oiontaoriUonltes. Affinity values of 
DlMecron for •ontaorlllonites as indicated hy the binding energy 
coefficient Kj^  generally increased with concentration and decreased 
with a rise in tevperature (table XVII) supporting the in^Mrferences 
drawn earlier* 
14 Biggar and Cheung proposed a themodynamlc trea1»ent for a 
quantltatlre evaluation of the adsorption neohanlsK and the effect of 
15 
temperature during adsorption processes. Singhal and Bansal applied 
l^e model for a study of the adsorption of oximyl on 1111 tea* For 
an examination of the affinity of Dimecron towards H- and Na-montnori-
llonites on the basis of the above treatment the values of the 
thermodynamic equilibrium constant X were obtained frc»B the relation-
ship^* 
K - ( 2 ) 
y e ®e 
where was «g of Dimecrcxa adsorbed per ml of solvent in contact 
with the adsozbent surface, C^  was ug of Dimecron per ml of solvent 
in equlllbrlai suspension and Y ^ and y ^ were activity coefficients 
•f Dimecron on the surface and in the equilibriiai solution. As the 
concentration C^  of Dlmecron in the suspension tended to zero, the 
activity coefficients approached unity. Taking into account surface 
area of H- and Ma-montmorillonlte, deterained by ethylene glycol 
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••thod the aaoimt of Dlaeoron adsor1>ed per ml was calculated hy 
the relationshipJ 
c . LI/MLA 
« s 
N (x/m) 
idle re A» tfao oroas sectional area of the solvent aolecule (oaV>oleciile) 
vas equal to 
2/3 
1*091 X M X N 
and K and P vere soleoular weight (g/nola) and density (g/ml) of 
the solvent respectively* S was surface area of the isontmorillonites 
(oB^/g) and N the Avagadro*s nnmher. fhe values of the theraodynavio 
equilibritn constant K were then obtained by plotting In ~ vs. C^  
and extrapolating to zero C • fhe values of K are given in 
table Xinil and Pig. 12. 
Vie values of K were larger than unity, those at 15* being 
higher than at 50*C. fhe values indicated a high preference of 
Diaecron for B- and Na-aontaorillonites. The adsorption decreased 
with a rise in tewperature and followed the overall order 
H*aontaiorillonite ) Na-nontMorillenite. 
Vhe Gibbs free energy for the interactions were calculated 
froB the equation: 
AG* • - H T l n K ( 3 ) 
O'A 0-5 0-6 
Cs in 9/9 * 10® 
FIG-12 A plot of in C^^ ^ 
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TABI£ XVXI 
Langwalr constantsfor adsorption of Pl«soron on 
H- and Na-Montaorlllonlt6s at 15* and 50*C 
Clay b In g"^ Kj^  In ml ug"^ 
2 8 8 3 2 3 " " K 288*K 323''K 
H-montKorl1loni te 
Region I -5»6 x 10^ -0.3 x 1.1 x 10"^ 1.7 x 10*^ 
Region II 9.1 X 10^ 7.5 x 10^ 11*0 x 10"' 6.6 x 10"' 
Na-aon taorl 1 lonl to 
Raglon I -8.4 X 10^ -1.1 x 10^ 0.9 x 10*"' 0.6 x 10"' 
Hoglon n 22.9 X 10^ 18.8 x 10* 1.5 x lO"' 0.4 x 10"' 
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TABIB IVIII 
flieiModynaMic paraagteiii for adsorption of OlMecron on 
H- and Ha-iiontiorillonltea at i5*C and 50*C 
1 — 'I 
Hiexnodynanlo B-aoataorillonita lla<-nontiKoril lonit« 
paraneters " "i ' ' ""• ^ " ' t 
288*K 3 2 3 2 8 8 *K 323 
K 423,6 39.4 403.4 36.6 
AO* Ibal nole"^ -3 .5 -2 .4 -3.4 -2^3 
A H* Steal mole"^ -12.6 -12.7 
AS*Cal«o la"^ - 3 1 .6 - 3 1 . 6 - 3 2 . 1 - 3 2 . 1 
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1h« raliMS are gtrtn In table XVIII. During Dtaeoron adsorption the 
free energy changes were negative and increased with a rise in 
tesiperature. At both the te»p«ratures the reactions were thus 
spontaneous with a high affinity for Bineoron. The values of 0* 
supported the inferences drawn fron the K values* Ihe negative values 
suggested a high persistence and resistenee to degradation of 
Dimecron In aontaorillonitic soi ls . 
Ihe standard enthalpy changes A H during l^e adsorption 
processes were calculated fron van*t Hoff equatim: 
where T^  and T^ were the temperatures in Sielvin and R the gas cimstant 
in calories per degree abs. per mole. The results are given in 
table XVIII* fhe negative values of enthalpy showed that Dimecron 
interactions with H- and Ma-aontaorillonites were exotheznic in 
nature and that the products were energetically stable with a tight 
binding of the pesticide to the clay* An enthalpy change of this 
order pointed to adsorption process of Diaecron being due to 
coordinati(m processss^^. 
Ihs deductions drawn found confiniation fro i entropy changes. 
Ihe entropy changes ^8* for the adsorpticm were calculated froa the 
equations 
^G* • A H* - T A. S* ( 5 ) 
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lh« negative entropy obanges were Indloative oi a greater order 
produced daring adsorption of Diaecron at botb the teaperatnrea 
in the two day eye teas. Deeox^ ed H^ O vay oontrihute entropy gain 
hut AS* is a eoanation of the entropy loss and gain, so i^ohilisation 
doe to fixation of the Diaecron aoleoale to the H- and Na-aontaorl-
llonites resulted in a decrease of the degree of freedom of tiie 
pesticide Molecule which oontrihuted towards entropy loss^^* 
These conclusions supported the aechanisni of Dinecron 
interaction^ with B- and Na-aontaiorillonites idiich could he due to 
protonation, or coorSination^^ with or without a water bridge as 
followss 
Mont © 
0 
II 
M® 4. R - C - N (€^^>2 
0 . . M 
1 
R - C - N <6^5)2 Clay © . . ( 6 ) 
or Mont^ R - C - N 
H 
0*.*H - 0«,«M 
R - C - (0^5)2 Clay^ . ( 7 ) 
where M was the proton or the Mtal ion and R • 
CH,~0 0 
CHj 0 « 
1 
CH. 
CI 
\ 
c 
Ihese •echanissis not only satisfied the concept of cheaisorption hut 
also the sorption processes in regions I and II of the pesticide 
concentration* 
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C H A P T E B > III 
mn BFTECT OF CEfYL PYRIDINUM CiHUBRIDE AND SODIIM lAtBlYL ggl^ PHATE 
ON ABSORPTION AND MOBIUTY OF DIMECRON ON ILUTIC AUGA8H SOIL 
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I H T R O D P C T I O W 
Pesticides are essential in Modern agriculture, ftieir 
persistence and leaohaMlity in soils play a vital role in 
detemining their efficacy potential for crop daaage and enviromental 
pollution, ftie distribution of an organic cheinical in soil after 
irrigation or rain fall is important as its effectiveness is 
dependent on its position in soil profile. Besides the persistence 
organic chenicals can hulld up in the surface soil if they are 
strtmgly adsorbed or can be leached into ^ e ground water if they 
are very aobile. 
Surfactants not only iaprove the slow infiltration rates of 
1 2 
vater repellent soils * but they can also affect the interacticms of 
pesticidal organic coBpounds like adsorptions and mobility • 
Beaction of Diaecron, a coaaercial foxwulation of phosphoaidon 
which is a broad spectriai insecticide showed the oheaisorption on 
a 
different aonlteorillonite systeas . Now this wortc is extended on 
a soil systea to study the aoveaent and the distribution of Diaecron 
on the soil. The aain eb^ Jeot of this work is to investigate how 
significantly a cationic and an anionic surfactant influences the 
aobility and adsorption of Oiaecron onto soil particles. 
E X P E R I M E N T A L 
Soil used in these investigations was a surface sai>ple 
collected from type IV or west upland area of Allgaxli distr ict . I t 
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was reddlth brown in colour and non-saline allt loaH and Its major 
clay Hlneral was i l l l t e . !Ifie soluble salts were washed o f f vltb 
delonlsed water and then the soil was air dried, crushed and passed 
through a iOO aesh sieve. The phy-sioo-chenioal properties of the 
soil vere exsviined as given helowt 
IMEfEHMIIUTIOW OP MECHAHICAl. CCMFOSinOM 
It was detexvined by International Pipette aethod^ in lAtiidi 
20 g scffiiple of the soil was treated with 50 nl of 30% hydrogen 
peroxide. The reaction was allowed to proceed on a water bath and 
the aizture was waived for about 30 ninutes to oxidise all organic 
natter* After cooling 0.2N HCl was added to neutralize the calciuai 
carbonate and 50 co sodiim oxalate (8g/litre) as dispersant. The 
excess of acid was trashed with distilled water* Uie dispersed soi l 
was transferred to sediaentation cylinders through 200 nesh (B.S*S«) 
sieve. The sand fraction reaaining on the sieve was transferred to 
a weighed crucible, dried in an oven at 105 C and weighed and 
percentage of the sand in the soil was calculated. 
The suspension was diluted to 500 cc and transferred to a 
graduated boiling tidie lAich vas iasiersed in a c<mstant teaperature 
bath at 25 i C throughout the course of pipetting. lO cc saaples 
vere pipetted out carefully at specified intervals of tiae trtm a 
depth of iO ca, dried and weighed. Ihe percentages of s i l t and clay 
were then calculated froa the weights of the residues* The results 
for aechanical analysis of the soil are recorded in table XIX. 
9* 
DETBHMINATIOW OF pH AND COWPPCTIVITY 
For the detexalnation of pE ana oonduetivlty, 5 £ of soli 
saaple was taken in a 50 beaker and 25 ml water was added to i t . 
The suspension was kept for six hours at rooM teaperature. fbn pH 
was recorded with Elioo pH aeter with oaloael and glass electrode 
assembly and the oonduotivity was Measured with philips ocmduotivity 
bridge and dip type oel l . The results obtained are recorded in 
table XXX, 
CATION EXCHANGE CAPACITY 
The CBC was deterained by Ganguli's^^ method. A 5 g soil 
sample was treated with 0.2H BCl t i l l completely acidic and i t was 
shaken thoroughly for half an hour and then filtered through Buchner 
funnel t i l l the f i ltrate was free from chloride ions* The residue 
was transferred from the Buchner funnel to a beaker and a suspension 
of known concentration prepared. It was then treated with the same 
volume of a saturated potassium chloride solution,shaken for half an 
hour and left overnight. Ihe exchanged acidity was titrated with 
standard O.iN NaOR using phenol]^tJialein as indicator. From the 
amount of NaOH required CSBC of the soil was calculated which is 
given in the table XIX. 
DBTgHMIHATICW OF ORGANIC MATTER 
Organic matter percentage was determined by Valkley and 
Black's method^^ which involved the oxidation of oxidisable matter 
by chromic acid. 
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A 2 g of the 0011 8a [^>le was taken In 500 ml conical flask 
and to this 5 al of K potassioi diohrovate and 10 ill of oono. 
sulphuric aeld were added, fhe flask vas shaken vigorously and 
allowed to stand for 30 ainutes. iOO al of distilled water, 5 a l 
of phosphoric acid and i «1 of diphenylaanine indicator were added. 
A deep colour appeared. The excess potassiun di<^roaiate was titrated 
against M/2 ferrous ammonitaa sulphate solution t i l l the violet 
colour changed to purple and finally to green. Blank detemination 
was also carried out in the sane way. From the volase of dichroaate 
used for oxidation, organic caztion was calculated using the 
expression: 
0«anic caAon • (Blank titre - actual titre) x 0.00? x M 
(in gra«s) ¥9ight of diy soil in grams 
idiere M was the concentration of ferrous anaioniun suli^ate. The 
value of organic carf>on was converted to organic natter hy multiplying 
with factor 1.724. the percentage of the organic matter of the soi l 
i s recorded in tahle XIX. 
MVIX PBNSITY 
Bulk density of a soil is the mass of the soil per unit 
volume. For this a 50 ml capacity of R.D. hottle was weighed. It 
was f i l l ed with soil with tapping the hottle about 20 times upto 
the hrim and weighed again. Soil was removed and hottle was 
f i l l ed with water by means of a burette upto the brim and the exact 
vitltnie of water needed to f i l l the bottle was noted, fhe bulk 
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density vas obtained hy dividing the weight of the soi l vith voluie 
of water. 
PEfSIWINAflOi? OF THE PAHTICIE I^SITY AlfP THE PERCENTAGE PORE VOIilME 
The particle density is the average density of soi l 
particles. Vor this a 50 ml R.D. bottle was weighed and then f i l led 
with water npto the brin. Again i t was weighed. A l i t t l e amoimt of 
the soil was taken and by weighing i t again, weight of soi l was 
known. Then this air dry soi l was placed in a breaker with a few 
nl of water and was boiled for a ediort tine to expel a l l the air. 
The empty R.D. bottle was f i l l ed with this soil suspension and was 
allowed to cool at rocna temperature and then was f i l l ed with water 
npto the brim and weighed. The weight of the soil divided by the 
weight of the water displaced gave «ie particle density* % pore 
volume was calculated as 
iOO density - bnlk density) 
~ particle density 
The results of the coltam characteristics are recorded in table XX. 
ADSOHPTION EXPERIMENTS 
First adsorption of Dimecron on Aligazli s i l t loam was 
examined. A series of stoppered glass tubes were taken with 2 g soil 
in each and Dimecrcm solution (5€/iitre) with concentrations ranging 
from 0.499 mmoles/lOO g to 11.95 mmoies/lOO g was added. After 
making up the volume to 24.0 ml they were shaken f o r 24 hours, a time 
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appit»priate tor eqaillbriiai* fhe suspensions mre oentrlfuged and 
the adsorbed Dlaecron vas calculated by estiaatlng i t speotroph6to-> 
•etrlcally in the supamatant liquid as copper-dithiooazbaaate using 
Bausch and Iii^ Speetr<aiio*20» fhe basic copper acetate method for 
Diwecron estiaiation has been dascribed in Chapter I* The results 
are recorded in table XKX» Fig •13* 
To study the ettect of cetyl pyridiniuM chloride and sodim 
lauryl sulphate^ glass stoppered tubes irere talcen together with 2 g 
soi l and iS.O nl Oinecron solution (3g/litre), the voltMe at vhioh 
naaciBun adsorption occurred, ' ^ e different volumes of surfactants, 
cetyl pyrldininm chloride and sodium lauryl sulphate both B.D.H. 
(Ltmdcm) productSf were added (strength, 5 g per l i tre) ranging froa 
50 ug/g to 5000 ug/g of so i l . For the low concentration rangCf the 
surfactant solutions (5g/litre) were further diluted. Voltaaes in the 
tubes were made upto 24.0 al and were shaken for 2k hours* Suspensions 
were centrifuged andDiaecron present in siqpeniatants were estiaated 
spectrophotoaetrically. Blanks cmsisting 2 g soil and 18.0 al 
Diaecron solution with total voluae 24«0 al were used and difference 
in Diaecron concentration between the blank and saaples were attributed 
entirely to its adsorpticm on the so i l . Results are recorded in 
table m i , Fig,i4. 
DESORPTiqW BCPBRBiENT 
It was done by taking three sets of glass stoppered tubes, 
each with 2 g soi l and 18.0 al Biaecrcn (3g/litre) with total voluae 
of 24.0 a l . Suspensions after shaking for 24 hours were centrifuged 
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and the oonplezed soil was laached with distilled water, O.IN ICl 
and O.IN BaClg* Agali* after shaking for 24 hours, the suspensions 
were centrifuged and Diveorcm was detected in leachates hut no 
Diaeoron was foixad in thea showing ahsenoe of desorption* 
KOBIilTY EXPERIMESTS 
Glass tilbes 2*5 tm in diaseter and 50 <» in length were used 
for infiltration experiaents* fiach tube was e<«posed of five equal 
sections and the lowest section was provided with a thin txfbe with 
a stop oock« All the portions were Joined with a cellophane tape 
wrapping and after completion of the experinent, the cellophane tape 
was removed, soil from each section was taken out, dried at rooa 
conditions, extracted with MO al water and the extractant was used 
for the estiaation of Dlaecron present in i t . A glass wool pli% 
was placed tqpon the hole of the lower section to retain the soil 
in the coloam. A perforated hard plastic plate was placed on the 
top of the soil coluan to evenly distribute the fluid over the soil 
surface. Each coluan was packed by pouring the soil through a 
funnel and tapping the colum sides until the aaxiaus setting has 
occuxvd. At this peint i t contained 50 ca of packed so i l wil^ A 
reproducible bulk density. A Burette with a thin nozzle was used 
to apply the soluti(m to the top of the vertical soil coltain. The 
effluent was collected frea the bettoa of the eoltain which was fitted 
to a stoppered conical flask, connected with a suction puap through 
a side tube, ihe flow of water was controlled throt^h the stop cock 
of the soi l colusoi. 
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Movenent of tbe pestlolde in air dxy soil coltan was ezaalned 
at two different oonoentratlona, 120 tig/g and 520 ug/g of t o l l 
( i . e . 10 ml of Di^ecron solution wltb oonoentratione 3g/lltre and 
8g/lltre respeotlTely) • 10 nl aoliition vae added to the top of the 
soil surface and left for 24 houre, adequate aaount of water 
(106.5 b1) was added dropwlse at a rate i^loh penltted Infiltration 
of a drop before another was added* After conpletlmi of water 
infiltration, the eolunm was gravity drained ovexnlght and then 
suotlon drained* cellophane tape was reaoved and the soil was 
taken out from each section, dried at room oondltlbn and shaken 
with 40 ml water. Suspensions were centrifuged and supematants were 
estimated for Olmecron. fhe effluent was made 100 ml and appropriate 
volumes were used for estimation of Bimecroa* 
f o studjr the ef fect of cetyl pyridinlimi cdiloride and sodium 
lauryl sulphate on the molilllty of l^ecron, a 10 ml solution 
containing 320 ug/g soil 0imeoron and 120 ug/g soil surfactant was 
added to the soil surface of the column. After leaving i t for 
24 hours, the same volume of water as in the previous case, was 
Infiltered dropwlse at a rate adjusted previously. After a similar 
draining the sell column was disjointed into Its parts and the soil 
of the each section as well as the effluent were analysed for 
Olmecron as described abo-«e« flie results of mobility experiments 
are represented vide tables XXIXI to ZXfZ. 
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fABI£ XIX 
Phyfllc0"che«loal characteristics of Allgarfa soil 
I i i 
B.C. in CBC in Organic Mechanical C<»ipo8ition 
i I 
Sand Silt Clay 
percentage percentage percentage 
pH 
Mhos cm meq/iOO g natter percentage 
40 10.5 7.7 3 X 10 4.5 0.12 
TABLE XX 
Soil colusn characteristics 
Bulk density 
g/oc 
Particle 
density 
% pore 
Tolune 
T I 
Weight of the Yoluie of 
soi l in soil water used 
coluan in g for infiltra-
tion in cc 
1.44 2.55 43.5 250 106.5 
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TAB1£ XXI 
Adsorption of Dl«eoron on Allgarh »oll 
Weight of the soil • 2 g 
Concentration of Olneoron solution - 3 g/litre 
Total volune of the suspension 24 ml 
1 
Tolune of WBoles of Tolone of Absorbanoe Amount of Anount of 
Diveoron Dlnecron supernatant Olaeoron In Dlnecron 
added In iil added per used for equlllbrluB adsorbed 
100 g soil absorbanoe suspension in anoles 
In ul In amoles per 100 g 
per litre day 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.000 0.00 0.00 
1.0 0.49 5.0 0.015 0.20 0.25 
3.0 1.49 5.0 0.060 0.80 0.53 
5.0 2.49 5.0 0.075 1.00 1.29 
7.0 3.49 5.0 0,120 1.56 ' 1.61 
10.0 4.98 5.0 0.205 2.66 1.79 
12.0 5.97 2.0 0.095 3.00 2.39 
14.0 6.67 2.0 0.105 3.41 2.88 
18.0 8.96 2.0 0.145 4.92 3.08 
20.0 9.96 2.0 0.160 5.83 2.98 
2%.0 11.92 1.0 0.120 7.83 2.58 
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TABIg XXII 
Adsorption of Dl«eoron as affected by cetyl pyridlnlnt ohlorld* 
and aodliM laoryl salphate on Allgarh «oll 
Weight of so l i m 2 g 
Concentration of Dlveoron solution • 3 g / l l t re 
Voltaae of Dlnecron solution added » 16»0 
Total volune of the suspension • 24 a l 
Voltne of supernatant used for estimation » 1.0 nl 
—I ' 
Oetyl Pyrldinlus Chloride Sodium Lauryl sulphate > , 
Surfactant Ahsorhance Dlmeoron Surfactant Ahsorhance Dlnecron 
added In adsorbed in added In adsorbed In 
ug/g soil nmoles/ ug/g so i l mmolen/ 
100 g soi l 100 g soi l 
0.0 0.075 3.18 0.0 0.075 3.18 
25.0 0.095 1.70 25.0 0.075 3.11 
75»0 0.100 1.19 75.0 0.095 1.70 
250.0 0.100 1.19 250.0 0.100 1.19 
500.0 0.115 0.00 500.0 0.100 0.72 
1250.0 0.115 0.00 1250.0 0.115 0.00 
2500.0 0.115 0.00 2500.0 0.115 0.00 
5000.0 0.115 0.00 5000.0 0.115 0.00 
-n 
o « 
> a. 
o —» 
tJ 
o* 
o r* 
Oimecron adsorbed in mmotes^tOOg soU 
0 0-5 1-0 1-5 2«0 2-5 30 
q 
i ' a> o •"I o 
O 9 
«o 
o 
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R E S U L T S A N D D l S C g S S I O H 
Adsorptlom An exaMination of adsorption isotbem <Fig.l3f table XXI) 
indicated that adsorption inereased with the rise in concentration 
though i t net a strong competition with the solvent for the clay 
sites as Indicated by the init ia l concave nature of the isothem. 
There was even a negative adsorption bey<nid 5 nnioles per l itre of 
Dinecron in eguilibrioB sospensionk It seemed to be due to the 
soil-Dimecron system becoming hydrophilic irith progress in adsorption 
resulting in preferential adsorption of BgO* Such an ef fect was 
Q 
noticed in Dimecron-montmorillonlte systems as well as in some 
12 other systems also* 
A decrease in Dlmecron adsorption by the soi l was observed 
in the case of both types of surfactants« though the range was 
different in the two cases. At 25 ug/g soi l addition where sodim 
lauryl sulphate had no ef fect on pesticide adsorption i t caused a 
considerable decrease in case of cetyl pyridinlum chloride. But at 
the addition of 75 ug/g soi l , both showed a decrease. At 500 ug/g 
soi l addition there was practically no adsorption of Dlmecron in case 
of cetyl pyridinlum chloride and for sodium lauryl sulphate t^ls 
position occurred at 1250 ug/g soil addition. Beyond this limit, 
the addition of surfactants showed practically all Dimecrcm added, 
in equillbrlimi solution (Fig.14, table XXII). 
In case of cetyl pjnrldlnlUB chloride this behaviour can be 
explained on the basis of the fact that organic cations form very 
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SoiU Dimeeron 
Soil* D imeeron* cetyl pyridinium 
chloTioe 
Soil • Dimeeron • sod ium louryl 
sulphate 
FIG-U 
75 250 
^ — p p m -H-
Surfactant added. 
Adsorption of Dimeeron on Aligarh soU 
as a f f c c t c d by c e t y l pyridJnium chlor ide ond 
s o d i u m laury l s u l p h o t e . 
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Strong bonding with olays I41W and Konze found that oationio 
organic oheaioals added were retained hy the clays, this obviously 
showed a preferential oationic adsorption so it could be well assuaed 
that eetyl pyridiniian chloride aolecules eoapleted for adsorption 
sites and with the increase in the concentration of this cationic 
surfactant, its molecules occupied all adsorption sites on the soil 
foming icmic braiding with negatively charged clay nice lies and 
subsequently causing a negative adsorption of Dlaecron. 
In the other case (sodim lauryl sulphate) it was reported 
14 16 by a number of workers " that anionic surface active agents could 
not be adsorbed by clays and soils as nuch as oationio organic 
14 
chemicals. Law and Kunze reported anionic adsorption about half of 
the CEC of kaolinite irtiereas the catlonlcs could be adsorbed sometimes 
about CEC limit or more than that in the case of larger molecules. 
But titey also observed that anionic adsorption varied proportionally 
with the concentration of the surfactant. Vayman^ ^ studied anionic 
surfactant adsorption on kaollnite, i l l ite and m<mtmorillonite and 
concluded that the adsorption was dependent «Boag other factors, on 
the surfactant concentration and the pH of the system also and low pH 
and high surfactant concentration resulted in the increased 
adsorpticoi. In this present study, the much increased concentration 
of sodium lauryl sulphate and the low pH of the equilibriimi solution 
(lowering of pH caused by Dimecron) are responsible for preferential 
adsorption of sodium lauryl sulphate resulting in the decrease of 
Dimecron adsorption. Bower^ ^ also observed that in some instances 
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anionic adsorption approached that of oationios and non-ionios on 
varying the ccmdltions of the syateii. 
llevc»ent» fwo different concentrations of Diaeoron were used and 
in both oases it showed the sewe pattern of distribution through the 
50 cm soi l coloBin. Total Dinecron added in two infiltration 
experiments were 120 ug/g and 520 ug/g (10 ml of 5 g / l l tre and 
8 g / l l tre solutions of Dlaecron added to 250 g soil ) and the pesticide 
recovered after leaching the column was 14.6 and 16.4 percent of the 
total pesticide added (tables XXIII and XXIY). The similar type of 
results were observed by earlier workers^'irftere addition of greater 
amounts of pestlcldal chemical did not influence the depth of 
penetration of the chemical or the capacity of mobility. 
As i t was stated, no desorption was possible with Dimecron-
o 
soil complex or in Simecron-montmorillonltes complex , therefore a 
large portion of pesticide was Irreversibly adsorbed on the upper 
portions of the soil column and on leaching the remaining pesticide 
moved down. As the time for adsorptl(m equilibrium Is not less 
than 24 hours, therefore i t moved down without mneh adsorption in 
lower depths and some portion of It was released to the effluent also 
(Tables XXIII and XIV). 
In other infiltration experiments In presence of surfactants, 
the higher concentration of Oimecron I .e . 320 ug/g soil (80,000 ppm 
in 10 ml added to 250 g soi l ) was used in order to get better results 
in the investigations of mobility. Results showed that the addition 
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TABIE XXIXX 
Mol)illty ot Dlaecron la to l l eolqm wing 
low CQgeeptratloat ot Bl»eoron 8olutl<m 
Conoantratlon of Plaeoron solution 
VoluMO of DlaeeroQ tolutlm added to 
so i l surfaos 
Total Slnooroa ocmtent addod In ppai 
VoluBO of water used for Inflltratloa 
Voltne of water used for extraotlon of 
soi l of each segment 
fotal Toluee of effluent 
3g/l ltre 
» 10,0 ml 
• 30,000 
• 106.5 ml 
m h0,0 ml 
m 50.0 nl 
" t i 
iUisorbanoe Total aaount jplneeron 
of DlMeoron content 
In ppa percentage 
of applied 
T 
Depth In m Voliase of 
supernatant 
used for 
estlaatioD 
in Ml 
0-10 20.0 
10-20 20.0 
20-30 20.0 
30-40 20.0 
40-50 20.0 
Effluent 20.0 
Total Dlaeoron 
aoved 
0.000 
0.015 
0.015 
0.015 
0.015 
0.040 
000 
600 
600 
600 
600 
2000 
0.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
6.6 
14.6 
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TABUS m v 
Mobtllty of Dligcron In moil ooliin gglag 
higher concentration of Dinecroii solution 
Concentration of Dineoron soluticn 
Voluie of Dineoron solution added to 
so i l surface 
Total Dinecron content added in ppi 
Volune of vater used for infi ltration 
Volme of water used for eztraotimi of 
soi l of each segnent 
•Total Tolune of effluent 
8 « / l i tre 
« 10,0 ml 
• 80*000 
• 106.5 ml 
m 40.0 ml 
m 50.0 ml 
1 " " " " — — 
Depth in cm Volune of 
supernatant 
used for 
estlMatlon 
in Ml 
ilhsoAance Total anotmt 
of Diaecron 
in ppa 
Diaecron 
content 
percentage 
of applied 
0-10 20.0 0.030 1200 1.50 
10-20 20,0 0.030 1200 1.50 
20-30 20.0 0.030 1200 1.50 
30-40 20.0 0.030 1200 1.50 
40-50 20.0 0.080 3200 4.00 
Iffluent 20.0 0.1%0 6750 8.43 
Total Diaecron 
•oved 18.43 
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TABIE XXY 
Mobility of plMgcron In GOLL CO IMH as affected 
by catyl pyridlnitai chloride 
Total yolioie of aolutloii added to soil surface 
Diaecron content present in solution 
Surfactant content present in solution 
Volume of water infiltered 
Volmie of water used for extraction of soi l 
of each segaient 
ITolYne of effluent 
iO.O Ml 
80*000 ppi 
50,000 ppB 
106.5 ml 
40.0 ul 
100.0 Ml 
- 1 — —- '1 • ' ' ' " •T i' 
Depth in o« Volnie of 
supernatant 
used for 
estiaation 
in Ml 
ilbsorbonoe Total aMount 
of Dinecron 
in ppn 
Binecron 
content 
percentage 
of applied 
0-10 20.0 0.030 1200 1.50 
10-20 20.0 0.030 1200 1.50 
20-30 20.0 0.030 1200 1.50 
30-40 20.0 0.015 600 0.75 
40-50 20.0 0.015 600 0.75 
Effluent 5.0 0.105 41400 51.25 
Total DiMcron 
Moyed 57.25 
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TABIE XXVX 
Mobility of Plaecron In soil eolqam as atfeoted 
l>y SodluM Lauryl Sulphate 
Total voltno of solution added to soil surface 
Dineoron content present In solution 
Surfactant content present in solution 
Voliaie of water Inflltered 
Volume of water for extraction of soi l 
of each segnent 
Volume of effluent 
10«0 ml 
60»000 ppm 
30f000 PPM 
107.0 ml 
40«0 al 
100.0 ml 
Depth in cm 
1 • " 
Volume of 
supernatant 
used for 
estimation 
In ml 
1 
Absorb ance 
1 
Total imiount 
of Dimecron 
in ppm 
t " 
Dimecron 
content 
percentage 
of applied 
0-10 20.0 0.030 1200 1.50 
i0>20 20.0 0.030 1200 1.50 
20-30 20.0 0.015 600 0.75 
30-40 20.0 0.000 - -
40-50 20.0 0.000 - -
Effluent 5.0 0.095 36000 45.00 
Total Dimecron 
mored 
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of lioth the surfactants enhanced the release of Diaecron. The 
recovery of the pesticide was In the case of cetyl pyrldlnlm 
chloride and in the case of soditai lauryl sulphate. Distribution 
K 
of the pesticide at various depts was alnost the sane and not very 
significant in aaount. It showed that when the surfactant was 
present in the soil solution. Dioiecroa escaped adsorption and noved 
down to the effluent (tables XXV and XXVI). 
These results can be interpreted following the sane hypothesis 
used to explain the adsorption process, fhe presence of cationic 
and anionio organics reduced the adsorption of Dinecron on the soi l 
surface and surfactant aolecules themselves were bonded to the 
adsorptive clay surface of the so i l . This 'free* Bimecron noved 
down when water was infiltered through the soi l colusn. 
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C H A P T E E - . I Y 
MOBIUTY OF TRACE ELEMENTS IN SOILS 
BY SOIL THIN LAYER CHROHATOGRAPHY 
112 
I N T R O D i r C T I O H 
Trace elevents are recognised as essential for healthy 
develoiHient of animals, plants or nloroorganlsBS* For exanple copper 
and Iron are capable of acting as electron carriers in enzyme systems 
uhlch bring about oxidation reductions in plants. Copper is also 
Involved In respiration and in the utilization of iron by plants. 
Iron is essential for the synthesis of protiens contained in the 
chlorc^lasts. Manganese has been found to be essential for certain 
nitrogen transfozwations in microorganisias and plants. Zinc is 
thought to be cmcemed in the formation of some grovth hormones and 
in the reproduction processes of certain plants. Zinc and manganese 
are also necessary for important reactions in plant metaboli». 
The mobility of such Inorganic chemicals placed onto or within 
the soil may influence their availability, effectiveness or poten-
tiality for plant nutritlcm. Different salts and compounds, pH and 
electrical conductivity are expected to affect the mass transfer, 
diffusion and leaching of micronutrients in soils. Soil pH, electrical 
conductivity and calcium content^ have a marked influence on the 
availability of micronutrients. under very acid conditions molybdenum 
is rendered unavailable idiile at high pH values all the cations are 
unfavourably affected. Overliming can bring about the deficiency of 
iron, manganese, zinc and copper. Such conditions occur in nature in 
many of the calcareous soils. 
As the pH is increased, the ionic forms of the micronutrients 
are changed into the hydroxides. Ml the hydroxides of the trace 
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•leaents are Insolnlile. Ibe exact pH at whlcb precipitation oooars 
varies iroa eleaeiit to eleaent. At lov pH ralnet the solubility of 
the aioronatrients la at a oiaxiaim and as the pH i s raised, their 
soluhility decreases. 
Iron, Manganese and copper are found in soils in MOre than 
one valence state* The changes in valence states are in aost oases 
brought about by aicroorganlstts and organic matter. The oxidised 
states of iron, nanganese and copper are generally less soluble in 
soils at ccnoBon pH values. 13ie Hicronutrient cations nay be held in 
the soi l in organic combination with protlens, amino acids and 
constituents of humus. Such complexes may protect the micronutrients 
from effects such as precipitation of iron by phosphates etc. 
The soils and clays possess ion exchange and adsorptive 
properties. If the ion exchange reaction involves ions of different 
charges, the soil phase will become selective towards i<ms of higher 
charge. The selectivity of the micronutrients towards soils and 
clays varies according to the nature of the cation or catims in 
contact with the surface, i . e . different siibstances have differing 
aff init ies for the exchange material. If one ion species is present 
in low concentration and another in large excess, the equilibrlui 
for the dilute species will be represented by a constant partition 
2 ratio without regard to the charge of the ions . 
The widely differing adsorptive powers of soils and clays 
for different cc»ponents influence the movement of micronutrients 
in soi ls . The adsorption and desorption may take place rapidly 
ilk 
and rerertlbXy or Irreyerslbly. Solvent Moleoules toy theaselves 
•ay coapetc for adsorption sites, ^ e adsorptive oapaoity of soils 
and clays is inflaenoed by pH and organic aatter* 
Clays are colloidal in natnre* Idke otiier colloids they 
can toe flocculated or dispersed toy electrolytes or ions of suitatole 
change. These effects are toound to influence the aovenent of 
micronutrients through the so i ls . 
Of the several aethods, thin layer chronatography has been 
used toy Helling and Turner^ and H e l l i n g ^ ' a s a tool for the study 
of pesticide mobility in soi ls . Bhodes, Belasco and Pease^ have made 
use of this technique and Freundlich constants for assessing absorption 
and leachatoility of agrichemicals in soils* Singhal and Singh® have 
reported the effects of different leachates on the R^ values of 
trace elements in soi ls . In the present studies an effort has been 
made to study the influence of pH» electrical conductance, salinityi 
alkalinity, phosphate and organic matter on the mobility of 
micronutrients in soils vith the help of soil thin layer chromato^ 
graphy. In viev of the importance of the subject in plant nutrition 
i t was considered that such a study will prove useful. 
I I P E R I M B N T A L 
For a study of the mobilities of micronutrients, two soils of 
diverse origin and nature were carefully collected from areas 
representative of the samples. The Aligarh soil was a surface sample 
(depth 0-30 cm) collected fr<MB type XII area of the district . The 
samples were dried, crushed and sieved through 4 mm sieve. 
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The seoond sample of 1)laek cotton soi l used in these studies 
was collected fro« a representative area in Kota district of 
Rajasthan (India). The soil collected fron a nuaber of suitable 
spots (depth 0-30 ca) vas aixed unifomly to foru a representatiire 
sanple. It vas then dried, crushed and sieved through k mo sieve* 
The general characteristics of both the soils vere determined* 
PBTEBMINATION OF MECHAHICAL COMPOSITI0W 
Mechmiioal ccnsposltion of the two isoil samples was determined 
by International pipette method^®. The results are recorded in 
table XXVII. 
PETEHMINATKttJ OF pH 
The pH of the soils was recorded with Elioo pH meter model 
M-10. A it5 so i l :wter ratio suspension was used for measuring the 
pH of the two soi ls . The results obtained are recorded in table XXVIII« 
EUECTRICAL CONPgCTIVITY 
The electrical conductivity was measured at 50 -«- i*c with the 
help of philips conductivity bridge and dip type ce l l . A it5 
soil{water ratio suspension was used for the measurement* The 
results obtained are recorded In table XXVIII. 
CATION EXCHANGE CAPACITY 
Cation exchange capacity was determined by Jackson's method^^. 
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5 g saaple of the dried sol i was f irst washed out by treataent with 
0.05N hydrochloric add and then digested with 50 ml IN sodlim acetate. 
This acidified saaple was given 5 washings with IN calolun chloride. 
Excess salt was rewoved hy washing with 60% acetone. Finally calcltn 
was replaced by aeans of five washings with a neutral IN sodlua 
acetate solution. The displaced calclua In solution was then 
determined by titration with a standard solution of BDTA, using 
NH^ Cl-NH^ OB buffer of pH 10 and Erlochroaie Black«>T as Indicator and 
the CEC calculated. Values of cation exchange capacity of the two 
soi ls are given In table XXVI2I. 
PETERMINATION OF OBGANIC MATTER 
Organic matter percentage of the two so i l samples was 
12 
determined by Walk ley and Black* s method irtilch Involved the 
oxidation of oxldlsable matter by chrcmlc acid. The results obtained 
for the percentage of organic matter are recorded In table XXVZZI. 
PETEBMINATION OF R^ VALDES BY SOIL THIN UYER CHROMATOGRAPHY 
Mobility of the mlcro-nutrlents In terms of R^ values both 
In the Allgaxii soil and the black cotton lota soi l were determined 
by thin layer chromatography^^ as followst 
Apparatus! TLC applicator with adjustable thlckness» cmlform glass 
plates of 20 X 20 cm size and glass tanks 25 x 10 cm. 
Reagents: Allgarh alluvial soi l and the Kota black cotton soi l 
were respectively used as the static phases on soi l TLC plates. 
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Ifie Bloronutrlents used were O.IM solutions of CuSO ,^ FeSO ,^ 
FeClj, SaiSO^ , MStiClg, Co(N05)2 and NlClg. 
The detectors were 0*1% solution of dlaethjrl glyoxlne In 
Oa Qa 
amonla for N1 and Co , 1.0^ dlphenyl oarliazlde solution In alcohol 
for and Mtt®"^  and aqueous potasslun ferrooyanlde for 
Fe^ "^  and Cu^ "*^ . 
CaSO^  and HgSO^  were used to produce salinity, RaHGO^  and 
HagCO^  to produce alkalinity and Na^ PQ^  and organic Matter In font 
of bualc acid were used as other additives. 
All chemicals were of (BSH) A«R, grade. 
Distilled water was used as a developer* 
PREPARATION OF PUTES 
For soi l thin layer chronatography a large niOBtber of clean 
glass plates (20 x 20 CM) were taken. Each so i l was ground and 
passed through a 100 aesh sieve to obtain saaples with a nearly 
hOMOgeneous particle s ice . Iftie particle size was thus < 150 um 
(dla) approzlaately. A slurry of the so i l was prepared in disti l led 
water with the help of aortar and pestle. A universal applicator, 
with adjustable thickness was used to cover the plates with the 
prepared slurry at a thickness of 0.5 mm. Prepared plates were kept 
on a rack and were allowed to air dry at rooa temperature. Two lines 
at 5 and 13 cm above the base were scribed so that the standard 
development distance of 10 cm was used on a l l the plates. 
l ie 
APPUCATION OF SAMPLE 
About 0.002 al of the prepared solutions of trace elaients 
were applied as spots on soil TU; plates using a alcro pipette on 
the base line at a height of 3 OM* 
DEVEIiOPMEWf 
fhe plates loaded with sanple solutions* were then developed 
In tal l narrow glass tanks with a ground glass lid by ascending 
ohr<naatography teohnlquei upto the upper line. In case of the black 
cotton soll| wet strips of f i l ter paper about 2.5 on wide were 
wrapped around the botton of the plates to prevent dislntlgration 
of the soil layer on contact with water. 
DRYING AND DETEGTION 
The developed plates were air dried at room temperature. 
The nobility of the trace elenents was detected by spraying suitable 
detectors over the dry developed plates i . e . 1% diphenyl caibazlde 
solution in alcohol for En and Mn » 0.1% dinethyl glyoxine solution 
in annonia for Ni and Co and aqueous potasslm ferrocyanlde 
for Fe"*"^ , Fe"*"' and Cu"*"^ . The results of the chronatograns obtained 
were recorded by tracing then and neasurlng the height of the 
chrcMsatograns • 
For the study of the effects of salinity^ alkalinity, 
phosphate and organic natter on the nobility of trace elaients, 
requisite quantities of calc l i» sulphate, nagnesiun sulphate, sodlun 
carbonate, sodlun bicarbonate and sodimi phosphate were nixed 
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separately with the two soils (6» 8 and 10^) before aaklng their 
slurry. In ease of organic vatter, one saaple was prepared by 
adding hunic acid In O.l^ S proportion and another saeple by reaovlng 
organlo matter vltb the help of 50% hydrogen peroxide at low heat. 
Mobilities were neasured as Rj^  values frOM the relationship, 
®F " 10 2 
Where R^  was the tailing front and was the leading front* fhe 
results are recorded In Figs.15 to 21. Idne sfecetches of the nobilities 
of trace elenents in the two soils with a few typical systens, drawn 
according to scale are given in Fig8.22 to 25* Rj,. values of trace 
elements deterained in Aligarh soil and black cotton soil with 
different additives are recorded in tables XXIX to XXXIV. 
R E S g Ju T S AND D I S C P S S I O N 
An exaaiaatlon of the data vide tables XXVII and XXVIII showed 
that the two soils selected for study were of diverse nature and origin* 
The Aligarh soil exhibited the oharacteristics of a sol<metz alluvial 
i l l i t i c s i l t loaa with alkaline and saline characteristics. It was 
fomed by deposition of alluviui and belonged to the Aridlsol order. 
The lota soil was a dark grey •ontMorlllonitic sl lty clay, with cruMb 
structure and a low pemeability. This black cotton soil belonged to 
the Vertisol order. Due to a difference in the Mineral composition 
and tescture, the two soils possessed different adsorptive powers and 
ion exchange properties. These were further affected by the presence 
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TABIg m i l 
Mechanical coapoaltlon of Aligarii BOH and 1)Xack cotton Kota aoil 
'••'I ' — I 
Type Sand percentage Silt percentage Clay 
1 1 I 1 
Coarse Medlua Fine Coarse Hedlioi Fine 
Allgarh soi l 0.049 6.844 52.721 22.286 11.00 30.150 2.95 
Black cotton 
Kota soil 0.804 0.411 7.137 34.798 3.45 8.750 44.75 
TABLE 3 g Y m 
physlcochealoal properties of Allgarti and lilack cotton Kota soils 
i I 1"" •"•"" ' i 
Type Electrical pH Cation exchange Organic aatter 
oonductlYlty capacity in percentage 
-.•ho X lo5 « 
Allgarh soi l 0.5 9.2 16.3 0.41 
Black cotton 
Kota soil 0.7 7.4 26.8 0.88 
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TABLE m X 
Effect of gallnity (HESOj^ and CaSO^ ) on the MoHility of Mloronutrlente 
in Allgaz^ soil, expressed as Bp aralues 
"I r T 
Mioronutrients Anount of MgSO^  added Amount of CaSOj^  added 
1 
Blank 6% 896 10% 8% iOH 
PH 9.2 7.6 8.1 8.1 7.6 7.5 7.7 
E.C.n.nho 
cm"^  X io' 0.5 3.7 4.2 5.0 2.1 1.2 1.2 
Ca''* 0.05 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.07 0.07 
0.23 0.21 0.15 0.15 0.09 0.08 0.08 
F . > 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
HI®* 0.1% 0.43 0.41 0.41 0.35 0.32 0.28 
CO®* 0.15 0.36 0.43 0.42 0.30 0.34 0.30 
Kb"* 0,12 0.28 0.56 0.23 0.35 0.33 0.32 
0.16 0.27 0.48 0.22 0.34 0.29 0.29 
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TABLE XXX 
Effect of allcaUnity (HaHCO^  md Na2C03) ob th» Mobility of 
aioroiitttrleiits in Allgarh so i l , expressed as R^ values 
r 
Mioronutrlents 
•"T 
iUiOunt Of NaHCO^  added Ajsonnt of NagCOj added 
Blank en sn 6% 8% 10^ 
pH 9.2 8,7 8.60 8.50 10*8 10.9 11.1 
E,C*n«mho 
X 10^ 0*5 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.11 
0.05 0.88 0.71 0.67 0.40 0.26 0.29 
fe^^ 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Pe> 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.14 0.46 0.43 0.43 0.27 0.44 0.41 
0.15 0.43 0.43 0.41 0.28 0.36 0.34 
0.12 0.15 0.08 0.06 0.17 0.12 0.14 
0.16 0.43 0.35 0.32 0.26 0.19 0.22 
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Effect of phosphate (NaJTO )^ and organic natter (bunio acid) cm the 
•oMlity of alcrentttriexite in soiX^ ea^ressed as vaittes 
' 1— 
HioronutrientB Ox^anio «atter added 
in peroeatage 
Anount of NajPO^ added 
in percentage 
1" 
0.0 
r" 
0.1 0.4 
—r-
6 8 10 
/ PH 9.3 9.2 11*6 11.6 11.7 
S»C»a»EBdio 
ca"^ X l o ' 0.6 0.5 0.07 0.09 0.09 
0.23 0.1% 0.05 0.10 0*10 0.11 
0.38 0*27 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.48 0.19 0.1% 0.18 0.28 0.22 
0.18 0.15 0.15 0.07 0.17 0.17 
Mn^ * 0.17 0.15 0.12 0.50 0.10 0.10 
0.21 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.25 0.22 
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TABUS x m i 
Effect of salinity (MftSO^  and GaSO^ ) on the Molilllty of nloronutrients 
In lilaok cotton I^ta sol i , expressed as values 
Mloronutrlents 
'1 t 1 
AMOunt of MgSO^  added 
T 
Anoimt of CaSOj^  added 
/ Blank 6% 
r 1 
8% iO% 6% 
» 1 — 
8% iOi 
7.2 7.1 7.2 7.2 7.5 7.2 
^ E.C.n.NHD 
0B-' * l o ' 0.7 3.2 3.9 4.2 1.9 1.2 1.7 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.05 0.05 
0.10 0.70 0.06 0.06 0.12 0.15 0.17 
0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 
Nl®* 0.07 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.08 0.08 
0.06 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.10 
0.08 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.05 0.06 
0*06 0.07 0.09 0.10 0.07 0.07 0.07 
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TABLE X m i l 
Effect of alltaliiiity (NaHCO^  and Na^ CO^ ) on the nobility of alcro-. 
natrients in blaoic eotton Kota 8otl» ccpresBed as Hp Talaes 
Mioronutrlents 
T "T 
Aiiouat of MaHCO. add«d Aflioiiat of NagCO^  added 
/ Blank 
k 1 • 
8ft 10% 
1 i 
m 
Afn 10.3 8.2 8.2 a . i 10.5 10.5 
^ E.C.m.mhos 
oii"^ X l o ' 0.7 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.10 
Ou''^  0.00 0.00 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.07 
0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ni®* 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.15 0.10 0.08 
0.06 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.07 0068 0.08 
MB®* 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
a.®* 0.06 0.00 0.06 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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1ABUS x m v 
Effect of phosphate (Na^ PO )^ and organic mmtter (hiiaAo acid) on the 
•ohlUty of nlcronutrlonte in hlacfc cotton Kbta soil. 
expressed as Talues 
""i 
Mlorontttrlents Organic natter added 
In percentage 
Attoimt of Na^ pO^  added 
In percentage 
/ 0.0 1 1 o a 0.9 « -—rr-6 ' ' t 8 10 
/ PH 7.9 7.* 10.2 11.1 11.3 
B.C. n.Bho 
X l o ' 0.7 0.7 0.05 0.06 0.03 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.45 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 OiOO 0.00 
m®* 0.13 0.06 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.10 0.07 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.0% 0.09 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Zn 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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of saline salts, alkalies, phosphate and organlo Matter all of iifaloh 
Interacted with the soil coaplex. 
Addition o i saline (MfeSOj^ , CaSO )^, alkaline (KagCOj, KaHCOj) 
and phosphate (Na^ PO )^ salts to the soils resulted In significant pH 
and electrical conductivity variations ( f lgs . lSi 17 and I9t tables XXIX 
to XXXZV). In ttost of the eases an Inflection occurred In the pH 
and electrical conductance at 6 per cent of the added salt . Such 
ef fects Indicated completion of sone kind of Interaction between the 
soils and the additives which could he the exchange processes and or 
adsorptlon-desorptlon exchanges In the soi l substrate or dispersive 
or ooagulatlve ef fects . Application and developnent of the nlcronu-
trlent spots on the TLC plates with disti l led water resulted In 
tailings and lateral moveaents (Figs.23 and 25)* 
Measurenent of the Rp values of the elements Indicated that 
a rise In salinity (Fig8.16, 22 and 23) resulted In narked variation 
In the nobilities of nlcronutrlents In Allgarh alluvial so i l 
(table XXIX). The effect was lesser In black cotton soi l (table XXXXI) 
Barring Fe , in nost of the cases there was a rise In the nobility 
of the trace elenents upto %% of the weight of the added calclun or 
nagneslun sulphates followed by a fa l l or constancy thereafter. 
Inflections occurred In the R^ , values of the trace elenents In the 
ranges of 6 to 8 per^^cent of the added saline salts and these were 
closely related to the pH and conductivity inflections (Figs.l5»16y 
tables XXIX and XXXII). The nobility of Fe^ *^  exhibited variable 
behaviour. In black cotton so i l Cu becane Innoblle In presence of 
f*«rccntog« of Alftolinc sotts 
FIC.17 EFFECT OF ALKALINITY ( • N a H C 0 3 AND K N»2 C O 3 ) ON r>H 
AND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE ALIGARH SOLONETZ 
AND KOTA BLACK COTTON SOILS ( D O T T E D CURVES FOR 
ALIGARH SOIL AND CONTINUOUS CURVES FOR KOTA SOIL 
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•agnealuB sulphate. Ferric Iron showed no aovevent either in the 
black soil or with an increase in i ts salinity. Hie nutrients 
showing larser •ohility exhibited larger lateral diffusions (Fig.25). 
/ 
the increase in the Mobility of Cu^*, Ni^ "*", Co^ "*", Ito^* and 
Ox 
Zn with increase in salinity was due to two aain causes. Firstly 
the adsorptive sites of the soils at the high concentration of calciusi 
and nagnesiUBi salts underwent saturation with Ca'*"*' and Ifg** ions 
decreasing the selectivity of the soils for the vicronutrients. Hence 
the mobility or By values of Cu^*, Co^*, m^* and m^* in the 
soils gradually rose to a liniting point. The difference in the 
mobilities in the two soils was due to difference in the adsorptive 
af f init ies of the two soils for the saline salts as well as for the 
micronutrients• Secondly the decrease in the pH value of the soi ls 
as a result of the exchange of Na'*' by Ca'*"*' or Mg^ '*' ions raised the 
solubility of the miorcmutrients causing an increase in their movement. 
Further, saline conditions favoured oxidation transformations in 
Fe system resulting in a reduction in i t s mobility. 
Itae effect of alkalinity (Na^ GO^  and MaRCO^ ) on the mobility 
of the trace el«sents in the soils i s represented vide Figs.iS and 29, 
tables XSX and XXXZZI . Due to a difference in the nature of the two 
salts, and as expected, a great diversity was seen in the behaviour 
of the two salts on the pH and the n^ values of the trace elements 
in the two soils* Thus the pH of the soils increased on addition of 
NagCO ,^ and decreased on addition of NaHCO^  in case of Aligarh so i l 
while the effect was variable in black cotton soi ls (Fig.i?, 
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tables XXX and XXXIII)• Ma^ CO^  produced a Barked and oharaoterietio 
Increase followed by decrease or Yarlable behaviour In the Bj. values 
of Nl^*, m^* and fla^* In the alluvial soli* i t had, 
however, an alHOst opposite effect on the Mobility of these elevents 
except Nl^ '*' in the black cotton aontnorlllonltlc loan. A slnllar 
trend was noticed In the nobility of the above elements In the alluvial 
m i t l c sllty loan and the black cotton soil with sodltu blcaiit^onate. 
Ferrous Iron became luntoblle beyond 6% of alkaline salts due to 
oxidation and conversion to jinsolttble hydroxide« An expected ferric 
Iron showed no novenent In untreated or treated soils* Higher Bp 
values were accompanied by larger lateral movements* An inflection 
was produced in most of the curves at 6 per cent of the salts* The 
mobility variations of the elements showed narked correlations with 
the pH changes in the two soils (tables XXX and XXXIII)* 
Prom an examination of the data i t was apparent that lAlle 
the changes in the Bj, values of the nlcronutrients Cu^*, Ni^*, Co^ "*^ , 
Kn and Zn in the case of the black cotton nontnorillonltic soil 
on addition of NagCO^  and NaHCO^  and of alluvial saline solonetz in 
presence of HaHCO^  were largely Influenced by pH effects, and could 
be explained by the changes in soliibillty of the above nlcronutrients 
with pH, i t was not so in case of the Allgarh alluvial soil when 
treated with H&^ COy In the later case Ma^ CO^  sinultaneously increased 
the B and pH values up to an inflexion from 6 to 8%, The Increase 
in nobility on addition of Na^ CO^  in the AUgarh l l l l t l c sl lty soil 
nust be due to other causes like texture; high capillary action and 
flocculatlon at the high pB and concentratioi of NagCO^ * Difference 
f^U Co2» In^* Hni* 
tract «t«m«ntt 
ftG.22 MOBILITY OR R^ VALUES OF MICRO-
NUTRIENTS IN ALIGARH SOIL ( B L A N K ) 
Ce2* Zn^* 
Tract cltmtntt 
PiG.23 MOBILITY OR VALUES OF MICRO-
NUTRIENTS IN ALIGARH SOIL WITH 8 % 
SALINITY AS CALCIUM SULPHATE . 
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in the Hoveaient rates of the oaxlionates and hioarbonateg of the 
•Icronutrlents In the i l l i t l o and nontaorlllonite soils also 
contributed towards variation in the aiobilitles In the two soils* 
Addition of Ha^ POj^  resulted In a characteristic variation of 
the Hp values of Cu^*, Nl^ "^ , Co^*, m^* and in both the soils 
(Fig.20). Thus idille the Bp values of Cu *^ and Nl®* showed an init ial 
increase in the alluvial soi l , those of Pe^ "*", Co^ '*', Mtt^ "^  and 
decreased and exhibited a fluctuating pattern (tables XXXI and XXXIV). 
z* 
All elenents except Fe became imoioblle in black cotton clay loan 
at and beyond 6 percent Na^ PO Infleeticms occurred in the raobillties 
of a l l the aicronutrients at 6 to 6 percent of Na^ PO^  added. As in 
the previous oases, a close correlation was observed between the 
mobilities and the pH variations in both the soils (tables XXXI and 
XXXIV),Figs•19»20). An explanation for such a behaviour could be 
found in the fact that at pH values beyond 7f interactions occurred 
between the trace elements and the phosphates leading to fozsation of 
complex insoluble phosphates which hindered the mobility of the 
elements to variable extents. The effect was intense in the 
montmorillonltic olay due to i ts higher adsorption affinity in case 
Of a l l elements except Fe , but fluctuated in the alluvial so i l . 
The diversity in the behaviour in the two soils was due to a variati(m 
in mineral exposition and texture^ idiich affected the R^ values of 
the phosphates of micronutrients. Evidence for such iwRObilisation 
and precipitation effects could be found frcm the electrical 
conductivity changes which showed a marked decrease (tables PPTT 
and XXXIV). 
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Oxiganlo natter too bad a aarked effect on the aOTeHent of 
treoe elenents. It resulted In an initial deoreaset an inflection 
at of organic natter, followed by a rise in the nohillty in the 
alluvial soil (Flg,21, tables XXXX and XXXIV). The effect was less 
pronounced though variable in the case of black cotton so i l . Organic 
natter has been found to increase the adsorptive capacity of a soi l 
and by itself has a conplexing tendency for the trace netals* These 
effects will be much greater in the i l l i t i c alluvial soi l than in 
black cotton so i l . Hence these along with other factors were 
responsible for the variation in the R^ values of the two soils on 
addition of organic matter. 
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C H A F F E R - V 
HYSTSRESIS AND REVERSIBIUTY IN CAI43IROI 
AMMONICH EXCHANGE ZN BENTONITS 
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I N T R O D U C T I O W 
Since plant nutrition and the physlco-chaitical properties of 
soils are largely controlled by the exchangeable cations on a clay-
surface» the replaceaent of cations Is the aost inportant of a l l soi l 
phenoaenon. ISie classic experlnents of Lemherg^  clearly established 
the stolchiometry and reversibility of the process of ion exchange* 
Viegner followed by others broadened this concept, fhe cation 
exchange in soils and clays was found to be affected by a number of 
factors such as fixation, blocking of sites by steric hindrance, 
lattice structure of clay minerals in relation to a particular cation, 
the nature and concentration of the reacting cation, pH and the time 
of interaction. In some cases the lyotropic series was followed and 
in others not. 
Irreversibility of ion exchange processes in clays was quite 
frequently observed. Renold'^  showed that in permutite, calcium 
ammonium and silver ammonium exchanges gave marked hysteresis. 
L 
Veigner in 1935 demonstrated that for calcium ammonium exchange, 
effect of order of entry was greatest in permutite and least in 
bentonlte. ?anselow^ demonstrated that calcium barium and bariimi 
copper exchanges gave no hysteresis nor did magnesium calcium 
exchange. Faucher and Thomas^  demonstrated perfect reversibility 
during adsorption studies on clay minerals. It was shown by Tabikh, 
Barshad and Overstmet^ that treatments of the clay that enhanced 
i ts aggregation led to an increase of the apparent irreversibility 
and that reversibility could be restored upon recyling a clay in 
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m 
a h:fdrog«xi resin colum. Mor« recently, Van Blade 1 and laudelont 
described hysteresis effects as a consequence of the laperfection 
of dispersion of flocculated clays, e«g« hy divalent oaticns and the 
ensuit^ ing inaccessihility of so«e exchange sites. The extent of 
irreversible adsorption of cobalt and zinc ions in soditM »ont»orl-
llonite was shown by Ifaes and Crevers^ to depend upon the ccnposition 
of the solid phase and pH, and that the reaction could be isade 
reversible by a pH decrease. 
In view of i ts importance cation exchange equilibria has 
been extensively studied and a nimber of equations^*^^'^^ have been 
proposed to quantitatively characterize the phenoaenon* the scfti;}ect 
12 
was given a themodynasiio treatnent by Oaines and Thonas as well as 
by other workers^', fhese treata^ts were, however, based on a 
coaplete reversibility of exchange lAich aay not always be present. 
Itie present study was, therefore, designed to investigate the ion 
exchange involving oalciua and ansoniai on *Akli' bentonite and to 
study the reversibility of the reaction uader differing conditions 
so as to exaaine the possibility of a quantitative expressicm for 
the exchange with the help of theraodynaaic analysis. 
I X y E R I M E M T A L 
Hie bentonite used in these studies was obtained froa the 
Director, Geological Survey of India, Rajasthan. X-ray studies 
showed that the fine fraction ( <2u) of this clay obtained froa 
"Akli", consisted aainly of aontaorillonite. It was broken up and 
the organic aatter was oxidised with hydrogen peroxide and the aixture 
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diluted vith dittilled water. The clar then dispersed hy 
electrical stirring, ihe suspension obtained was passed through 
sheets of Vhataann f i l t e r paper fitted on a howl of International 
Chenloal Centrifuge at a speed of 3500 rpm to remove any coarse 
Matter, The susp^sion consisted of less than 2u •ontaorillonite 
particles* 
PREPARATION OF SODUM BH^ TONITE 
Sodltn hentonite was prepared hy the nethod of Aldrich and 
Buchanan^^ as desorihed In chapter I of this thesis. 
PREPARATION OF Ca and NH^  BSTTOKITES 
Hie oalelUB hentonite and anscmiuB hentonite suspensicras 
were prepared from the sodiun hentonite suspension hy saturating i t 
with IN oalciun chloride in case of the oaloiua clay and IN aauonitai 
chloride in case of the aanoniun clay respectively. The suspensions 
were shaken thoroughly for half an hour after which the supematant 
salt solutions were reaoved fr<Mi the clay hy decantation. Clays 
were again treated with oalciiai chloride and aMBoniiai chloride 
soluticms, shaken for half an hour and freed of supematant liquid. 
Itoey were then washed thoroughly with deionised water in order to 
re«o\ns excess of salts and to aake thea free froa chloride ions. 
Calclua and aaaonius clays thus prepared were stored in pyrex glass 
hottleso. 
DETERMIKATIOW OF CIAY CONCENTRATION 
The clay concentrations were deterained hy the aethod that 
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has been described earlier* 
DETBBMINATION OF CATION EXCHANGE CAPACITY 
Ibe CBC Values of the ealoltin bentonite and aanonlun bentonite 
15 
vere deter>lned by the Method of Frlnlc and Peeoh Clay suspensions 
of Ca*bentonite and NH^-bentonlte of known weight were extracted 
with a solution of IN sodium chloride containing O.iN HCl* Washings 
were collected and the released Ca and HH^  ions respectively were 
estlnated in the f i l trate by titration with a standard solution of 
EDTA and spectrophotooetrically (using Nessler's reagent) respectively, 
^ e values of CEC of the Ca- and NH^-bentonites were found to be 67.5 
and 80«3 neq per 100 g of clay respectively. 
PREPARATION OF THE REAGENTS 
Standard solutions of amnonita chloride and oaloion chloride 
were prepared by dissolving pure and dry amonitaB chloride and 
calciuB chloride in awionia free conductivity water. Strength of 
aaoionluM chloride and calclUM chloride were adjusted respectively to 
0 . 0 ^ and 0.02M in order to attain the total ionic strength equal 
to 0.036 by suitable additions. 
A solution of EDTA was prepared by dissolving pure and dry 
saaple of EDTA in disti l led water. Its strength was standardised 
by titration with standard oalciua chloride solution. 
A buffer of aanoniuM chloride anaoniuMi hydroxide of pH 10 
was prepared by Mixing 100 al of IN amonluM chloride and 500 al 
of IN aMionluH hydroxide^^. 
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Erioohrome Blaok-T Indicator was prepared by dissolving 
0*5 g of tbe indicator with 4.5 g of hydroxylaMine hydroblorlde in 
iOO »1 of methanol^^. 
PRBfARATKm OF NESSLER'S RgAGEKT^ ^ 
Nes8ler*s reagent vas prepared by dissolving 100 g of tuercnrlo 
iodide and 70 g of potassium iodide in 100 nl of aattionia free water, 
and adding to tbis, a cooled solution of 160 g of sodliM hydroxide 
pellets in iOO ml of atnuonia free water. It was diluted to i l i tre 
with the same distil led water and precipitate was allowed to settle 
for a few days before using the pale yellow supernatant liquid. 
All cb^icals used were of B*D»H* AnalaR grade. 
PREPARATim? OF SfANPARD CPRVE FOR AMMCatHW 
A solution of pure and dry amnonium chloride was prepared 
with a strength of 0.01 »g NH^  per ml. A series of 50 ml standard 
flasks containing i.O, 2.0, 5.0 to i0«0 ml of the standard annonlum 
chloride solutions were taken to i^icb, i ml of Hessler*8 reagent was 
added in each case and the volume was made 19 to 50 ml. Absorbane was 
recorded for each of the samples at a imvelength of 450 nm using 
Bausch and Lcmib spectr<mio *20*» Ibe result is represented vide 
Fig.26. 
EFFECT OF TIME ON CAliCIllM^ AMMONUM BXCHANGE 
Since equilibriimi distribution of exchangeable cations is 
of utmost importance in ion exchange studies, investigations were 
O lO 30 SO 7 0 9 0 
Concentration of ommoni|tm in ppm 
F1G.26 STANDARD CURVE FOR AMMONIUM USING 
SPECTROPHOTOMETRiC TECHNIQUE 
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flrat aade to detenilne the length of tine required for the oonpletlon 
of the Interaotlon hetveen the exchangeable cations on bentonlte. 
For the etudy Of oaleliai exchange on aMMonitw clayt three sets of 
10 al suspensions of awBonliai olay were treated vlth i| 10 and 15 
of 0.04H CaClg and 14, 5 and 0 nl of 0*06N NH^ Cl solutions respectively» 
the latter addition having been made to attain a total Ionic strength 
equal to 0.036. the nlxtures were shaken for one hour at rooa 
tenperature. Slnllar exchanges were carried out at J, 6, 9 and 
12 hours also along with a blank at 0 hours. After the requisite 
Interval of time, mixtures were centrlfuged and the oalolon In the 
supernatants was estjbaated by titration with a standard solution of 
EDTA. ^ e amount of calcium adsorbed at different Intenmls of time 
was then obtained from the amount of calcium added minus the calcium 
r^alnlng In the siq;>eniatants* A similar procedure was followed for 
determining the effect of time on Eutmonlimi exchange on calcium clay; 
ammonium having been estimated spectrophotometrlcally with Hessler's 
reagent at 4|(0 nm. Hie results are given In tables XXXV and XllVl 
and represented vide Flg«27» curves 1 to 6. 
EFFECT OF pH 
Since the nature of cation exchange Is controlled to a 
considerable extent by pH, an investigation was made of the ef fect 
of pH on caloliffli ammonium exchange on the bentonlte surface* f^r this 
purpose amm<mlum and caloiua bentonlte suspensions were treated with 
O.IN BNO^  and O.IN NHj^OH to obtain the desired levels of pH, Exchange 
was then carried out at constant ionic strength In the forward and 
reverse direotlon, respectively as described above, to equilibrlumi 
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point by idialciiig the aixtares for 3 hours* fbe results are given 
In tables IXXVII and XXXVXXX and represented In Fig*28^ curves 1 to 6. 
EXCHANGE ISOTHERMS 
the exohaiMie isotfaenas were detemined for both a»BQniiai 
and oalcltan b^tonite in forward and reverse dlreotions with and 
without adjustment of total ionio strength at a pB value of 4«5 at 
two different temperatures of 50 * 0*1*C and 60 • 0.1*C* 
For the exohange ezperisents two separate sets of iO s i 
samples of anmoniini and ealoium bentonite suspensiims after the 
adjustm^t of pH to 4*5 with dil HHO^  were talcen in a lai^e number 
of glass stoppered tiflbes* Zn one set of eaqperiments the itmie 
strength of the samples was adjiusted to a eonstant value as desorlbed 
in the case of time effect and in the other case the suspi^si<ms 
KjKiIML. 
were taken as suoh^ 9ie suspensions were treated with different 
amounts of 0.04N CaClg in case of MMoniua bioitonite and 0*04N MHj^ Cl 
in case of ealoium bentonite al<mg with deionised water i f any to 
provide a eonstant volume of 25 nl* the mixtures were shaken for 
3 hours to attain equilibrium at 30 • 0.i*C both in the forward and 
backward direction in a thermostatic water bath* the same procedure 
was repeated in the batches involving the next hic>ier temperature 
viz*, 60 * 0*i*C* the suspensicois were then centrifuged and ammmiium 
and caloiUB estimated in the supematants as per the usual methods* 
the corresponding concentrations of ammonium or calcium Iji the solid 
bentonite phase were obtained by siflbtz^otion of the ammonium or 
calcium ccmcentration in the siq[>ematant8 frcmi the ammonium or 
oalciimi bentonite CEC* Similarly the amount of the cation cOB«exiied 
4 6 « 10 
Tlmc(hrt. } 
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(Ca or NH^ ) taken up by tbe bentonlte surface in replacing the 
corresponding cation was obtained by difference between the aaount of 
cation added and the aaount of cation r^aining in equilibriua 
suspension, The results are recorded in tables XXXIX to LIV and 
represented vide Figs.29 and 30. Blanks trere used in a l l the 
experiaents Mentioned above* 
E E S U t T S A N P D I S C U S S I O N 
fhe results of calciun anmoniioB exchange on bentonite as 
affected by time, pH, ionic strength and temperature are presented 
in the following paragraphs* 
An examination of Fig.27 tables XXXV and XXXVI indicated a 
slow increase in exchange in case of both the exchanging cations with 
increase in length of time t i l l the system attained equilibrium at 
3 hours in each case both in the forward as well as reverse directions* 
•Riis period, therefore, appeared to be suitable for carzying out 
further experiments on these exchanges* 
An examination of the data vide Fig.28, tables XXXVII and 
XXXVIII showed that all the three concentrations of the exchanging 
cation added, the pH had a significant influence on the extent of 
cation exchanged* Ihe exchange increased witb pH t i l l i t reached a 
maximum value at pR 6 and thereafter declined. In the case of highest 
range of concentration studied the calciim exchanged on ammonius clay 
was in the neighbouztiood of CEC of amonium clay at a pH value of 4*5 
and in excess of CEC over it* in the case of reverse exchange the 
amount of ammonium exchanged was in the neighbouziiood of CEC of 
Fig. 28 Effect of j>H on the exchonge . 
Closed circles (•) indicate Co• exchange 
on NH^ - Bentonite and open circles 
(o) NH^ - exchange on C o - Bentonite. 
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TABLE xsay 
Adsorption of ca lo l i i 1>y a—onlii beatonite 
as affected toy t l »e 
Concentration of aanonloi bentcmlte 
Strength of oaXoluH chloride 
ToloBe of aononlitt clay suspension In 
each tiibe 
Total voltaie of nlxture made tip with 0*06 M 
annonlaBi chloride 
Volume of supernatant liquid used for t i tra-
tion 
7.5 g per l i tre 
0.02 M 
10.0 ml 
25 ml 
2 ml 
' t —1 "T' ' ' 
Time In volume of Volume of meq. of Meq. of 
hours calcium added 0.0096N EDTA calolimi In ca lo lw 
In ml In ml equilibrium adsorbed per 
suspension 100 g clay 
1.0 0.15 47.4 5.9 
1.0 10.0 1.60 513.1 20.2 
15.0 2.33 759.9 40.0 
1.0 0.14 43.2 10.1 
2,0 10.0 1.56 498.3 35.0 
15.0 2.30 737.1 62.9 
1.0 0.12 38.4 14.9 
3.0 10.0 1.48 484.2 49.1 15.0 2.28 729.6 70.4 
1.0 0.12 38.4 14.9 6.0 10.0 1.48 484.2 49.1 
15.0 2.28 729.6 70.4 
1.0 0.12 38.4 14.9 
9.0 10.0 1.48 384.2 49.1 
15.0 2.28 729.6 70.4 
1.0 0.12 38.4 14.9 12.0 10.0 1.48 484.2 49.1 
15.0 2.28 729.6 70.4 
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TABI£ XXXVI 
Adgorptlon of a—oniii T>y oalol i i bentonite 
as affected l>y ti»e 
Conoentraticnn of oaloiua l>«citonlte 
Strength of anmonlcn chloride 
VoXtne of aanoitiuBi clay suspension in 
each tube 
Total volinie Bade up with 0*02 M oaloiuM 
chloride 
Voliwe of supAvhatant liquid taken for 
ahsoxiianoe 
Toltrae of Messier* s reagent 
i3*4 g per l itre 
0.06M 
iO.O al 
25 ml 
1.b ul 
1,0 ml per 50 ml 
^ i ' 'i 1 ' ' 
Time in hours Tolune of Ahsozilyanoe Meq. of Meq. Of 
annonitai aomonlum in aanoniiai 
solution add- equilibriUK adsorbed per 
ed in ul suspension 100 g clay 
1.0 0.015 40.1 4.6 1 10.0 0.1%0 433.7 13.0 
15.0 0.205 636.0 33.9 
1.0 0.013 36.1 8.5 2 10.0 0.135 423.3 23.3 15.0 0.200 619.5 50.4 
1.0 0.010 31.0 13.7 
3 10.0 0.130 408.1 38.6 15.0 0.195 609.2 60.7 
1.0 0.010 31.0 13.7 6 10.0 0.130 406.1 38.6 
15.0 0.195 609.2 60.7 
1.0 0.010 31.0 13.7 
9 10.0 0.130 408.1 38.6 15.0 0.195 609.2 60.7 
1.0 0.010 31.0 13.7 12 10.0 0.130 408.1 38.6 
15.0 0.195 609.2 60.7 
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fABUI xxmi 
Adsorption of ealc l i t hy aawonimi l>tntoitlte 
at different pH valttei 
Concentration of amonloi bentonite suspaasion « 
Strength of caloitra chloride <• 
Yoliaie of aaMoniim olay suspension taken 
in each tid)e » 
Total volune of the Mixture made up with 
0 . 0 ^ aamoaiuB chloride m 
Volime of supernatant liquid used for titration • 
7.5 g per l i tre 
iO.O ml 
25.0 al 
2.0 a l 
t T -
Yoliane of pH Of the Tolune of Heq. of Meq. of 
oaloiun added suspensions 0.0096M BIXTA oalolum in oaloiuB 
in b 1 in al equilihriw adsoilied per 
suspension 100 g olay 
i.O 0.1% 44.8 8.6 
10.0 3.0 1.56 498.9 34.4 
15.0 2.3% 748.8 51.2 
1.0 0.12 38.4 14.9 10.0 k.O 1.48 473.6 59.7 15.0 2.28 729.6 7 0 . 4 
1.0 0.12 38.4 14.9 10.0 6.0 1.38 441.7 91.7 15.0 2.00 640.0 160.0 
1.0 
6.6 
0.14 44.8 8.5 10.0 1.42 454.4 78.9 15.0 2.16 691.2 108.0 
1.0 0.14 45.0 8.3 10.0 8.0 1.48 473.6 59.7 15.0 2.30 736.0 64.0 
IMi 
TABLE JXXmX 
Adgorption of a—onlmi by calc im bentonlte 
at dlffarent pH valugg 
Ctmoentration of ealoitn bentonite saapanalon 13*4 S par lltra 
Strength of aneoniiai chloride » 0.06M 
Voltwe of oa lot urn clay suspension taken 
in each tia>e * 10.0 nl 
Total volime of the Mixture Made iq> with 
0.02M oaloiuBdilorlde 25.0 ml 
Volime of supernatant liquid taken for 
ahsorhanee at 1.9 nl 
Voliaie of Nessler's reagent 1 ml per 50 nl 
1 
Tdloie of 
aBMoniuH 
iadded in al 
*pH of the * 
suspensions 
Absoxtianoe 
t 
Meq. of 
aoBBOniuB in 
equilibriuM 
suspension 
Keq. of 
aBBBOniOK 
adsozbed per 
100 g clay 
i , 0 
10.0 
15.0 
3.0 
0.013 
0.i35 
0.200 
36.2 
423.6 
630.2 
8.5 
23.0 
40.0 
1.0 
10.0 
15.0 
4.0 
0.010 
0.130 
0.195 
31.0 
408.1 
609.5 
13.7 
38.6 
60.4 
1.0 
10.0 
15.0 
6.6 
0.010 
0.115 
0.185 
31.0 
356.4 
578.5 
13.7 
90.2 
91.4 
1.0 
10.0 
15.0 
6.6 
0.005 
0.110 
0.180 
20.7 
340.9 
557.8 
23.9 
105.7 
112.1 
1.0 
10.0 
15.0 
8.0 
0.010 
0.120 
0.195 
31.0 
366.6 
609.5 
13.6 
80.0 
6 0 . 4 
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FABLE X X N X 
Exchange of ealcim viih a—onliw lh<»toiiit» at 30*C 
Concentration of amonlua bentimlte •uspentlon • 15*2. g per l i tre 
Strength of oalolim chloride » 0.02N 
Volme of aBoiouliii beitonlte suipenalcm takeiit • 10.0 ml 
Total yoluHie of the nlxture « 25*0 «1 
Volime of supernatant llqal<S used for estlMatlon •> 5*0 al 
^ • ,, , 1 " ' ' ' ' 
Volume of oalcloi Yoluue of 0,022M Meq* of oaloltai Meq* of oalcliai 
chloride solution EOTA In nl In equilibrium adsoibed per 
added In ail suspension! 100 g clay 
0.0 0.00 0.0 0.0 
0.5 0.10 i l .O 1.6 
1.0 0.16 17.5 7.6 
2.0 0.35 43.8 6 .5 
5.0 0,58 62*9 12.5 
4.0 0.68 73.9 26.7 
5.0 0.75 82.1 43.6 
6.0 1-03 112.2 38.6 
7.0 1.18 128.6 47.3 
8.0 1.30 142.3 58.8 
9.0 1.50 164.2 62,0 
10.0 1.75 191.5 59.8 
15.0 2.63 287.3 89.7 
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TABUB Jh 
Btchangg of caJtolnii vltfa aMKmiiMH'bcntoiilte at 30 C 
Coneentration of anKmlui bentonite satpenslon 
Strength of oaloluM chloride 
Volune of aflBBonlun hentonlte suspension taken 
Total voluae of the aixture 
Tolune of Nesslerts reagent added In each case 
Volune of supexnatant liquid used for 
estimation 
CIC of the KH^-olay 
15*2' g per l i tre 
0,02M 
10.0 nl 
25.0 Ml 
1.0 Bl 
1.0 ml 
80.3 aieq. per 
100 g olay 
— I — 
Toltaae of oalolun 
ohlorlde solution 
added In nl 
Al>sozt>anoe 
i " • • 
Meq.of awiionliai 
In equlllhrlum 
suspension 
"f —-
Meq.of aanonluM! 
per 100 g aont-
norlllonlte In 
solid elay i^ase 
0.0 0.000 0.0 80.3 
0.5 0.035 9.1 71.2 
1.0 0.078 21.4 58.9 
2.0 0.078 21.4 58.9 
3.0 0.085 23.2 57.1 
4.0 0.070 19.1 61.2 
5.0 0.080 21.9 58.4 
6.0 0.083 22.3 58.0 
7.0 0.088 24.2 56.1 
8.0 0.088 24.2 56.1 
9.0 0.190 24.8 55.5 
10.0 0.100 27.3 53.0 
15.0 0.110 30.1 50.2 
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TABLE XII 
Bcchange of caloiai with a—onlm bcntoaite at 60'c 
Concentration of aw •onlun hentfmlte suspension • 15.2 g per litre 
Strength of caloiun chloride m 0.02 M 
yolOHie of aanonlmi bentonlte suspension taken • 10.0 Ml 
Total volune of the alxture m 25.0 Ml 
Volune of supernatant liquid used for estiiaation « ' 5.0 Ml 
«"" 
Toluae of oalolun Volume of 0«022M 
chloride solution EDTA in al 
added in «1 
Meq.of calolifli 
in equilibrlui 
suspension 
Meq.of oaloitai 
adsorbed per 
100 g clay 
0.0 0.00 0.0 0.0 
0.5 O.IO 10.9 1.6 
1.0 0.17 19.2 6.0 
2.0 0.32 35.6 14.7 
3.0 0.47 52.0 23.4 
4.0 0.62 68.4 32.1 
5.0 0.82 90.3 35.4 
6.0 1.00 109.4 41.3 
7.0 1.20 131.4 44.6 
8.0 1.30 142.3 58.8 
9.0 1.55 169.6 56.5 
10.0 1.67 183.3 68.0 
15.0 2.57 281.8 95.1 
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fABl£ XUtt 
Erchange of ca lo i i i with a—onlini-'beittonitg at 60 c 
Concentration of amonlun bentonite sutipension 
Strength of calolun chloride 
Toltaie of aBnonlun bentonite suspension taken 
Total volume of the nixture 
Yolune of Ne8sler*8 reagent added in each case 
Voluae of si^ematant liquid used for 
estination 
CEC of KH^-clay 
15*2 g per litre 
0.02M 
iO.O ul 
25.0 ml 
i.O Ml 
i.O nl 
80.3 meq/iOO g 
r-
Yolvae of oalciw 
chloride solution 
added in ail 
Absorhanoe 
—f 
Meq.of aflwoniuH 
in equilihriuai 
suspension 
1 
Meg .of aiHBoniua 
per 100 g BOnt-
•orillonlte in 
clay phase 
0.0 0.000 0.0 80.3 
0.5 0.040 10.9 69.4 
1 .0 0.095 26.0 54.3 
2.0 0.103 28.3 52.1 
3.0 0.108 29.6 30.7 
4.0 O.liO 29.8 50.5 
5.0 0.113 31.0 49.3 
6.0 0.113 31.0 49.3 
7.0 0.115 31.* 48.9 
8.0 0.115 31.4 48.9 
9.0 0.125 34.2 46.1 
10.0 0.125 34.2 46.1 
15.0 0.130 33.1 47.2 
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TABLE XUXI 
Exchange of a—oniUM with oaloliai bentonlte at 30 c 
Concentration oS ealolun t>entonite suspension 
Strength of aauBonltn chloride solution 
Voltne of oalclum bentonlte suspension taken 
Total Toliaie of the nlxture 
Tolume of Nessler*8 reagent added In each case 
Volune of supernatant liquid used for estimation 
15*1 g per l itre 
0.04 H 
10.0 nl 
25«0 ml 
1.0 ml 
1.0 a l 
Volcme of 
amttonlun chloride 
added In nl 
Absoxisance 
1 
Heq.of annonltm 
In equlllbrlUB 
suspension 
Heq.of annonluB 
adsoxbed per 
100 g clay 
0.0 0.000 0.0 0.0 
0.5 0.010 9.2 4.0 
1.0 0.013 18.4 8.1 
2.0 0.016 25.3 26.6 
3.0 0.025 34.4 44.9 
4.0 0.045 64.3 41.5 
5.0 0.060 82.7 49.6 
6.0 0.080 110.2 48.5 
7.0 0.100 137.8 47.4 
S.O 0.120 165.3 46.3 
9.0 0.140 192.9 45.2 
10.0 0.150 206.6 57.9 
15.0 0.225 309.9 86.8 
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TABUS m v 
Ext^ angft of a—onlua with oaloiiai''bentopite at 30 C 
Concentration of oalclw bentonlte suspension 
Strength of amonlm chloride solution 
Voluae of calolun hentonlte suspension taken 
Total volume of the nixture 
Volune of supernatant liquid used for titration 
CEC of the Ca-olay 
15.1 g per litre 
0.0% M 
10.0 Oil 
25.0 Bl 
5.0 Bl 
67.5 aeq.per 100 g 
«" ' 1 -1 
Voluaie of 
anmonltra chloride 
solution added 
in ml 
Voltoie of 
0.022 M EDTA 
in ml 
Meq.of calciua 
in equilihriuB 
suspension 
Meq.of oalelun 
per 100 g 
nontnorlllonite in 
clay phase 
0.0 0.00 0.0 67.5 
0.5 0.10 11.0 56.4 
1.0 0.15 16.6 50.9 
2.0 0.20 20.0 47.5 
3.0 0.23 23.6 43.9 
4.0 0.25 27.5 40.0 
5.0 0.25 27.5 40.0 
6.0 0.25 27.5 40.0 
7.0 0.25 27.5 40.0 
8.0 0.28 30.2 37.3 
9.0 0.30 ji 33.1 34.4 
10.0 0.3| 35.8 31.6 
15.0 0.35 38^6 28.9 
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¥ABI£ xur 
Eacchange of aaaonlua vlth oalolii*bentonlte at 60 C 
Concentration of calolua bentonite suspension 
Strength of aiiBBonlum chloride solution 
Voline of calcium bentonlte suspension taken 
Ipotal volune of the mixture 
VoXune of Messier*s reagent added in each case 
?oluae of supernatant liquid used for estimation 
15*1 g per l i tre 
0.04 M 
10.0 ml 
25*0 ml 
1.0 ml 
1.0 ml 
Volimie of 
ammonium chloride 
solution added 
In ml 
Ahsoxbance Meq.of ammonium Meq.of ammonlui 
In e<g[uillbrliai adeoxfted per 
suspension 100 g clay 
0.0 0.000 0.0 0.0 
0.5 0.006 9.2 4.0 
1.0 0.125 18.4 8.1 
2.0 0.020 27.6 25.3 
3.0 0.030 45.9 33.% 
4.0 0.040 59.7 46.1 
5.0 0.060 82.7 49.6 
6.0 0.075 103.3 55.4 
7.0 0.090 125.1 60.0 
8.0 0.100 137.8 73.8 
9.0 0.125 172.2 65.8 
10.0 0.145 199.8 64.7 
15.0 0.230 319.2 77.6 
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!EABLE XlNl 
Exchange of aamoniUBi with caXcliaHbentonlte at 60 C 
Concentration of oalciua bentonlte suspension » 
Strength of anoniun chloride solution R 
Volume of calcium hentonite suspension taken » 
Total volume of the Mixture » 
Voluae of supernatant liquid used for titration a 
CEC of the Ca-clay » 
15«i g per l itre 
0.04 M 
10.0 ml 
25*0 ml 
5.b Bil 
67•5 «eq.per 100 g 
1 f 
Volume of 
anmoniuo chloride 
solution added 
in ml 
Volume of 
0.022 M EDTA 
in ml 
Heq.of calcium 
in equilibrium 
suspension 
Meq.of calcitn 
per 100 g 
montmori1lonite 
In day phase 
0.0 0.00 0.0 67.5 
0 .5 0.10 11.0 56.4 
1.0 0.15 16.6 50.9 
2.0 0.15 16.6 50.9 
3.0 0.20 20.0 47.5 
h.O 0.23 23*6 43.9 
5.0 0.23 23*6 43.9 
6.0 0.23 23*6 43.9 
7.0 0.23 23«6 43.9 
8.0 0.25 27.5 40.0 
9.0 0.28 30.2 37.3 
10.0 0.30 33.1 34.3 
15.0 0.30 33.1 34.4 
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TABLE XLTXI 
gKchange of oalclna vith a«MiOiiia>»bentonitt 
0 at 30 C at oonataat I O B I O strength 
Concentration of aamionlan bentonlte suspension 
Strength of oalcinm chloride 
Strength of anBaoniim chloride 
Yoltrae of annonitiai bentonite suspension taken 
Total volume of the mixture 
Voltne of supernatant liquid for estimation 
a 
7.00 g per l itre 
0.02 H 
0.06 If 
10.0 ml 
25*0 ml 
2.0 ml 
T T 
Yolutne of Volume of Volume of Heq.of Meq.of 
ealoium chlo- ammonium 0.0096 H calcium in calcium 
ride solution chloride EDTA in ml equi librium adsoxbed 
added in ml solution suspension 100 g ol£ 
added in ml 
0.0 15.0 0.00 0.0 0.0 
1*0 14.0 0.13 44.6 12.6 
2.0 13.0 0.27 92.6 2i.7 
3.0 12.0 0.41 140.6 30.9 
5.0 10.0 0.73 250.3 35.4 
6.0 9.0 0.66 294.8 63.8 
7.0 8.0 1.06 363.* 36.6 
11.0 4.0 1.66 569.1 59.4 
14.0 1.0 2.12 726.8 73.1 
15.0 0.0 2.22 761.1 96.0 
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TABLE XhVIll 
Rcchange of caleliai with aMB0nimH.beat0nlte 
o at 50 C at eonstant Ionic strength 
Concentration of ammonium hentonlte suspension a 7.0 g per l i tre 
Strength of calcium chloride - 0.02 M 
Strength of ammonium chloride at 0.06 M 
Volme of ammonlim hentonlte suspension taken m 10.0 ml 
Total volume of the mixture m 25.0 ml 
Yoltne of Nessler*s reagent added in each case a 1.0 ml 
VoliB&e of supernatant liquid used for estimation m 1.0 ml 
CEC of the NHj^ -clay ts 80.3 ffleq per 100 g 
1 
Volme of VoluBe of 
oalciua chloo aoMoniun 
ride solution chloride 
added In ml solution 
added In ml 
T T 
Ahsorbanoe Meq.of 
amaonluBi in 
equlllbritai 
suspension 
Meq.of 
aauionlun per 
100 g 
Bontaorlllonlte 
in clay phase 
0.0 15.0 0.215 1285.5 0.0 
1.0 14.0 0.205 1230.0 50.1 
2.0 13.0 0.190 1141.0 53.3 
3«0 12.0 0.175 1051.7 56.6 
5.0 10.0 0,150 913.0 24.3 
6.0 9.0 0.140 833.4 18.2 
7.0 8.0 0.125 744.1 21.8 
11.0 4.0 0.060 367.1 56.0 
14.0 1.0 0.020 109.2 56.8 
15.0 0.0 0.010 59.5 20.8 
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TABLE XUX 
gKchange of oalotuK ^ith ftWiionittK.beiitontte 
o at 60 C at ceasiant lonlo stren^tii 
Concentration of amsonitni bentonite suspension 
Strength of oalcitm chloride 
Strength of aanioniugi chloride 
volume of antBOniun h^tonite suspension taken 
Total voluoe of the nixtore 
Volinie of siq>ematant liquid used for estimation 
7*0 g per l i tre 
0.02 M 
0.06 M 
10.0 nl 
25.0 al 
2.0 nl 
T "i' " ' ' " ""t ""' ' "' i 
Yolime of Heq.of Heq.of calcitn 
0.0096 M EOTA oalciua in adsoiibed per 
in nl eqailihriin 100 g clay 
suspension 
Volune of 
oaloiun 
chloride 
solution 
added in nl 
Toliaie of 
annoniun 
chloride 
solution 
added in ml 
0.0 15.0 0.00 0.0 0.0 
1.0 14.0 0.1% 48.0 9.1 
2.0 13.0 0.30 102.9 11.4 
3.0 12.0 0.46 144.0 27.4 
5.0 10.0 0.74 253.7 52.0 
6.0 9.0 0.92 315.4 27.4 
7.0 8.0 1.10 377.1 22.9 
8.0 7.0 1.30 445.7 11.4 
i i .O 4.0 1.70 582.8 45.7 
14.0 1.0 2.10 720.0 80.0 
15.0 0.0 2.23 764.5 92.6 
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TABLE IXII 
^ohange of calcloBi with a—onif-ttentonitg 
at SO '^c at conatant Ionic atrengtli 
Concent ration of annonliiB 1>entonite suspension » 
Strength of oaloiua chloride • 
Strength of avnonlira chloride » 
Tolme of amionltaa hentonlte suspension taken « 
Total •oliae of the mixture « 
Yoluae of Nessler's reagent added In each case » 
Volume of supernatant liquid used for estimation a 
CEC of the NH^-olay » 
7*0 g per l itre 
0.02 M 
0.06 M 
10*0 ml 
25.0 ml 
1.0 ml 
1.0 ml 
80,3 meq/100 g 
1 -1 —f - f 
Volume of Voltaae of Absoz^ ^ance Meq.of Meq.of 
calcium ammonium ammonium in ammonium 
chloride chloride equilihrlum per 100 g 
solution solution susp^sion montmorlllonli 
added in ml added In ml in clay phase 
0.0 15.0 0.215 1285.5 0.0 
1.0 lli.O 0.205 1230.0 50.1 
2.0 13.0 0.165 1170.7 23.6 
3.0 12.0 0.180 1091.3 26.9 
5.0 10.0 0.155 912.8 24.5 
6.0 9.0 0.140 833.4 18.2 
7.0 e . o 0.125 754.0 11.9 
3.0 7.0 0.110 664.7 14.7 
11.0 4.0 0.060 367.1 56.0 
14.0 1.0 0.018 109.1 56.9 
15.0 0.0 0*010 59.5 20.8 
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TABI£ U 
Batchange of aMtonluw ulth oalcliai-bcntoatte 
0 at 30 C at constant lopic strength 
Concentration of oaloium bentonite suspension * 
Strength of anmonliaB chloride solution • 
Strength of oalciUBi chloride « 
Tolose of calciun hentonite suspension taken » 
fotal volune of the mixture » 
Volume of Nessler*s reagent added in each case « 
Volme of supernatant liquid used for estimation « 
1 0 g per l itre 
o.de M 
0.02 M 
10.0 ml 
25.0 al 
1*0 nl 
1.0 Btl 
T -J. ""I " " 
Meq.of 
annoniuB in 
equilihriUB 
suspension 
• | 
Heq.of 
auuDOniuB 
adsorbed per 
100 g clay 
Volune of 
CUMIOniUBI 
chloride 
solution 
added in al 
Volwe of 
calciun 
chloride 
solution 
added In nl 
Absorbance 
0.0 15.0 0.000 0.0 0.0 
1.0 14.0 0.010 40.5 18.0 
2.0 13.0 0.015 67.7 49.2 
3*0 12.0 0.025 108.0 67.4 
5.0 10.0 0.045 182.8 109.6 
6.0 9.0 0.060 243.7 107.1 
7.0 8.0 0.065 257.2 152.1 
8.0 7.0 0.075 304.6 163.1 
10.0 5.0 0.105 419.7 165.0 
11.0 4.0 0.115 494.1 149.1 
12.0 3.0 0.145 588.8 114.1 
1%,0 2.6 0.175 710.7 107.9 
15»0 1.0 0.190 771.6 105.4 
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TABUS UI 
Exchange of a—onlm vlth calciua-bcntonlte 
at 30*C at constant ionic strength 
Concentration of calciia hentonlte suspension 
Strength of annonium chloride solution 
Strength of oaloiim chloride solution 
Volume of calclun bmtonite suspension taken 
Total volune of the nirsture 
Voltue of eupenuitant liquid used for titration 
CEU of the Ca-olay 
iO,3 6 per l i tre 
0.06 M 
0.02 M 
i0,0 B1 
25*0 nl 
2«0 ml 
67*7 Meq.per 100 g 
"n 1 — 1 "• i 
Voltne of Volume of Volme of Meq.of Meq.of 
aneaoniuii oaloiun 0.0096 M EDm calciuB in caXcium 
chloride chloride in ml equilllbrittm adsorhed per 
solution added in ail suspension 100 g 
added in a l aontnorillonit e 
In clay phase 
0.0 15.0 2.50 584.7 67.5 
1.0 i%.0 2.34 545.7 67.5 
2,0 i3iO 2.17 506.7 67.5 
3.0 12.0 2.04 477.5 57.7 
5.0 10.0 1.72 404.6 52.7 
6.0 9.0 1.57 365.6 52.7 
7.0 8.0 1.41 331.3 48.0 
8.0 7.0 1.28 299.4 41.0 
10.0 5.0 0.96 224.5 37.1 
ii.O 4.0 0.83 194.1 29.3 
12.0 3.0 0.66 154.4 30.1 
14.0 1.0 0.36 83.2 22.3 
15.0 0.0 0.24 56.1 11.4 
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TABLE IXII 
EKOhange of a—oniuw with calclf-bentonlte 
at 60*C At constant loalo stregfith 
Concentration of oaloluai b«&tonlte suspension « 
Strength of anmonlun chloride solution • 
Strength of calclun chloride solution a 
Volune of calcium hentonlte suspension taken « 
Total voltae of the nlxture « 
Tolme of Nessler's reagent added In each case » 
Volme of supernatant liquid used for estimation «• 
1 0 . 3 g p e r l i t r e 
0.06 M 
0.02 M 
10.0 M l 
25*0 Ml 
1 . 0 M l 
1 . 0 m l 
1 1 1 -I 
Volme of 
aMMonluM 
chloride 
solution 
added in al 
Yoltaie of 
calcliM 
chloride 
added in nl 
Ahsorhance Meq.of 
anaonlmi in 
equillhriini 
suspension 
Meq.of 
anmoniuB 
adsoxi>ed per 
100 g clay 
0.0 15.0 0.000 0.0 0.0 
1.0 14.0 0.005 27.1 31.4 
2.0 13.0 0.010 47.4 69.5 
3.0 12.0 0.020 94.7 79.8 
5.0 10.0 0.045 182.8 109.6 
6.0 9.0 0.060 243.7 107.1 
7.0 8.0 0.065 270.8 138.5 
8.0 7.0 0.085 331.7 136.0 
10.0 5.0 0.110 439.9 144.8 
11.0 4.0 0.125 507.7 135.5 
12.0 3.0 0.145 588.8 112.8 
14.0 1.0 0.175 710.7 107.9 
15.0 0.0 0.185 758.1 119.0 
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TABUS UV 
Exchange of amoniiai with oaloiii-bentonite 
at 60 C at oongtant ionic strength 
Concentration of oaloiiM bentonlte fluapcnsion 10.3 « per litre 
Strength of Muioniiai ohlorlde solution o 0.06 M 
Strength of oalcim chloride solution m 0.02 M 
Tolme of oaloitn hentonite suspension taken « 10.0 s i 
Total volme of the nixture m 25.0 Bl 
Volume of supernatant liquid used for titration * 5.0 ml 
CEC of the Ca-clay m 67.5 •eq.per 100 g 
iroluae of Voloie of . 
1 
Toltne of Meo.of 
1 
Meq.of 
owBoniui oalciian 0.0096 H EDTA Qaloimt in calciiBB 
chloride chloride in ml equillbriioi per loo g 
solution added in suspension nontnorlllonlte 
added in ml in clay phase 
0.0 15.0 2.50 584.7 67.5 
1.0 14.0 2.34 546.9 66.3 
2.0 13.0 2.17 507.9 66.3 
3.0 12.0 2.22 519.6 15.6 
5.0 10.0 1.88 439.8 17.6 
6.0 9.0 1.75 409.3 9.0 
7.0 8.0 1.50 350.8 28.5 
8.0 7.0 1.44 336.4 3.9 
10.0 5.0 1.10 257.3 5.1 
il.O 4.0 0.90 210.5 12.9 
12.0 3.0 0.73 170.7 13.7 
14.0 1.0 0.42 98.6 7.8 
15.0 0.0 0.28 65.5 2.0 
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caloiua clay at pH 4.5 and in •xceas of CBC over the value of pH. 
16 
Ihe observations were In agreeaent with that of Bower and Truog 
who showed that oertaln ions lllce Ca , Mg and Fe"^  were retained 
by «ontBorilXonite in quantities greater than the exchange capacity. 
They concluded that hydroxyl ions were in ocwpetition with the normal 
ions for exchange sites on hentonite at higher pB» fo avoid suda an 
effect the <»changea were, therefore, carried out at a pH value of 4.5. 
for a plot of the exchange isothems the concentration of 
the ions concerned (NH]|[ or Ca^ )^ in the hentonlte phases and in the 
4 a 
solutions were calculated in terms of equivalent itmic fractions 
Ihe values obtained at 30 and 60*C for the exchanges both in the 
forward and reverse directions without and with adjustment of total 
ionic strength are represented vide Figs .29 and 30, tables IN to lOCIl 
respectively. 
An examinaticm of the curves for calcium exchange with 
ammonium bentonite (Fig«29» curves 1,2) and of ammonium exchange 
with calcium bentonite (Fig.29, curves 3,4) showed that the isotherms 
deviated to different sides of the diagonal when the exdbanges were 
carried out in the forward and baelcward directions without adjustment 
of iCHHio strength. At both the temperatures calcium did replace 
araonium i<»is in the case of calcium exchange with ammonium bentonite 
but the preference of the bentonite was lower for calcium than for 
ammoniimi (Fig.29, curves 1,2). On the other hand, in ease of 
ammonium exchange with ealcim bentonite, the preference of the 
clay was greater for calcitmi than ammoniimi (Fig.29t curves 3,4). The 
preferenes also differed with temperature being higher at 60*C in 
both cases. 
rrg* 29 
0.1 02 0-3 W 0 6 0 7 OS 09 1-0 
Cquivaltnt \onlc fraction of ommonlum in tolutfon tX^^^) 
Cxchongr isothtrmt of.Colelum Ammonium fxchongt tn 
htmonitv ot 30* ond 60C without adjutlmtnt of tonic 
ttrtngth of txchonging tolutfont 
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lv 
Values of eqaivalent Ionic fraction of calol it and awoniim at 50*C 
for the oalolini eacchange ylth a—onliM l>entonlte 
J 
C^a 
J i 
0.02 0.55 0.98 0.45 
0.12 0,45 a.89 0.55 
0.10 0.67 0.90 0.33 
0,18 0.73 0.82 0.27 
0.30 0.79 0.70 0.21 
0.43 0.79 0.57 0.21 
0.40 0.83 0.60 0.17 
0.46 0.84 0.54 0.16 
0.51 0.85 0.48 0.15 
0.53 0.87 0.47 0.13 
0.53 0.87 0.47 0.13 
0.64 0.90 0.36 0.10 
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TABUS LVI 
Valuefl of egttlvalent Ionic fraction of oaloim and aiionlua at 60 C 
for the oalciiaa «gchang» with aMionliai l»eatonite 
^ 
^Ca 
1 1 
0.02 0.50 0.98 0.50 
0.10 0.42 0.90 0.58 
0.22 0.56 0.78 0.44 
0.32 0.64 0.68 0.36 
0.39 0.70 0.61 0*30 
0.%2 0.75 0.58 0.25 
0.46 0.78 0.54 0.22 
0.48 0.81 0.52 0.19 
0.55 0.82 0.45 0.18 
0.55 0.63 0.45 0.17 
0*60 0.84 0.40 0.16 
0.67 0.89 0.33 0.11 
TABLE LVII 
Viilnftg Of eqatvalent lenie ftraction of aionltii and oalclm at 30 C 
for the aa«onlu« eacchange with calclM*l>entonit» 
1 T 
^ 
1 
*Ca 
0.06 0.45 0.94 0.55 
0.13 0.52 0.87 0.48 
0.35 0.59 0.65 0.42 
0.50 0.60 0.50 6.34 
0.50 0.70 0.50 0.31 
0.55 0.75 0.44 6.25 
0.5% 0.60 0.46 0.21 
0.54 0.83 0.45 0.18 
. 0.55 0.84 0.45 0.17 
0.56 0.85 0.44 0.15 
0.64 0.85 0.35 0.15 
0.75 0.88 0.24 0.12 
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tabic m i l 
Valws of equivalent ionic fractiong of —oniua and ealc lw at 60 C 
for the aionluM eacchange witto oaloiiai bentonlte 
1 • — ? — 
^Ca 
1 
0.06 0.41 0.94 0.58 
0.13 0.52 0.87 0.47 
0.33 0.62 0.67 0.38 
0.41 0.69 0.59 0.30 
0,51 0.71 0.48 0.28 
0.53 0.77 0.47 0.22 
0.55 0.81 0.45 0.19 
0.57 0.84 0.42 0.16 
0.64 0.83 0.36 0.17 
0.63 0.85 0.37 0.15 
0.65 0.85 0.34 0.14 
0.69 0.90 0.31 0.09 
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IABLB UX 
Values of equivalent Ionic fraotlong of oalciiw and a—onlua 
at 3 0 f o r the caloiui exchange with aaMoniui l>cntonitc 
at constant ionic strength 
*Ca 
1 
*Ca 
r""""" * * 1 
0.20 0.03 0.80 0.97 
0.29 0.08 0.71 0.92 
0.55 0.12 0.65 0.88 
0.59 0.22 0.41 0.78 
0.78 0.26 0.22 0.74 
0.63 0.33 0.37 0.67 
0.51 0.61 0.49 0.39 
0.56 0.87 0.44 0.13 
0.62 0.93 0.18 0.07 
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fABUBlX 
VaXaeg ot equivalent ionic fraction of caloiwi and a—onlini 
at 60*C for the calcioa exchange with a—onlUM bentonite 
at constant ionic gtrength 
^Ca 
T"' • 
*Ca 
1 mm 1 
0.15 0.04 0.85 0.96 
0.33 0.08 0.67 0.92 
0.50 0.12 0.50 0.88 
0.57 0.22 0.43 0.78 
0.60 0.27 0.40 0.73 
0.66 0.33 0.34 0.67 
0.44 0.40 0.56 0 . . 
0.45 0.61 0.55 0.39 
0.58 0.87 0.42 0.13 
0.82 0.93 0.18 0.07 
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TABLE IXII 
•alaea of equivalent ionic fractions of aHatoniini and calolioi 
at 30*C for a—oniiai exchange with ealcit i bentonite at 
constant ionic atrength 
1 1 
^Ca 
y . 
X 
0.21 0.07 0.79 0.93 
0.42 0.12 0.58 0.88 
0.56 0.18 0.46 0.82 
0.68 0.31 0.32 0.69 
0.67 0.40 0.33 0.60 
0.76 0.44 0.24 0.56 
0.80 0.50 0.20 0.49 
0.82 0.65 0.18 0.35 
0.84 0.72 0.16 0.28 
0.79 0.79 0.21 0.21 
0.82 0.89 0.17 0.10 
0.90 0.93 0.10 0.07 
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TABLE IXII 
Valuta of equivalent ionie fractions of agBBOnluB and oalcliii 
at 60*C for a—oniuw exchange with calciua bentonite at 
constant ionic strength 
! 1 1 
ha 
0,32 0.05 0.68 0.95 
0.51 0.09 0.49 0.91 
OiSk 0.15 o a 6 0.85 
0.86 0.29 0.14 0.71 
0.92 0.37 0.08 0.63 
0.83 0.44 0.17 0.56 
0.97 0.50 0.03 0.50 
0.97 0.63 0.03 0.34 
0.91 0.71 0.09 0.29 
0.69 0.78 0.11 0.22 
0.93 0.87 0.07 0.12 
0.98 0.92 0.02 0.07 
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A reversal took place In the order of preferences by 
bentonlte for ealolaM or aMonlwi when the ezdianges were oarried out 
at a fixed value of total ionio strength of the exchanging solutions 
(Fig«30f curves 1 to 4). fhe ad;)u8tHent of ionic strength to a 
constant value involved addition of a conoon cation idiioh increased 
or (equivalent ionio fraction of the aasaonitat or oaleiun ion 
respectively in solution) resulting in an increase in the values of 
.19 selectivity quotient 
( H ) 
/ - ' 
m ^ . for the oaloiuu exchange on 
aamoniUB hent<mite« Ibis resulted in the observed reversal in the 
af f inity order of the counterions over the clay surface. CSbanges in 
the hydration of ions and electrostatic interactions on addition of 
the electrolyte appeared to be responsible for this interesting 
behaviour, 
These observations indicated that in exchanges idiere total 
ionio strength ims not sade oemstaiit the b«sit«iite prefer a cation 
originally present on its surface in CMparison to the catioa being 
added later. On the other hand, at constant ionic strength the 
beatonite preferred the exchanging cation in conparison to one 
originally present on its surface, fhe exchanges were thus different 
when approached fro« different sides and at different ionic strengths. 
Such effects in ion exchange equilibria have been reported by earlier 
workers and also in these laboratories in exchanges involving Na'*', 
X 
z 
IX 
4« 
c o 
e 3 
'c 
o e g 
o 
c o 
u 
a 
c o 
c a< • o 
> 
"3 tr UJ 
Fig. 30 
0 0 1 0-2 0-3 0-4 Q-5 Q-6 Q-7 0-8 Q4 VO 
E q u J v o l e n t ionic t r a c t i o n of a m m o n i u m in so lu t i on (Xj^j^^) 
E x c h a n g e i s o t h e r m s of C a l c i u m - A m m o n i u m e x c h a n g e 
on b e n t o n l i e ot 30* ond 60 'C at c o n t t o n t ionic s t r e n g i h of 
e x c h a n g i n g s o l u t i o n s 
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ZO 
Ca '^*', Kg^* and Ztt^ * Ions on lientonltas and l lUtes . 
llie differences In equilibria, therefore, resulted In 
fomatlon of hysteresis loops during these Investigation (fig.29 and 
50). Ihe Main cause for the oecurrenee of hysteresis loops appeared 
to be the fixation or penetration of amionluB or oalc lw Ions Into 
the nlcropores or cavities of aiuionlaM or calcium clays due to the 
long saturation of the hentonlte by the corresponding salt during the 
preparation of the hcmolonlc clay by the salt saturation method of 
14 Aldrlch and Buchanan • Hysteresis has also been reported by Maes 
Q 
and Creners^ in case of adsorption of cobalt and sslnc Ions in sodium 
Hontmorillonlte at very high occiqpancy approaching saturation of 
divalent cations. 
Here, ve had, therefore, systems in which in one case at high 
ion oociq>ancy a part of aawoniia iras fixed and not replaceable vdiereas 
in the other ease a part of calcltn was fixed and not exchangeable. 
Van Bladel and Laudelout «lio also observed a like phenomenon 
described sidi apparent irreversibility due to changes in aggregation 
of clay particles by divalent cations causing inaocessibility of some 
exchange sites. 
Further experiments in these laboratories to examine i f 
reversibility could be restored by carrying out exchange experiments 
with freshly prepared clays at low and intermediate ion occupancy did 
not prove successful and hysteresis of exchange s t i l l persisted. Under 
no circumstances explored, herein, the calciai ammonium exchange, 
therefore, appeared reversible and amenable to thezmodynamlcjanalysis 
based upon Gaines and Gliomas model^ ^* 
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Mobility of Trace Elements in Soils by Thin Layer 
Chromatography : Part II—Influence of Salinity, 
Alkalinity, Phosphate and Organic Matter. 
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The Ri? values or mobilities of micronutrients in the two diverse soils as measured 
with the help of thin layer chromatography were found to be sensitive to salinity, 
alkalinity, phosphate and organic matter. These parameters resulted in marked 
variations in the movement of Cu«+, Fes+, Co8+, Mn2+ and Zn®+ in the soils. 
The results has been explained on the basis of certain interactions between the trace 
elements and the variables. 
TRACE elements are recognised as essential for healthy 
development of animals, plants or microorganisms. 
The mobility of such inorganic chemicals placed 
into or within the soil may influence their availability, 
effectiveness or potentiality for plant nutrition. Different 
salts and compounds, pYl and electrical conductivity, 
ion exchange and adorption are expected to affect the 
mass transfer, diffusion and leaching of micro-nutrients 
in soils. Of the several methods, thin layer chromato 
graphy has been used by Helling and Turner'^ and 
Helling^'®'^ as a tool for the study of pesticide mobility 
in soils. Rhodes, Belasco and Pease'' have made use of 
this technique and Freundiich constants for assessing 
absorption and leachability of agrichemicals in soils. 
Singhal and Siagh® have recently reported the effects of 
different leachates on the R^. values of trace elements in 
soils. In the present communication an effort has been 
made to study the influence of/>H, electrical conductance, 
salinity, alkalinity, phosphate and organic matter on the 
mobility o f micronutrients in soils with the help of 
thin layer chromatography. In view of the importance 
of the subject it was'considered that such a study will 
prove useful. 
Materials and Methods 
The soils used in the investigations were surface 
samples (depth 0 to 30 cm) from the central lowland 
type III area of Aligarh district, and the Kola district 
of Rajasthan. The Aligarh soil was an alkaline 
solonetz and ^he Kota soil, a black cotton sample 
formed by weathering of metamorphic rocks. The 
relevant properties o f the soils are summarized in 
table 1. 
For thin layer chromatography, each soil was 
ground and sieved through a 100 mesh sieve to obtain 
samples with a nearly homogeneous particle size. Clean 
glass plates (20 x 20 cm) were taken and coated with a 
slurry of the soil at a thickness of 0.5 mm with 
the help of a TLC applicator. After the plates wer^ 
dried at room temperature, two lines, at 3 cm and 13 cm 
above the base were scribed so that the standard deve-
lopment distance of 10 cm was used on all the plates. 
Pure chemicals were used for preparing O. l l f solutions 
of trace elements. The solutions were appfied on the 
soil plates as spots using thin layer capillaries at a height 
of 3 cm. The plates were then developed with distilled 
water upto the upper line by ascending chromatography. 
In case of the plates coated with black cotton soil, wet 
stripes of filter paper about 2.5 cm wide, were wrapped 
around the bottom of the plates to prevent disintegra-
tion of the soil layer on contact with water. 
The developed plates were allowed to air dry and 
the mobility of trace elements detected with the help of 
suitable detectors which were sprayed over the plates. 
Pure 1% diphenyl carbazide in alcohol for Zn^"^ and 
M n 2 + ; 0.1% dimethylglyoxime in ammonia for 
and and 1% aqueous potassium ferrocyanide for 
Fe®+, Fe3+ and Cu^"" were used as detectors. 
For a study of the effect of salinity, alkalinity, 
phosphate and organic matter on the mobility of trace 
elements, definite quantities of CaSO^, MgSO^^, 
NaaCOg, NaHCOs and NagPO4 were mixed with the 
two soils in varying proportions, homogeneously, before 
making their slurry with distilled water. In case of 
TABLE 1 - MF.CHANICAL COMPOSITION AND PHYSICO-CHEMICAT. CHARACTERISTICS OF A L I O A R H SOLONETZ AND 
K O T A BLACK COTTON sons 
Mechanical composition E. C. in mhos BEC in meq Organic matter 
Soil type in percentage PH cm-i X 10"' per lOOg. percentage 
Sand Silt Clay 
Aligarh type III 33.6 63.4 3.0 9.2 0.5 16.3 0.41 
Kota black cotton 8.4 47.0 44.8 7.4 0.7 26.8 0.88 
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organic matter, a sample was prepared by adding 
humic acid in 0 .1% proportion and another sample by 
removing organic matter with the help of 30 per cent 
H2O2 at low heat. 
Mobilities were measured as Rp values from the 
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relationship : 
•iom 
/T 
0,! 
% 
e 3 * t 0 iO & 2 4 6 S 1 0 6 2 4 6 6 1 
Perccfttoge of »o!?ne iolte 
Ftg 1 EMccr of •a<*ntr>' on E.CyOnd volucs of the Aligarh «atoncM end 
KP'O b'ock corton •ocl (dcrtcd curvc» lor Aligarh »oil on^  
tonni>youj <;grv«$ *oi\) 
R. 1 Rr + Rr 
10 
where Rj- was the tailing front and R^ was the leading 
front. The results are recorded in Figs. 1 to 4. Line 
sketches o f a few typical movements drawn according 
to scale are given in Fig. 5. 
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Pcrcctntoge of Sodrum phosphate 
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curves for Koto »o7i) 
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rcr(cnt09c of added organic mottcr 
Effect of Organic motler on Rp values of the Aligorft fOloneW ond Koro 
DIoek cotton leAlt (dotted curvet for AftQarh so*f and contmuvul 
curvff for Kotg 
Development of the micronutrient spots on the TLC 
soil plates with distilled water resulted in tailings and 
lateral movements (Fig. 5). Measurement of the R^ 
values of the elements indicated that a rise in salinity 
(Fig. 1) resulted in mariced variation in the mobilities 
of micronutrients in Aligarh alluvial soil. The effect 
was lesser in black cotton soil. The results were in 
accordance with the work of Ellis and C o w o r k e r s w h o 
found higher diffusion rates o f Cu^^, Mn®+and Zn^^ 
in illitic as compared to montmorillonitic clays. In all 
the cases, except Fe^ there was a rise in the mobility 
of the trace elements upto the point of saturation of the 
soils with Ca- or Mg- sulphates followed by a fall or 
constancy thereafter. The mobility o f Fe^ exhibited 
variable behaviour and Cu^"'" became immobile in 
presence of MgSO^. Ferric iron showed no movement 
either in the blank soil or with an increase in its salinity. 
The nutrients showing larger mobility exhibited larger 
troce element* 
FK5 5 MOBHITY OF TRACE ELEMENTS IN" SOILS IN PRESENCE OF SALINITY. ALKALINITY, 
PHOSPHATE AND ORGANIC MATTER 
Results and Discussion 
An examination of the data (vide table 1) showed 
that the two soils selected for study were of diverse 
nature and origin. While the Aligarh soil exhibited 
the characteristics of a solonetz alluvial illitic silt loam 
with alkaline and saline characteristics, the Kota soil 
was a dark grey montmorillonitic silty clay with crumb 
structure and a low permeability. 
Addition o f saline (MgSO^, CaSO^), alkaline 
(NaaCOg, NaHCOs) and phosphate ( N a g P O j salts to 
the soils resulted in significant pH and electrical conduc-
tivity variations (Figs. 1-3). In most of the cases an 
inflection occurred in the pH and electrical conductance 
at 6 per cent o f the added salt. This was indicative of 
the completion of an interaction between the soils and 
the salt leading to formation of Ca-, Mg-, Na- or phos-
phatic soils respectively. 
lateral diffusions (Fig. 5). Inflections occurred in the 
Rp values of the trace elements in the ranges of 6 to 8 
per cent of the added saline salts and these were 
closely related to the pH and conductivity inflections 
(Fig- 1). The increase in the mobility ofCu^^, 
Co^"^, Mn "^"" and Zn^+ with increase in salinity 
appeared to be due to adsorptive effects and creation o f 
an electrical potential in the soils that caused the cations 
to move forward. The decrease in p H was also respon-
sible for increase in solubility and movement of the 
elements. Reverse, effects occurred on saturation. 
Further saline conditions favoured oxidation transfor-
mations in system resulting in a reduction of its 
mobility to a saturation point. 
The effect o f alkalinity on the mobility of the trace 
elements in the soils is represented (vide Figs. 2 and 5). 
A great diversity is seen in the behaviour o f the two 
JICS-4 
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salts on the R^ values of the trace elements in the two 
soils. Thus while Na2C03 produced a marked and 
characteristic increase followed by decrease in the Rp 
values o f Cu=+, Ni^^, €0^+, Mn2+, and Zn2+ in the 
black cotton montmorillonitic loam, it had an almost 
opposite effect on the mobility of these elements 
in the alluvial illitic soil. Conversely NaHCOs 
increased the mobility of the above elements in the 
alluvial soil and decreased the effect in the black cotton 
soil. Ferrous iron was an exception and became 
immobile beyond 6 % of alkaline salts. Ferric iron 
showed no movement in untreated or treated soils. 
Higher R^ values were accompanied by larger lateral 
diffusion movements. An inflection was produced in 
most of the curves at 6 per cent of the alkaline salts. 
The mobility variations of the elements showed marked 
correlations with the pB. changes in the two soils. The 
diversity in the mobility effects by NagCOj and 
NaHCOs in the two soils (Fig. 2) could be due to the 
simultaneous operation of several factors such as the 
varied nature o f precipitation and solubilising effects 
due to variation in pE., and a difference in the diffusion 
rates of the carbonates and bicarbonates o f trace 
elements in the illitic and montmorillonitic soils. 
Further work is, however, needed to clarify these 
relationships. 
Addition of Na3P04 resulted in chracteristic varia-
tion of the R^ values of Cu^^ Ni2+, Co2% Mn2+ and 
Zn2+ in both the soils (Fig. 3). Thus while the Rp 
values of Cu "^"" and Ni^ "*" showed an initial increase in 
the alluvial soil, those of Fe2+, €0^+, Mn2+ and Zw"* 
decreased and exhibited a fluctuating pattern. All 
elements except Fe'^ '*' became immobile in black cotton 
clay loam at and beyond 6 per cent NajPO^. Inflec-
tions occurred in the mobilities of all the micronutrients 
at 6 to 8 percent o fNagPO^ added. As in the pre-
vious cases, a close correlation was observed between 
the mobilities and the pH variations in both the soils. 
An explanation for such a behaviour could be found in 
the fact that at p R values beyond 7, interactions 
occurred between the trace elements and the phosphate 
leading to formation o f complex insoluble phosphates 
which hindered the mobility of the elements to variable 
extents. The effect was intense in the montmorillonitic 
clay in case of all elements except F e b u t fluctuated 
in the alluvial soil due to a variation in mineral compo-
tion and texture. 
Organic matter too had a marked effect on the 
movement of trace elements. It resulted in an initial 
decrease, an inflection at 0 .4% of organic matter, 
followed by a rise in the mobility in the alluvial soil. 
The effect was less pronounced though variable in the 
case o f black cotton soil. Organic matter has a great 
effect on the adsorptive behaviour of a soil and by itself 
has a complexing tendency for the trace metals. These 
along with ether factors may be responsible for the 
variation in the Rp. values of the two soils on addition 
of organic matter. 
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The ion exchange equilibria involving calcium and ammonium in an 
Indian sample of bentonite were studied from several angles. The effect 
of time, pH, ionic strength and temperature on the exchanges has been 
investigated. Exchange of the counterions on the homoionic montmoritlo-
nite prepared by the salt saturation ion exchange method was nonstiochio-
metric, irreversible and gave rise to hysteresis loops in the exchange 
isotherms. Exchange at constant ionic strength gave rise to a reversal in 
the aflBnity order of the counterions over the clay surface. In both cases 
the hysteresis in the exchange isotherms appeared to be due to fixation 
and penetration of the ions into the clay micropores at high salt 
concentration. Attempts to restore reversibility were not successful. 
This system was, therefore, not amenable to a thermodynamic 
analysis as advocated by Gaines and Thomas and later workers. 
SINCE plant nutrition and the physico-chemical properties of soils are largely controlled by the 
exchangeable cations on a clay surface, the 
replacement of cations is the most important of all 
soil phenomenon. The classic experiments o f 
Lemberg'- clearly established the stoichiometry and 
reversibility o f the process of ion exchange. Weigner^ 
followed by others broadened this concept. The 
cation exchange in soils and clays was found to be 
affected by a number of factors such as fixation, 
blocking of sites by steric hindrance, lattice structure 
of clay minerals in relation to a particular cation, the 
nature and concentration of the reacting cation, pH 
and the time of interaction. In some cases the 
lyotropic series was followed and in others not. 
Irreversibility o f ion exchange processes in clays 
was quite frequently observed. Renold® showed that 
in permutite, calcium ammonium and silver ammo-
nium exchanges gave marked hysteresis. Wiegner* 
in 1935 demonstrated that for calcium ammonium 
exchange, effect of order of entry was greatest in 
permutite and least in bentonite. Vanselow" demo-
nstrated that calcium-barium and barium-copper 
exchanges gave no hysteresis nor did magnesium-
calcium exchange. Faucher and Thomas" demons-
trated perfect reversibility during adsorption studies 
on clay minerals. It was shown by Tabikh, Barshad 
and Overstreef that treatments of the clay that 
enhanced its aggregation led to an increase of the 
apparent irreversibility and that reversibility could be 
restored upon reycling a clay in a hydrogen resin 
column. More recently, Van Bladel and Laudelout® 
described hysteresis effects as a consequence of the 
imperfection of dispersion of flocculated clays, e.g., 
by divalent cations and the ensuing inaccessibility 
of some exchange sites. The extent of irreversible 
adsorption of cobalt and zinc ions in sodium mont-
morillonite was shown by Maes and Cremers® to 
depend upon the composition of the solid phase and 
pB., and that the reaction could be made reversiWe 
by a pB. decrease. 
In view of its importance cation exchange equili-
bria has been extensively studied and a number of 
equations", have been proposed to quantitati-
vely characterize the phenomenon. The subject was 
given a thermodynamic treatment by Gaines and 
Thomas^^® as well as by other workers^®. These 
treatments were, however, based on a complete 
reversibility of exchange which may not always be 
present. The present study was, therefore, designed 
to investigate the ion exchange involving calcium and 
ammonium on 'Akli' bentonite and to study the 
reversibility of the reaction under differing conditions 
so as to examine the possibility of a quantitative 
expression for the exchange with the help of 
thermodynamic analysis. 
Materials and Methods 
The bentonite used in these studies was obtained 
from . the Director, Geological Survey of India, 
Rajasthan. X-ray studies showed that the fine 
fraction (<2/it) o f the sample from "Akli" obtained 
after removal o f organic matter and saturation with 
2N NaCl followed by centrifugation consisted mainly 
o f montmorillonite. 
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Sodium bentonite was prepared by the method of 
Aldrich and Buchanan^^ in which the clay suspen-
sion was saturated with IN NaCl and washed with 
deionised water till free from chloride ions and till 
the conductivity became very low and constant. The 
calcium bentonite and ammonium bentonite suspen-
sions were then prepared from the sodium bentonite 
suspension by saturating it with 1 A'' CaClz in case of 
the calcium clay and liV NH4CI in case of the 
ammonium clay, respectively, and then washing to 
remove the excess salts. The concentration of the 
suspensions as determined by evaporation was 15.1 
and 15.2 g psr litre respectively. 
The CEC values of the calcium bentonite and 
ammoniurn bentonite were determined by extraction 
of the calcium and ammonium saturated suspensions 
with a solution of O lN HCl in IN NaCl and then 
respectively estimating calcium and ammonium ions'-® 
released. The values obtained were 67.4 and 80.3 
meq/100 g respectively. 
Since equilibrium distribution of exchangeable 
cations is of utmost importance in ion exchange 
studies, investigations were first made to determine 
the length of time required for the completion of the 
interaction between the exchangeable cations on 
bentonite. For the study of calcium exchange on 
ammonium clay, three sets of 10 ml suspensions of 
ammonium clay were treated with 1, 10 and 15 ml of 
M N CaCh and 14, 5 and 0 ml of .06iV NH^Cl 
solutions respectively, the latter addition having been 
made to attain a total ionic strength equal to 0.036. 
The mixtures were shaken for one hour at room 
2 4 6 8 10 12 
Time-hrs 
hours. After the requisite interval of time, mixtures 
were centrifuged and the calcium in the supernatants 
was estimated by titration with a standard solution of 
EDTA. The amount of calcium adsorbed at different 
intervals of time was then obtained from the amount 
of calcium added minus the calcium remaining in the 
supernatants. A similar procedure was followed for 
determining the effect of time on ammonium 
exchange on calcium clay ; ammonium having been 
estimated spectrophotometrically with Nessler's 
reagent at 400/x. The results are represented (vide 
Fig. 1. 2.) 
Since the nature of cation exchange is controlled 
to a considerable extent by pH, an investigation was 
made of the effect of pH on calcium ammonium 
exchange on the bentonite surface. For this purpose 
ammonium and calcium bentonite suspensions were 
treated with O.liV HNOg and O.LV NH^OH to 
obtain the desired levels of pH. Exchange was then 
carried out at constant ionic strength in the forward 
and reverse direction, respectively as described above, 
to equilibrium point by shaking the mixture for 3 
hours. The results are represented in Fig. 2, curves. 
The exchange isotherms were determined for both 
ammonium and calcium bentonite in forward and 
reverse directions with and without adjustment of 
total ionic strength at a pYi value of 4.5 at two 
different temperatures. 
For the exchange experiments two separate sets 
of 10 ml samples of ammonium and calcium bento-
nite suspensions after the adjustment of pH to 4.5 
ISO 
130 
110 
'90 
•e7o 
o in •D <0 gso 
(d o 
30 
10 
pH-
Fig 1. Effect of time on exchange. Closed circles ( # ) indi-
cate Ca exchange on NH4—bentonite and open 
circles (») NH4 exchange on Ca-bentonite. 
temperature. Similar exchanges were carried out at 2, 
3, 6, 9, and 12 hours also along with a blank at 0 
5 5 6 
Fig 2. Effect of pH on the exchange. Closed circles 
indicate Ca exchange on NH^-bentonite and open 
circles (•) NH^ exchange on Ca-bentonite. 
with dil. HNOg were taken in a large number of glass 
stoppered tubes. In one set of experiments the ionic 
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-Strength of the samples was adjusted to a constant 
Value as described in the case of time effect and in the 
- other case the suspensions were taken as such. The 
suspensions were then treated with different amounts 
o f 0.04A''CaCl2 in case of ammonium bentonite and 
.06N NH^Cl in case of calcium bentonite along with 
deionised water if any to provide a constant volume 
of 25 ml. The mixtures were shaken for 3 hours to 
attain equilibrium at 30±0.1° both in the forward 
and backward direction in a thermostatic water bath. 
The same procedure was repeated in the batches 
involving the next higher temperature viz., 60+0.1°. 
The suspensions were then centrifuged and ammo-
nium and calcium estimated in the supernatants as 
per the usual methods. The corresponding concen-
trations of ammonium or calcium in the solid 
bentonite phase were obtained by subtraction of the 
ammonium or calcium concentration in the superna-
tants from the ammonium or calcium bentonite 
CEC. Similarly the amount of the cation concerned 
(Ca»+ or NHJ) taken up by the bentonite surface in 
replacing the corresponding cation was obtained by 
difference between the amount of cation added and 
the amount of cation remaining in equilibrium 
suspension. 
Results and Discussion 
The results of calcium ammonium exchange on 
bentonite as affected by time, pH, ionic strength and 
temperature are presented in the following 
.paragraphs. 
An examination of Fig. 1 indicated a slow increa-
se in exchange in case of both the exchanging cations 
with increase in length of time till the system attained 
equilibrium at 3 hours in each case both in the 
forward as well as reverse direction. This period, 
therefore, appeared to be suitable for carrying out 
further experiments on these exchanges. 
An examination of the data (vide Fig. 2) showed 
that at all the three concentrations of the exchanging 
cation added, the pH. had a significant influence on 
the extent of cation exchanged. The exchange iii-
creased with />H till it reached a maximum value at 
pH 6 and thereafter declined. In the case of highest 
range of concentration studied the calciuAi exchan-
ged on ammonium clay was in the neighbourhood of 
CEC of ammonium clay at a p R value of 4.5 and in 
excess of CEC over it. In the case of reverse 
exchange the amount of ammonium exchanged was 
in the neighbourhood of CEC of calcium clay at pH 
4.5 and in excess of CEC over the value of pE.. The 
observations were in agreement with that of Bower 
and Truog^® who showed that certain ions like 
Ga.'*, Mg®'^  and Fe®^ were retained by montmorillo-
nite in quantities greater than the exchange capacity. 
They concluded that hydroxy ions were in competi-
tion with the normal ions for exchange sites on 
bentonite at higher ;>H. To avoid such effect the 
exchanges were, therefore, carried out at pH value 
of 4.5. 
For a plot of the exchange isotherms the concen-
Fig 3. 
•0 0 1 0-2 0 3 0 1 O S 0 6 0-7 0-8 
Equivalent ionic traction of annmonium in solution (''NHj^) 
Ej^change isotherms of calcium ammonium exchange on bentonite at 30 and 
60°C without adjustment of ionic strength of exchanging solutions. 
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tration of the ions concerned (NHJ or Ca«+) in the 
bentonite phases and in the solutions were calculated 
in terms of equivalent ionic fractions^'. The values 
obtained at 30 and 60° for the exchanges both in the 
forward and reverse directions without and with 
adjustment of total ionic strength are represented 
in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. 
An examination of the curves for calcium exchange 
with ammonium bentonite (Fig. 3, curves 1,2) and 
of ammonium exchange with calcium bentonite (Fig. 
3, curves 3, 4) showed that the isotherms deviated to 
different sides of the diagonal when the exchanges 
ionic strength of the exchanging solutions (Fij-. 4, 
curves 1 to 4). The adjustment of ionic strength to 
a constant value involved addition of a common 
cation which increased X NH* or X^^ (equivalent 
ionic fraction of the ammonium or calcium ion 
respectively in solution) resulting in an increase in 
the values of selectivity quotient 
C^a C^NH.)' 
N^H Ca 
for the calcium 
0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-6 0-7 0-8 
Equivalent tome fraction of ammonium in solution IXj^j^^l 
Fig 4. Exchange isotherms of calcium ammonium exchange 
on bentonite at 30 and 60°C at constant ionic 
strength of exchanging sotutions. 
were carried out in the forward and backward dire-
ctions without adjustment of ionic strength. At both 
the temperatures calcium did replace ammonium ions 
in the case of calcium exchange with ammonium 
bentonite but the preference of the bentonite was 
lower for calcium than for ammonium (Fig. 3, curves 
1, 2). On the other hand, in case of ammonium 
exchange with calcium bentonite, the preference of 
the clay was greater for calcium than for ammonium 
(Fig. 3, curves 3, 4). The preferences also differed 
with temperature being higher at 60° in both 
cases. 
A reversal took place in the order of preferences 
by bentonite for calcium or ammonium when the 
exchanges were carried out at a fixed value of total 
exchange on ammonium bentonite. This resulted in the 
observed reversal in the affinity order of the counter-
ions over the clay surface. Changes in the hydra-
tion of ions and electrostatic interactions on addition 
of the electrolyte appeared to be responsible for this 
interesting behaviour. 
These observations indicated that in exchanges 
where total ionic strength was not made constant the 
bentonite preferred a cation originally present on its 
surface in comparison to the cation being added 
later. On the other hand, at constant ionic strength 
the bentonite preferred the exchanging cation in 
comparison to one originally present on its surface. 
The exchanges were thus different when approached 
from different sides and at different ionic strengths. 
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Such effects in ion exchange equilibria have been 
reported by earlier workers and also in these labora-
tories in exchanges involving Na'^ , Ca®+, Mg'^ "' arid 
Zn "^^  ions on bentonites and illites^®. 
The differences in equilibria, therefore, resulted 
in formation of hysteresis loops during these investi-
gations (Figs. 3 and 4). The main cause for the 
occurrence of hysteresis loops appeared to be the 
fixation or penetration of ammonium or calcium ioPs 
into the micropores or cavities of ammonium or 
calcium clays due to the long saturation of the beP-
tonite by the corresponding salt during the prepara-
tion of the homoionic clay by the salt saturation 
method of Aldrich and Buchanan^*. Hysteresis has 
also been reported by Maes and Cremers® in case of 
adsorption of cobalt and zinc ions in sodium morit-
morillonite at very high occupancy approaching 
saturation of divalent cations. 
Here we had, therefore, systems in which, in one 
case at high ion occupancy a part of ammonium was 
fixed and not replaceable whereas in the other case 
a part of calcium was fixed and not exchangeable. 
Van Bladel and Laudelout® who also observed a like 
phenomenon described such apparent irreversibility 
due to changes in aggregation of clay particles by 
divalent cations causing inaccessibility of some 
exchange sites. 
Further experiments in these laboratories, to 
examine if reversibility could be restored by carrying 
out exchange experiments with freshly prepared cl^ys 
at low and intermediate ion occupancy did not prove 
successful and hysteresis of exchange still persisted. 
Under no circumstances explored, herein, (he 
calcium ammonium exchange, therefore, appeafed 
truly reversible and amenable to thermodynamic 
analysis based upon Gaines and Thomas modeP^. 
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ADSORPTION AND INTERACTION OF DIMECRON WITH 
MONTMORILLONITE 
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AMTIUCT 
The adsorpUve behavior of Dimecron with H-, Na-, and Ca-monUiMtrillcmitM was 
studied. The effect of time on adsorption showed that the prooeM was difliuion 
controlled. Maximum adsorption occurred at pH 6. The adsorption tmthtrms and 
deaorption experiments provided evidence for « strong noniontc. eiectitMUUc chemi* 
MHption of the chemical to the clay surface. Inferences on the protonation of the 
carbonyl oxygen of Dimecron by H-monUnoriilonite or the coordination of the metallic 
cations of montmorillonite through a water bridge to the oxygen of the carbonyl found 
support from x-ray and infrared studies. 
Numerous organic chemicals are being intro-
duced as pesticides and plant growth regulators 
in modem agriculture. These chemicals play a 
vital role in biochemical and pesticidul 'proc-
ear«« in plants and soil. It is im(K*rtant. there-
fore, tiiat the fate of such chemicals be thor-
oughly investigated so that they can be used to 
utmost udvaniage with fewest advente cffects. 
In this regard great interest attaches to the 
adsorption and complcxing of pesticides with 
clays. 
TTie subject of clay pesticide inu-ractions has 
been extensively revi«?wed by Bailey and White 
(1970). An organic chemical may be bound to 
the clay surface by strong ion dipole attractions 
(BisaJa and Johns 1969; Singhul and Singh 
1976), hydrogen bonding <Hower 1970>, coordi-
nation <RusKel 1965), van der \V«als forces 
(Hower 1970), ion exchange, protonation 
(Singhal and Kumar 19761, and hemisalt for-
mation (Tahoun and Mortland 1966). 
Dimecron is a commercial formululion of 
phoitphamidon regisU'red by CIBA Ltd., Busle, 
Switxerland. It is a member of cnol phtMphates 
with thu structural formula: 
CH,-<»^  /> « I 
au 
AH. 
CJL 
The chemical formulation selected fur this 
study was "Dinr*aron 100" containing 100 g of 
phosphamidon per liter. It was colorwl violet 
due to inc«rp<»nition of dye for safely purpoites 
The main objective of this work was to tnv«»-
tigate the mechanism of ads<<rption and inter-
action of Dimecron with a sample of Indian 
montmorillonite in dilute clay-water •uqttn-
sions with the aid of adsorption isotherms, x-
ray, infrared, and other studies. 
MATRRIALS AND MKTHOIM 
Montmorillonite used in these studies was 
extracted from an Indian sample of hentonite 
from Akli in Rt^asthan. After oxidizing the 
organic matter, the mineral was dixpersed and 
a fraction containing <2 M suspension waa 
converted into Na-montmonllonit« by treat-
ment with 2 N NaCI several times and washing 
with deionized water till free from CI ions. Ca-
montmorillonite was obtained from the Na sus-
pension by exchange. H-saturat^-d montmoril-
lonite was prepared, just prior to the required 
experiments, by Aldnch and Buchanan'* 
method (1958). The concentrations of thif sua-
pensions were 15.5, 14.4, a. d 16.2 g o( H-, Na-, 
and Ca-montmonllonites per liter, respec-
tively. The CEC of the clay deU>rmined by 
Ganguli's method (1951) was 70 me per 100 g 
clay. 
For a study of the effect of time on adsorp-
tion. two sets of experiments were conducted at 
two different concentrations, in one net Uow 
concentration) 21.5, 23 2, and 21.9 mmule* itf 
Dimecron per 100 g of H-. Na-, and Ca-cUy. 
respectively, were added to 10 mi cJ«> »u*fM'i>-
sion in several glaas-stuppered tul»e»., ar.d the 
volume was made up to 26 ml In th.- sthar let 
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4. I'. aiNOHAt AND N •fNUH 
'hmh comfntmliimt. 161 't, 174.0, nnd 167.3 tniKiW uf ()im«>cnin wpn* ninilnHy .Kkl'-d tn 
H-. N«-. and ('•-cl«y The » t* »h»krn fiMT difli-rent in(<vrMiU oCiiifw und tfie mi*tur»w «vm> <*ntrifuift-d l>in<>crnn wn* th«"n wti-fimtiHi »n th*- HU(M>rnntAnu muTtnitihoimnetnc-«Hy by « nitihtKl (Siri«h«l. Kh«if>, and Bafuuil 19771 d«'v»«l<)pf««l in thoiM- lab<>raton<>« for oxa-myl, « HubntiuUM) «imid«'. The p»tiiru»tiof» y>»n h^ 'i-d up«n h>()mfy»iit of DinMfnm ft lowed by «Mtinuitinn of the t)rt>durt« sfMVtniphot'fttM'tric-ftlty nil C(i}ip(>r dithiooirbamcitv. The re«ulu «r« n«v<rdrd in f »k J • 
To •tudy thf eflwrt of pH on the aduorption of the in.*fclicide, the iicid- and b<«»p-»i«turB««d mt>ntmMrilonil«« ww lreBt4?d with 0.1 N HNO, and 0.1 N NoOH U> the miuin^ i equilib-rium pH vgluen Here aino two ocl« of exiH-ci-otent* were onndurted for H-, Na-. and C«-"WitM»onl)onile«: one with )ow mncvntration oontv ning 25.3. 23 2, and 21.9 MRTK»U'» «f CH-iiKwn per 100 K clay, iind the otht r with high cnncientratKin cnntJining J89,#, 17<.0. and 167.3 mmolea of Dimecnm per 100 n clay, n^ pec-lively, and 10 ml clay «U)^ ?n«ion with n totnl vol ime of 25 ml in each tube. All tubes were 
•hakmt to f^ uUih,sum odimrption. Thi> mix-
tun* were (ben centnfuiKed and I))m<iwn ad-•ortied wtm eaiimated. The reault# an? recorded in Fig. 2 
For • atudy of adaorption a (wnex vf tub«a wa* taken witli day jiuN{M.-n»iniu> in each. DifT-rent volume* uf Dimecron ranKing from l.O to 15.0 ml of 0.6 percent Dimecron were added to the aamplea, and the toul volume waa 
Flo. i. fUfeet of pH on <h« Mlitorpion of Dimecron by H-, Na-. and Ca-montmonlonitea CurvM. Ka) 2S.3, Kb) 189 «, Zlal 23.2. 2tb) 174.0. 3ial ill.*, and 3(bi H7.3 in mmole* of Dtmecron per 100 ( day 
t 
f " 
I 
s i to / r r \ 
l-io I. Kfr*« of dm* un the •dwrvtion of Uime-cruo bv H-. Na-. IUMI Ca montmonUonite Curve* loi 21 5. Iibi l«l.3. Ziai 23 2. 2ibi 174 0. .Km 21 9, •nd 3ib» 167 S mmoira of (hnMircron per 100 g cUy 
o I t > 4 t « r 
•.Ml'** M*« 
Fio. 3. AdauqutMrn of Dimeoron by H-. Na-. and Ca-montmorilunilec O. H-montmorilonite; Na-montmorilonite: and a, Ca-mnntmorilonite. 
finally made up to 25 ml, The tubea were ahaken to optimum time of e<|uilibnum at .'lO i 1*C The mixture* were then rentnfuKed and Dimecron waa e«timat4'd in the aupematanta. Ftt»m the amount <W Oimecnm in ihe vuapen-iuoni» and the amount initially itddwl, th« amount udaorbed was cakuUted. A pint »»l the value* i;ave «dt*nrptMm iaotherm* in Fi|{ 3 In ail ouH-K a clay blank wa» included and the ekf>rini<-nti« »»«-r»> pi-rformed m duttlicuif 
tk-Horption t>f Uimecron from the and and b<ii«^ iMiturn*H montmonlloniteii wan doiw hy Icahin^ ' tlic o.mpl«-)iet» with dintilled »al«'r ttnd 
AMowmoH or i>imbcm>n 309 
0 ) .V KCI . M well an BaCI , . • f v r n i l timwi. N o 
l>im<-cn»n wan deU^ncd in t h « iMchAte*. 
T h e r i ^ u l u o f adbiorption w w corrvtatcd 
w i l h %-t*.y Hudte« . F o r a - m y «iia)>'»is l a w than 
3 n s n d - a n d base-saturatMl ni«praaio>na o f 
monUnor i l l on i te and their c o m p l e x M At t w o 
conoentratinnn o f D i m e c r o n w w al lowed to dry 
o n xlftM nUde* to f o r m w«U-<>nent«d layert . X -
n iy di(Tract«f(niinii w e r e racord«d on • Gen«n»I 
Elcctr i c difTraction uni t a t a iipe«d o f 0.4 de-
grwfn 3» per m i n u t e u f i n g (\tter(Kl C u K a radia-
t ion. Ba«a ] spacing* in A d<rduced f rom Uie 
poaitiona o f 001 reflectiwui are recorded in Table 
1. 
F o r infrared analyxia. aelf-«upportiRg film* 
o f H - , Na- , a n d Ca-montmor iDoni te* and their 
co inplexea with D imecron were prepared b y 
d r y i n g the suspension* o n polyethylene aheeta 
at r o o m temperature . T h e infrared cqp«ctra o f 
t h e f i lms , aa weU aa that o f the p u r e aamplea, 
w e r e recorded on a B e c k m a n I .R. 20 double 
b e a m grat ing spectrophotometer in the range 
4 0 0 0 - « » c i n - ' . 
iutstn.Ta AND siacuaaioN 
Adsorpt i on o f Dimecron aa a funct ion o f t ime 
o n H - , Nft-, and Ca-montmor i l l on i tes for two 
concentrat ions o f D imecrvn is s h o w n in Fig . 1, 
curves 1 -3 . A f te r an initial increase, the sys-
t e m s approached equ i l ibr ium at 24 h , in the 
case of H - m o n t m o n l l o n i t e , and 27 h in the case 
o f Na-mofttmori lJonite . Ca-montmoriUonite 
showed a s o m e w h a t different behavior d u e to 
i t . restricted inter)ameUar surface as compared 
to the o ther f o rms , a l though here a lso the 
system approachad M|uilibrium in 27 h. The 
absence o f a rapid initial increaa* in adsorption 
indicatad that t h e tnteractKm b e t w f ^ Dinw-
a r m a n d montmorilhniOm was «f a k ind other 
than exchange . 
A p p l y i n g the slmpta k i n a t k rata tha 
calculation o f the rat* c o n s t a n U at d inVrrat 
t ime intervals and concentrat ions did not y w i d 
any relat ionship characteristic o f a first, sae-
ond , o r h igher order. Adso ip t i on of D imecron 
was , thus , not a h o m o g e n e o u s chemtcal reac-
tion that couJd b « dealt with b y s imple l aws e f 
kinetic*. A s noticed in other c lay and ton »>• 
change systenw, the pesticide thus appeared to 
cross to the d a y surface by the pmoess o f 
di i fusion. Stnoe the mixtures were kept stirrsd, 
adsorption occurred both as a result of f i lm 
diniision and particle di f fusion (Patemon 1970). 
T h e ef fect of pH on the adsorption is g iven in 
Fig. 2. Both at the h igher and lower c o n c r n t m -
tions o f Dimecron added, adsorption increasad 
with an increase in pH u p to a value of 6, in tha 
case o f H- and N a - m o n t m o n l l o n i i « « , and ® in 
t h e case o f Ca-montmori l loni t* . Beyond thasa 
va lues the adsorption decreased. T h i s w a s in-
dicat ive o f the fact that a t l ow p H D i n w e r m 
was less preferred by the montmoni l on i t es dua 
to compet i t ion f rom the H ions. A t h igh p H . 
there w a s a lso competit ion f rom N a ions. 
sult ing in a decrease in adsorption. Thus , it 
appeared that Dimecron w a s adsorbed on tha 
montmorillomte eurface by direct assocuKMa 
with the caticms on the d a y surfaoe (Wcbnr 
1966>. 
Adsorpt ion o f Dimecron y ie lded iaotherma as 
TABLE t 
jBasoi spacing (nmj at Otitucron-monimonUontU tomptat— at la/lMfnW bj <aetuu\gt»bt* oanoiu a^ 
tonantratumt ofOtmtcnm 
iBWrUxar «•• Dinacnn cman-U»tMn ut mmaM 1 IWtcUy BMUaiMCUK « MB u>iia 
0.0 O.M (mf 
H- 17.6 l.2S(n>) O.ll Stn«lslayar l»(s) O.tl tbagUUysr 
00 OW(mt ^ -
Na- >•• 1 2>(ia) 0)9 Suvfl* U>»r uo t.» (•) OU ltnahi Uymf 
00 OMiw> ^ -346 1 2»im) oat StNlUUycf tft I !»<•• 0 31 SiVfU 
Utwr. m |«T«ith».~ .tuiK«U iBUWHtw.. w - wask. » • «*Jittm. . n d . -
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giv«n in Fig. 3. curvw t-3. An (ouimijuitioti of (hfi i«(itli«<mw tndtcnud thnt the curvm f«r id«>r|ition of Dinwrrnn on H- and C« montmo-rtllonitM wM* •imilur to cinwi "S" « <Mlnr4 
hy G i M H <il (1960>, whil- IMT * liyKtrm wM timilftr to cliuw "L." Ir. Um> ca*e ot Um H »nd C« xyntrnM, the iKU>rplion of the pnHtifidr iJKTraord lu Ihf concentration row*, thouxh, M tndicutj^  by th» initial omcave naiurr of the inirfhemu <curve« t and 3). it met a atrnnx compvtition with the Holvrat for th« day MtM. TVifre wa« even a neKMtve adsorp-tion bcyund 3 8 mmol»fl» of DimMTon in the «c|ui)ibnum iU«p«mt(in of Ca-monttmriHanite. 
The negative udtMrption M<«med to be due to the r» flay »y»tem becoming hydrophilic with imipreM in adnorption rw*ultinK in preft'nentiai adaorption of H,0 and irk-ase of Dimecron. Such an offect hM b««n notict-d m otiier nya-tcim also iKHih and Curry 1969: Sin^ hni Kumar 1076). 
The inotherm for adwrption of Dimecron on Na-montnHiriltonibK was mimewhat difforfent, and aljto hjtd a vertical "H" (w hijfh afTinity portion. The initial conve* Hhape of the iso-therm indicated tliHt Dimecnm did nut meet 
gUvng «>mpetit»on with water for adiiorption •itM, and tJiat IB nuilecuie* were grudually adwiriMid in the interior lAirfuceti of Nu-mont^  inori)l(>nit«. Aa nufajested by the "L" shape of the iiuthi-rm. due to relatively «tr<>n({ attmclive fomw lietween Dimecron molccules and the aub«trate and weak furccD betwe«ii liolutL* mol-•cul' I thenMteiven, the Dimf-cron moliKrules were adMiHiM) end on. Subwnjuent occurrence 
of an "M" pcrtiun in this isfithcrm was indica-tive of in»UintMit-<m» chemiwirption occurring on Nil ..luntmonllotiite on tiie ext^ riur surfactn witli txixe-* x^ige iun attructiun (iiuantf et al. 1V7U), after the initiai furcea had tM<cn oveixome in the inlerior bwui) nurfiu t M. 
TFir adwirptjon followed the order Na-mont-munlKmile > H-inoiitmonUonile > Ca lont-monlU/nitc. Tlie greater amount of adaorption on Na-muntmonlunite appeared lu be due to higher defloruluiioii of the clay expotting inure n-adily atxewiible in«-rlamellar iurface for ad-wirptuiii. Kuch efl'ecta have b««n observed by Sin({hal and Min^th 1)976), aa well aa other Wirlten. (itowman l»73), 
Th«- niakimuin adMirption of Dimecron that •Kvunid in ttie ciute tif H-monMnurilunite w«jt 
IIIIIKIII-K, oil Na-niontmoritlonite 57 mmolen, Hi<i nil t'ii-nu>nlnuinll)>niu- 35 mmutea. Theve 
value* were briow the CKC of th*- cl»y It aptiearrd that t>ie low valuew for »dwin»l">'^  '>f [hmerrn were du* U> the nature of »U< formu-lation. Dyes arc known tf» be a«lt«»rb<'d by montmonllonite and to lower itjt capacity to Mlanrb pe«ticide«. C)onm{uentiy th« prem-iue of the dye in the ctimmemal pmduct wan bound to afTect the movement and bioartivity U Di-nwcron in aoila and clayit. 
TTie chemical could not be de«orti«d wther with pure water or inorKunic aalta. th< r«jby ahowinK that it waa firmly bound on the clay (urface by stmnM eloctroatatic force*. 
From e^ structure of Dimivmn it wm» in-fnvd tliat the diMub<«tiuUHl amide had a polar character and wa* a wutral nonionic molmiU. The polarity occurred at the O, N. and P atoma of the molecule with a likely weat of inUiraction at the carbonyl gTi>up. Due to the lone pair of electrona, tlie amide N might at«o show Nome reactivity toward clay uitfii, but the cKancea were le«a due to «t<;ric hindrance ol' the C,H, groupa. The montmonllonite surface* •eloctad for the present study carried electrophili-a in the form of H' or Na' orCa'*. Therefore, there "-as a stroi^ g poMibility for a coordination typ« ol" bonding occurring between the O of the carbonyl group and the protons of the acid-•aturated nwritmonllunite as follows: 
«• tUr* + » 
•tMi* «-
\ CH.O 
An almost similar effect through linking of th« polar molecule of Dimecron to the met^ il cations thrtHigh a water bndge in the primary hydra-tion shell on the baae-seturated clays took place as follows: 
O* 
M® - Hsy® J C.H. 
t.H, 
where M was tJie metjl i.ition T)iim- i/il<f 
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enc€» were in hne with the work of Tahoun anJ 
Mortland (1966). Mortland and Meggitt (1966), 
and Praenkel and Franconi (1960>. 
An examination of the x-ray daU (Table I, 
Fig 4/ showed an expansion of 0 31 to 0 33 nm 
in the baaa) thickness on wmplexing of aad-
and baae-xaturated montmonlloniieo with Di-
mecron. indicating a flat orientation of the 
intercalaU*d Dimecron in monomolecular lay-
era with formation of compiexea at the basal 
surface* 
The propoMitiOTUi made above found support 
from infrared ntudiea The C — O stretching of 
the amide I band at 1680 cm ' showed a «hifV to 
1670 cm ' . during formation of H-montmonl-
lonite Dimecron complex, and to 1620 in the 
case of the Na-muntmonllonite-Dimecron com-
plex The first shift was indicative of protona 
tion of the O leading to formation of structure 
(1), while a decreajK in frequency of the amide 
I band in case of Na-clay pointed to coordina-
tion of the Na ion to the amide through the O 
atom (structure 2) The presence of the absorp-
tion band at 1700 cm ' (C—N sUetching) and a 
shift from 16«0 to 1660 cm ' in the amide C—O 
sti tching frwjuency in the case of Ca-mont-
monllonite-Dimecron complex confirmed an in-
teraction of the Ca-clay lo Dimecron leading to 
fonn ttion of structure (2) 
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